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Gravitational waves and cosmology

Iate-time universe

Stochastic background 
of GWs of cosmological origin

Very early universe
t & tPl

– Expansion rate
–      , Hubble constant
– 
– beyond    
       dark energy         and dark matter
– modified gravity (modified GW propagation)
– astrophysics; eg BH populations, PISN mass gap?
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Individual sources
and populations of sources
at cosmological distances
e.g.  binary neutron stars (BNS),  
      binary black holes (BBH),
      neutron star- black-hole binary (NS-BH)…
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w(z)

Individual sources
and populations of sources
at cosmological distances
e.g.  binary neutron stars (BNS),  
      binary black holes (BBH),
      neutron star- black-hole binary (NS-BH)…

• GW observation of binary gives luminosity  
distance. To extract redshift, different methods:  
direct EM counterparts, galaxy catalogues,  
and/or through BBH, BNS populations. 

• In near future: expect important impact on  
measurements of cosmological parameters,  
resolving (or not) the Hubble tension

• Number of effects to consider: overlapping  
sources and parameter estimation; higher order 
modes; precessing spins; waveform accuracy ? etc
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More speculative. Physics beyond GR,  
early universe sources beyond  
the standard model of particle  
physics!



• SGWB: superposition of GWs arriving at random times and from random directions,  
 overlapping so much that individual waves not detectable

• Two components

astrophysical SGWB,

Cosmological SGWB,

astrophysical SGWB: superposition of a large number of unresolved sources since the  
beginning of the stellar activity 
- black-hole mergers
- core-collapse of neutron stars
- Pulsars
- ….

Cosmological SGWB: from events very early in the history of the universe 
– quantum processes during inflation 
– Phase transitions in Early universe 
– topological defects, eg cosmic strings 
– primordial black holes 
– …..….

Gravitational Waves as a 
probe of the early Universe
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is

dρGW(k)

d ln k
=

1

32πGL3

k3

(2π)3

!

dΩ
"

"

"
ḣlm(t,k)

"

"

"

2

. (8)

We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
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simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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The principal observable of interest to us is the power
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ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
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the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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j)+∂ip+
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∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is
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d ln k
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
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simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
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where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
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untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
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The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
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α =
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which αTN
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∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
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∼ 10−1 would
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The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
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pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
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c , for which the value of
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c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
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The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.
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Part 2) probing the very early universe with GWs

Expected to be nearly homogeneous
and isotropic; unpolarised; gaussian 

distribution of galaxies up to 100 Mpc is not  
isotropic but strongly concentrated in  
the direction of the VIRGO cluster +  
Great attractor;



• Analogue of the CMB of photons, but crucial difference: gravitons decoupled below Planck scale!

=> Direct access to earliest stages in the evolution of the universe, which we cannot access  
through EM radiation.  
 
=> Predictions based on physics beyond the standard model of particle physics (and possibly beyond 
GR)

=> Corollary: 1) predictions uncertain (based on untested physics)  
                     2) if SGWB of cosmological origin detected, then huge discovery potential



Tested particle  
physics

BBN
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New physics at
higher energy
scales.  
 
SGWB
of cosmological
origin a fantastic
way of probing
this physics

but..predictions  
uncertain

Tested cosmology,
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Plan

Part 1) Late time cosmology with GWs

1) generalities: on the source, and why a SGWB?
2) Characterisation of the SGWB (frequency, amplitude etc)
3) Brief summary of experimental bounds.  
4) Introducing the source 
5) universe sources 
• Bubble collisions from Electroweak phase transition.  
• Cosmic strings 
• Inflation

Part 2) probing the very early universe with GWs

very much based on  
[C.Caprini and D.Figueroa
1801.04268], and different
lectures by C.Caprini 



Generalities:  a) on the sources

• Different sources for the SGWB can have very different characteristics properties.

ds

2 = �dt

2 + a

2(t)d~x2
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1

2

(radiation era)

• In terms of conformal time
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a(⌘) ⇠ ⌘q

comoving Hubble radius 
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• To discuss them (and at the same time recall some basic notation), useful to go back to basics

• Unperturbed FLRW metric
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p > 1 (inflation)
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1� p
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ln a• Hence so that



Generalities:  a) on the sources
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hot big bang model
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ln(H)�1 = Electroweak
phase transition
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Gravitational Waves as a 
probe of the early Universe
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is

dρGW(k)

d ln k
=

1

32πGL3

k3

(2π)3

!

dΩ
"

"

"
ḣlm(t,k)

"

"

"

2

. (8)

We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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Short duration



t = t?• assume the source operates at some time
Why does it generate a SGWB?

• Causality: produced signal correlated on length/time scales at  
most as large as the causal horizon at that time 

characteristic length-scale of the source 
(typical size of variation of the tensor anisotropic stresses)

Generalities: b) why a SGWB?  
[standard phase of cosmic expansion]
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• Length scale redshifted to today corresponds to scale
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✓
a(t0)

a(t⇤)

◆

• Compared to the Hubble radius today. Using the Friedmann equations 
(in the radiation era, neglecting changes in effective number of relativistic d of f, and saturating the inequality)
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⇠ 10�11

✓
GeV

T 4
⇤

◆

correlation length tiny compared to present size of universe today.

Why sources in the early universe produce SGWBs?

A GW source acting at time t✻ in the early universe cannot produce a signal 
correlated on length/time scales larger than the causal horizon at that time
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Angular size on the sky 
today of a region in 

which the SGWB signal 
is correlated `2(T⇤)
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dA(z⇤)
Angular diameter distance

Number of uncorrelated regions accessible today
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Suppose a GW detector angular resolution of 10 deg 
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Only the statistical properties of the signal can be accessed
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a⇤ = a(t⇤)

• Angular size of that patch on the sky today?



• Angular size of that patch on the sky today 

(GW detector angular resolution) 

– Can only the statistical properties of the signal 
– Must treat               as a random variable
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hij(~x, t)

Generalities: b) why a SGWB?  
[standard phase of cosmic expansion]

• number of uncorrelated regions today from which we are  receiving  
independent GW signals 
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dA(z⇤) =
1

H0(1 + z⇤)

Z z⇤

0

dz0p
⌦m(1 + z0)3 + ⌦r(1 + z0)4 + ⌦⇤

Why sources in the early universe produce SGWBs?

A GW source acting at time t✻ in the early universe cannot produce a signal 
correlated on length/time scales larger than the causal horizon at that time

<latexit sha1_base64="INJDhmIK3B6GS6CKZSmM06AbAsg=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBGkYElE0WXBTZcV7AOaGCbTm3bo5OHMRAih/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89fsKZVJb1baysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v75sFhR8apoNCmMY9FzycSOIugrZji0EsEkNDn0PXHN1O/+whCsji6U1kCbkiGEQsYJUpLnllxgHOv5nB4wE2vdp+f2RPPrFp1awa8TOyCVFGBlmd+OYOYpiFEinIiZd+2EuXmRChGOUzKTiohIXRMhtDXNCIhSDefHT/BJ1oZ4CAWuiKFZ+rviZyEUmahrztDokZy0ZuK/3n9VAXXbs6iJFUQ0fmiIOVYxXiaBB4wAVTxTBNCBdO3YjoiglCl8yrrEOzFl5dJ57xuX9at24tqo1HEUUJH6BidIhtdoQZqohZqI4oy9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHvHXFKGYq6A+Mzx8wP5PQ</latexit>

`⇤  H�1
⇤

Angular size on the sky 
today of a region in 

which the SGWB signal 
is correlated `2(T⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

`2H0
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="o3ikhzwe8c7B8cDh5VTryV+6qFw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi1i5KIohuh4sZlhb6gKWEyuWmHTh7MTIQasnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+P0sdDWAxcO59zLvfd4CWdSWda3sbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yae/stGaeCQpPGPBYdj0jgLIKmYopDJxFAQo9D2xvejP32PQjJ4qihRgn0QtKPWMAoUVpyTew0BqCIW7lyAkFo5gDnbiXPfPe6/OBWTnLXLFlVawK8SOwZKaEZ6q755fgxTUOIFOVEyq5tJaqXEaEY5ZAXnVRCQuiQ9KGraURCkL1s8kmOj7Xi4yAWuiKFJ+rviYyEUo5CT3eGRA3kvDcW//O6qQouexmLklRBRKeLgpRjFeNxLNhnAqjiI00IFUzfiumA6ESUDq+oQ7DnX14krdOqfV617s5KtdosjgI6REeojGx0gWroFtVRE1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLYuGbOZA/QHxucPQn2ZZw==</latexit>

⇥⇤ =
`⇤

dA(z⇤)
Angular diameter distance

Number of uncorrelated regions accessible today
<latexit sha1_base64="KFRtStmViZLqUtG+ZNbM7k9FweM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBosggiUpii4LblxW6AuaGCbTSTt0ZhJmJmIJ+RU3LhRx64+482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57woRRpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9mG1q+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ35vUciFY1FW08T4nM0EjSiGGkjBXbVU5RDrz0mGgXnD9lFIw/smlN35oCrxC1IDRRoBfaXN4xxyonQmCGlBq6TaD9DUlPMSF7xUkUShCdoRAaGCsSJ8rP57Tk8NcoQRrE0JTScq78nMsSVmvLQdHKkx2rZm4n/eYNURzd+RkWSaiLwYlGUMqhjOAsCDqkkWLOpIQhLam6FeIwkwtrEVTEhuMsvr5Juo+5e1Z37y1qzWcRRBsfgBJwBF1yDJrgDLdABGDyBZ/AK3qzcerHerY9Fa8kqZo7AH1ifP+45k7Y=</latexit>

⇠ ⇥�2
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="OTsBz1a/8jRhL28wJIYO26K7/u8=">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</latexit>

⇥(T⇤ = 100GeV) ' 10�12deg

Suppose a GW detector angular resolution of 10 deg 
<latexit sha1_base64="Lx33je0ywMUCrOQUeub7KQiH0jk=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgHsKuKPEY8OIxgnlAEsPspDcZMrO7zMwqccl/ePGgiFf/xZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+bHg2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0limGdRSJSLZ9qFDzEuuFGYCtWSKUvsOmPrqd+8wGV5lF4Z8YxdiUdhDzgjBor3T/1zjoCtdZcEq/SK5bcsjsDWSZeRkqQodYrfnX6EUskhoYJqnXbc2PTTakynAmcFDqJxpiyER1g29KQStTddHb1hJxYpU+CSNkKDZmpvydSKrUeS992SmqGetGbiv957cQEV92Uh3FiMGTzRUEiiInINALS5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjA2qYEPwFl9eJo3zsndZdm8vStVqFkcejuAYTsGDClThBmpQBwYKnuEV3pxH58V5dz7mrTknmzmEP3A+fwCiVpHv</latexit>

z⇤ . 17

<latexit sha1_base64="Qin37SxXcMjgOYIiBd9mKF4ZOIA=">AAACEHicbVA9SwNBEN2L3/ErammzGMQoEvZEUQshYGMZIdFA7gh7m0myZPfu3N0T4pGfYONfsbFQxNbSzn/jJl6hxgcDj/dmmJkXxIJrQ8ink5uanpmdm1/ILy4tr6wW1tavdJQoBnUWiUg1AqpB8BDqhhsBjVgBlYGA66B/PvKvb0FpHoU1M4jBl7Qb8g5n1FipVdjxaj0wtHTX2jtzySnZ9TSXcINJ+dTbTz0lcRu6Q4xbhSIpkzHwJHEzUkQZqq3Ch9eOWCIhNExQrZsuiY2fUmU4EzDMe4mGmLI+7ULT0pBK0H46fmiIt63Sxp1I2QoNHqs/J1IqtR7IwHZKanr6rzcS//Oaiemc+CkP48RAyL4XdRKBTYRH6eA2V8CMGFhCmeL2Vsx6VFFmbIZ5G4L79+VJcnVQdo/K5PKwWKlkccyjTbSFSshFx6iCLlAV1RFD9+gRPaMX58F5cl6dt+/WnJPNbKBfcN6/AIY+ml0=</latexit>

⇥(z⇤ = 1090) ' 0.9 deg

Only the statistical properties of the signal can be accessed

<latexit sha1_base64="Y5SKpafL5USjj1zgLeGhHBbmd6M=">AAACC3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiDEHEKPuwch4sWjgjFCZhh6emqSJj0L3T1CHHL34q948aCIV3/Am39jJwZcHxQ83quiqp6fCq40Ie9WYWJyanqmOFuam19YXCovr1yqJJMMmiwRibzyqQLBY2hqrgVcpRJo5Ato+b2Tod+6Bql4El/ofgpuRDsxDzmj2kheed256IKmXg0fYSeUlOUOCOHVBnngHVdvvNrmwCtXSH2XbJPDLUzqZIQvYo9JBY1x5pXfnCBhWQSxZoIq1bZJqt2cSs2ZgEHJyRSklPVoB9qGxjQC5eajXwZ4wygBDhNpKtZ4pH6fyGmkVD/yTWdEdVf99obif1470+GBm/M4zTTE7HNRmAmsEzwMBgdcAtOibwhlkptbMetSk4g28ZVMCPbvl/+Sy626vVcn5zuVxsE4jiJaQ+uoimy0jxroFJ2hJmLoFt2jR/Rk3VkP1rP18tlasMYzq+gHrNcPFBWZxw==</latexit>

⇥⇤ =
`⇤

dA(z⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="0MXexhpMEojQPcCXpWhtN/1wDg8=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IMHL41BiAFDT9ziLeAlxwhmgSQOPZ1K0qRnsbtHCEMu/ooXD4p49TO8+Td2FlCjDwoe71VRVc8NBVeakE8rsbC4tLySXE2trW9sbqW3d2oqiCSDKgtEIBsuVSC4D1XNtYBGKIF6roC6O7ga+/V7kIoH/o0ehtD2aM/nXc6oNpKT3muBEE4OtwTc4fJtfGyPstrJHTnpDMmfkRNyWcAkTyb4JvaMZNAMFSf90eoELPLA10xQpZo2CXU7plJzJmCUakUKQsoGtAdNQ33qgWrHkwdG+NAoHdwNpClf44n6cyKmnlJDzzWdHtV9Ne+Nxf+8ZqS7xXbM/TDS4LPpom4ksA7wOA3c4RKYFkNDKJPc3IpZn0rKtMksZUKw51/+S2qFvH2eJ9enmVJxFkcS7aMDlEU2ukAlVEYVVEUMjdAjekYv1oP1ZL1ab9PWhDWb2UW/YL1/AVMhlOk=</latexit>

`⇤  H�1(t⇤)

Why sources in the early universe produce SGWBs?

A GW source acting at time t✻ in the early universe cannot produce a signal 
correlated on length/time scales larger than the causal horizon at that time

<latexit sha1_base64="INJDhmIK3B6GS6CKZSmM06AbAsg=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBGkYElE0WXBTZcV7AOaGCbTm3bo5OHMRAih/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89fsKZVJb1baysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v75sFhR8apoNCmMY9FzycSOIugrZji0EsEkNDn0PXHN1O/+whCsji6U1kCbkiGEQsYJUpLnllxgHOv5nB4wE2vdp+f2RPPrFp1awa8TOyCVFGBlmd+OYOYpiFEinIiZd+2EuXmRChGOUzKTiohIXRMhtDXNCIhSDefHT/BJ1oZ4CAWuiKFZ+rviZyEUmahrztDokZy0ZuK/3n9VAXXbs6iJFUQ0fmiIOVYxXiaBB4wAVTxTBNCBdO3YjoiglCl8yrrEOzFl5dJ57xuX9at24tqo1HEUUJH6BidIhtdoQZqohZqI4oy9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHvHXFKGYq6A+Mzx8wP5PQ</latexit>

`⇤  H�1
⇤

Angular size on the sky 
today of a region in 

which the SGWB signal 
is correlated `2(T⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

`2H0
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="o3ikhzwe8c7B8cDh5VTryV+6qFw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi1i5KIohuh4sZlhb6gKWEyuWmHTh7MTIQasnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+P0sdDWAxcO59zLvfd4CWdSWda3sbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yae/stGaeCQpPGPBYdj0jgLIKmYopDJxFAQo9D2xvejP32PQjJ4qihRgn0QtKPWMAoUVpyTew0BqCIW7lyAkFo5gDnbiXPfPe6/OBWTnLXLFlVawK8SOwZKaEZ6q755fgxTUOIFOVEyq5tJaqXEaEY5ZAXnVRCQuiQ9KGraURCkL1s8kmOj7Xi4yAWuiKFJ+rviYyEUo5CT3eGRA3kvDcW//O6qQouexmLklRBRKeLgpRjFeNxLNhnAqjiI00IFUzfiumA6ESUDq+oQ7DnX14krdOqfV617s5KtdosjgI6REeojGx0gWroFtVRE1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLYuGbOZA/QHxucPQn2ZZw==</latexit>

⇥⇤ =
`⇤

dA(z⇤)
Angular diameter distance

Number of uncorrelated regions accessible today
<latexit sha1_base64="KFRtStmViZLqUtG+ZNbM7k9FweM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBosggiUpii4LblxW6AuaGCbTSTt0ZhJmJmIJ+RU3LhRx64+482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57woRRpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9mG1q+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ35vUciFY1FW08T4nM0EjSiGGkjBXbVU5RDrz0mGgXnD9lFIw/smlN35oCrxC1IDRRoBfaXN4xxyonQmCGlBq6TaD9DUlPMSF7xUkUShCdoRAaGCsSJ8rP57Tk8NcoQRrE0JTScq78nMsSVmvLQdHKkx2rZm4n/eYNURzd+RkWSaiLwYlGUMqhjOAsCDqkkWLOpIQhLam6FeIwkwtrEVTEhuMsvr5Juo+5e1Z37y1qzWcRRBsfgBJwBF1yDJrgDLdABGDyBZ/AK3qzcerHerY9Fa8kqZo7AH1ifP+45k7Y=</latexit>

⇠ ⇥�2
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="OTsBz1a/8jRhL28wJIYO26K7/u8=">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</latexit>

⇥(T⇤ = 100GeV) ' 10�12deg

Suppose a GW detector angular resolution of 10 deg 
<latexit sha1_base64="Lx33je0ywMUCrOQUeub7KQiH0jk=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgHsKuKPEY8OIxgnlAEsPspDcZMrO7zMwqccl/ePGgiFf/xZt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+bHg2rjut5NbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHDR0limGdRSJSLZ9qFDzEuuFGYCtWSKUvsOmPrqd+8wGV5lF4Z8YxdiUdhDzgjBor3T/1zjoCtdZcEq/SK5bcsjsDWSZeRkqQodYrfnX6EUskhoYJqnXbc2PTTakynAmcFDqJxpiyER1g29KQStTddHb1hJxYpU+CSNkKDZmpvydSKrUeS992SmqGetGbiv957cQEV92Uh3FiMGTzRUEiiInINALS5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjA2qYEPwFl9eJo3zsndZdm8vStVqFkcejuAYTsGDClThBmpQBwYKnuEV3pxH58V5dz7mrTknmzmEP3A+fwCiVpHv</latexit>

z⇤ . 17

<latexit sha1_base64="Qin37SxXcMjgOYIiBd9mKF4ZOIA=">AAACEHicbVA9SwNBEN2L3/ErammzGMQoEvZEUQshYGMZIdFA7gh7m0myZPfu3N0T4pGfYONfsbFQxNbSzn/jJl6hxgcDj/dmmJkXxIJrQ8ink5uanpmdm1/ILy4tr6wW1tavdJQoBnUWiUg1AqpB8BDqhhsBjVgBlYGA66B/PvKvb0FpHoU1M4jBl7Qb8g5n1FipVdjxaj0wtHTX2jtzySnZ9TSXcINJ+dTbTz0lcRu6Q4xbhSIpkzHwJHEzUkQZqq3Ch9eOWCIhNExQrZsuiY2fUmU4EzDMe4mGmLI+7ULT0pBK0H46fmiIt63Sxp1I2QoNHqs/J1IqtR7IwHZKanr6rzcS//Oaiemc+CkP48RAyL4XdRKBTYRH6eA2V8CMGFhCmeL2Vsx6VFFmbIZ5G4L79+VJcnVQdo/K5PKwWKlkccyjTbSFSshFx6iCLlAV1RFD9+gRPaMX58F5cl6dt+/WnJPNbKBfcN6/AIY+ml0=</latexit>

⇥(z⇤ = 1090) ' 0.9 deg

Only the statistical properties of the signal can be accessed

EW scales

equality

Why sources in the early universe produce SGWBs?

A GW source acting at time t✻ in the early universe cannot produce a signal 
correlated on length/time scales larger than the causal horizon at that time

<latexit sha1_base64="INJDhmIK3B6GS6CKZSmM06AbAsg=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBGkYElE0WXBTZcV7AOaGCbTm3bo5OHMRAih/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89fsKZVJb1baysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v75sFhR8apoNCmMY9FzycSOIugrZji0EsEkNDn0PXHN1O/+whCsji6U1kCbkiGEQsYJUpLnllxgHOv5nB4wE2vdp+f2RPPrFp1awa8TOyCVFGBlmd+OYOYpiFEinIiZd+2EuXmRChGOUzKTiohIXRMhtDXNCIhSDefHT/BJ1oZ4CAWuiKFZ+rviZyEUmahrztDokZy0ZuK/3n9VAXXbs6iJFUQ0fmiIOVYxXiaBB4wAVTxTBNCBdO3YjoiglCl8yrrEOzFl5dJ57xuX9at24tqo1HEUUJH6BidIhtdoQZqohZqI4oy9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHvHXFKGYq6A+Mzx8wP5PQ</latexit>

`⇤  H�1
⇤

Angular size on the sky 
today of a region in 

which the SGWB signal 
is correlated `2(T⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

`2H0
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="o3ikhzwe8c7B8cDh5VTryV+6qFw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAi1i5KIohuh4sZlhb6gKWEyuWmHTh7MTIQasnXjr7hxoYhb/8Cdf+P0sdDWAxcO59zLvfd4CWdSWda3sbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yae/stGaeCQpPGPBYdj0jgLIKmYopDJxFAQo9D2xvejP32PQjJ4qihRgn0QtKPWMAoUVpyTew0BqCIW7lyAkFo5gDnbiXPfPe6/OBWTnLXLFlVawK8SOwZKaEZ6q755fgxTUOIFOVEyq5tJaqXEaEY5ZAXnVRCQuiQ9KGraURCkL1s8kmOj7Xi4yAWuiKFJ+rviYyEUo5CT3eGRA3kvDcW//O6qQouexmLklRBRKeLgpRjFeNxLNhnAqjiI00IFUzfiumA6ESUDq+oQ7DnX14krdOqfV617s5KtdosjgI6REeojGx0gWroFtVRE1H0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLYuGbOZA/QHxucPQn2ZZw==</latexit>

⇥⇤ =
`⇤

dA(z⇤)
Angular diameter distance

Number of uncorrelated regions accessible today
<latexit sha1_base64="KFRtStmViZLqUtG+ZNbM7k9FweM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBosggiUpii4LblxW6AuaGCbTSTt0ZhJmJmIJ+RU3LhRx64+482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57woRRpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9mG1q+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ35vUciFY1FW08T4nM0EjSiGGkjBXbVU5RDrz0mGgXnD9lFIw/smlN35oCrxC1IDRRoBfaXN4xxyonQmCGlBq6TaD9DUlPMSF7xUkUShCdoRAaGCsSJ8rP57Tk8NcoQRrE0JTScq78nMsSVmvLQdHKkx2rZm4n/eYNURzd+RkWSaiLwYlGUMqhjOAsCDqkkWLOpIQhLam6FeIwkwtrEVTEhuMsvr5Juo+5e1Z37y1qzWcRRBsfgBJwBF1yDJrgDLdABGDyBZ/AK3qzcerHerY9Fa8kqZo7AH1ifP+45k7Y=</latexit>

⇠ ⇥�2
⇤
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Why sources in the early universe produce SGWBs?

A GW source acting at time t✻ in the early universe cannot produce a signal 
correlated on length/time scales larger than the causal horizon at that time
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⇥(z⇤ = 1090) ' 0.9 deg

Only the statistical properties of the signal can be accessed

GW signal (as received today on Earth) due to a  
causal process operating at the EW epoch, is  
composed by the superposition of independent  
signals emitted by at least 1024 uncorrelated regions 

• a GW signal from the early universe cannot possibly be  
resolved beyond its stochastic nature 

• By observing large enough regions of the Universe today (or a given region for long enough time), 
have access to many realisations of the system: replace ensemble averages with volume/time averages  
(over a length scale much larger than the typical GW wavelength, and much smaller than the Horizon)  
[exception in the case of inflation]  
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when a GW source was operating. The precise value of xk can only be determined

within a specific GW generation process; however, since xk � 1, one can still find,

through these equations, the lowest possible frequency emitted by a process operating

at a given time in the universe parametrised by Tp. Therefore, it is possible to associate

to a given GW detection experiment, operating in a given frequency range, the epochs

in the early universe during which a source should have been active to produce GWs

detectable by that experiment. This is shown in Fig. 1 for several GW detectors

(for details, see section 4.4): 1Hz . f . 103 Hz for ground-based interferometers,

10�5 Hz . f . 0.1Hz for LISA, 3 ⇥ 10�9 Hz . f . 10�6 Hz for Pulsar Timing

Arrays, and 3.4 ⇥ 10�19 Hz . f . 7 ⇥ 10�18 Hz for the CMB. In this last case, the

observable frequency window corresponds respectively to the Horizon today and at the

epoch of photon decoupling, c.f. section 4.2: H0/(2⇡)  f  Hdec (a0/adec)/(2⇡), with

Tdec ' 0.26 eV. Note that Eq. (101) does not hold in the case of the CMB, which extends

beyond the radiation era, while Eq. (99) is generically valid. Fig. 1 illustrates how GW

experiments have the potential to probe well separated energy scales and cosmological

epochs that are not directly accessible by any other mean, since the universe was opaque

to photons at that time. Other cosmological probes like e.g. Large Scale Structures, the

CMB and Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) can probe temperatures Tp . 1 MeV (or

the inflationary epoch for what concerns CMB anisotropies and polarisation), while GW

experiments have in principle access to a wide range of energy scales beyond 1 MeV.

3.4. Gravitational wave spectrum by a generic stochastic source

In section 2.4 we have presented the free solutions for the GW Fourier modes hr(k, ⌘)

at sub- and super-horizon scales. Here we derive the amplitude of the Fourier modes

and the energy density power spectrum Eq. (86) in the presence of a generic stochastic

source of GW acting during the radiation or matter dominated eras⇤.
The tensor anisotropic stress sourcing the GWs can be decomposed, analogously

to hij, in two polarisation states (here and in the following we omit the superscript TT

for brevity):

⇧ij(x, t) =
X

r=+,⇥

Z

d3k

(2⇡)3
⇧r(k, t) e

�ik·x er
ij(k̂) . (102)

For the reasons put forward in section 3.1, it is enough to describe the source

stochastically. Though there are exceptions (as we will see in the following of this

review), here we assume that the properties of statistical homogeneity and isotropy,

gaussianity and the absence of a preferred polarisation, apply for the GW source as

well, as assumed for the GW spectrum (c.f. section 3.1). The power spectrum of the

Fourier components of the tensor anisotropic stress can therefore be written as

h⇧r(k, ⌘)⇧
⇤
p(q, ⇣)i =

(2⇡)3

4
�(3)(k � q) �rp ⇧(k, ⌘, ⇣) . (103)

⇤The solution for a source that acts continuously through the radiation-matter transition requires
numerical integration and goes beyond the illustrative purposes of this sub-section.

• Perturbed FRWL metric (ignoring scalars and vectors):

ds

2 = �dt

2 + a

2(t)[(�ij + hij)dx
i
dx

j ] |hij | ⌧ 1

hi
i = @jh

j
i = 0

• from Einstein equations

source: tensor  
anisotropic stress
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r2
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• Fourier transform, and polarisation components +, x 
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Z
d3k
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hr(k, t) e

�ik·x erij(ˆk)

SGWB from the early universe: generalities

Fourier decomposition, and polarisation components +, ×

hTT
ij (z, t) =

0

@
h+ h⇥ 0

h⇥ �h+ 0

0 0 0

1

A

ij

cos [!(t� z)]

Free wave traveling 
in the z direction
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2) Characterisation of the SGWB
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transverse and traceless part of the anisotropic stress. The anisotropic stress is given by

a2 ⇧ij = Tij � p a2 (�ij + hij) , (54)

where Tij denotes the spatial components of the energy-momentum tensor of the source,

and p is the background pressure. In the RHS of Eq. (54), the term in p �ij is a pure trace

that does not contribute to ⇧TT
ij , while the term in p hij cancels out with an identical

term of opposite sign that emerges in the derivation of Eq. (53).

The transverse and traceless part of a tensor is most easily extracted in Fourier

space. Consider the spatial Fourier transform

⇧ij(x, t) =

Z

d3k

(2⇡)3
⇧ij(k, t) e

�ik·x . (55)

The transverse and traceless part of a symmetric tensor is then given by the projection

(see e.g. Ref. [30])
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⇧lm(k) , (56)

with

Pij(k̂) = �ij � k̂i k̂j , (57)

where k̂ = k/k is the unit vector in the k direction. The operators Pij are projectors on

the subspace orthogonal to k, satisfying Pijki = 0 and Pij Pjl = Pil. From this it follows

directly that ki ⇧TT
ij = ⇧TT

ii = 0.

The transverse and traceless perturbation hij can be decomposed into the two

polarization states r = +,⇥, as
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where the two polarisation tensors er
ij(k̂) can be taken to be real and to satisfy

er
ij(�k̂) = er

ij(k̂). The condition for hij to be real is then h⇤
r(k, t) = hr(�k, t). The

two polarisation tensors depend only on the unit vector k̂ and are symmetric (er
ij = er

ji),

transverse (k̂i er
ij = 0) and traceless (er

ii = 0). They can be written as

e+
ij(k̂) = m̂i m̂j � n̂i n̂j ,

e⇥
ij(k̂) = m̂i n̂j + n̂i m̂j , (59)

where m̂ and n̂ are two unit vectors that are orthogonal to k̂, and well as to each other.

We then have the orthonormal and completeness relations
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where the projectors Pij are defined in Eq. (57), and can be written alternatively as

Pij = m̂i m̂j + n̂i n̂j.

The space-time behavior of GWs is determined by Eq. (53), with solutions

depending on the particular source considered. Most examples of cosmological sources
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• In general the SGWB is 
 
– homogenous and isotropic  
          (inherited from FLRW universe)  
 
– unpolarised  
          (absence of significant source of parity violation  
           in the universe)  
 
– gaussian  
          (formed by emission from many uncorrelated regions)  

therefore characterized by the 2-point function 

• We access today the GW signal from many independent horizon volumes: hij(x,t) 
must be treated as a random variable 

• The universe is homogeneous and isotropic, so the GW source is operating 
everywhere at the same time with the same average properties (“a-causal” initial 
conditions from inflation)  

• Under the ergodic hypothesis, the ensemble average can be substituted with 
volume / time averages: we identify this average with the volume / time one 
necessary to define the GW energy momentum tensor (lecture one) 

• Notable exception: SGWB from inflation (intrinsic quantum fluctuations that 
become classical (stochastic) outside the horizon)
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renders the metric perturbation, of quantum origin, equivalent to a stochastic variable

after Hubble crossing. The perturbations re-enter progressively the Hubble radius during

the radiation and matter dominated eras, leading to a GW signal which is intrinsically

stochastic.

In general, the stochastic GW background from sources in the early universe is

assumed to be statistically homogeneous and isotropic, unpolarised and Gaussian. The

reasons behind these assumptions are easily understood, as we will explain next (for a

thorough discussion see also [18]).

Statistical homogeneity and isotropy is inherited from the same property of the

FLRW universe, be it during inflation or afterwards during the thermal era. It implies

that the two-point spatial correlation function satisfies

hhij(x, ⌘1)hlm(y, ⌘2)i = ⇠ijlm(|x � y|, ⌘1, ⌘2) , (79)

where hij(x, ⌘1) is the tensor perturbation of Eq. (62), and h...i denotes the ensemble

average (that becomes an average over volume/time under the ergodic hypothesis).

In the case presented before about a phase transition operating during the radiation

dominated era for example, even though the GW signal is given by the superposition of

the signals emitted from many uncorrelated regions, the (statistical) homogeneity and

isotropy of the universe causes these regions to have, essentially, the same characteristics,

e.g. the temperature and particle densities. Therefore the phase transition happens

everywhere in the universe at the same time and with the same outcome, so that the

produced GW background is statistically homogeneous and isotropic. The same holds

for the irreducible GW background generated during inflation, because the tensor metric

perturbations representing the GWs, are generated over the homogeneous and isotropic

FLRW background.

The GW cosmological backgrounds are assumed typically to be unpolarised, as a

consequence of the absence of a significant source of parity violation in the universe. If

the process sourcing the GWs is based on interactions that are symmetric under parity,

the outcome is a GW background for which the two polarisations +, ⇥, are uncorrelated.

In terms of the Fourier amplitudes of Eq. (58), this means hh+(k, ⌘)h⇥(k, ⌘)i = 0. The

connection with the parity symmetry is made more explicit by introducing the helicity

basis ✏±i (k̂) = (m̂ ± i n̂)i/
p
2, where m̂, n̂ are the unit vectors used in Eq. (59). Out of

the usual e+,⇥
ij polarisation tensors defined in Eq. (59), one can construct a basis for the

transverse-traceless tensor space representing the two independent helicity states ±2:

e±2
ij = (e+

ij ± i e⇥
ij)/2. The basis transforms as e0±2

ij = e±2i✓e±2
ij under rotation by an angle

✓ around the k̂ axis (see e.g. [44, 45]). An arbitrary symmetric rank two transverse-

traceless tensor is in general a mixture of both helicity states, and can be expressed as

a linear combination in this basis, hij = h+2 e
+2
ij + h�2 e

�2
ij . Using these definitions, one

can easily derive that hh+2(k, ⌘)h+2(k, ⌘)�h�2(k, ⌘)h�2(k, ⌘)i = hh+(k, ⌘)h⇥(k, ⌘)i = 0,

where the last equality holds if the background is unpolarised (see e.g. [46]). The absence

of a net polarisation is therefore equivalent to the condition that the two independent

helicity modes are produced, on the average, with the same amplitude, i.e. with identical
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The same decomposition can be applied to Πij(x,t)

• In terms of the Fourier amplitudes               :
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• the 2-point function  
homogeneity and isotropy,  unpolarised 

• We access today the GW signal from many independent horizon volumes: hij(x,t) 
must be treated as a random variable 

• The universe is homogeneous and isotropic, so the GW source is operating 
everywhere at the same time with the same average properties (“a-causal” initial 
conditions from inflation)  

• Under the ergodic hypothesis, the ensemble average can be substituted with 
volume / time averages: we identify this average with the volume / time one 
necessary to define the GW energy momentum tensor (lecture one) 

• Notable exception: SGWB from inflation (intrinsic quantum fluctuations that 
become classical (stochastic) outside the horizon)
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expectation values. If this is not the case, the GW background can be chiral and must

arise from some parity-violating source. We will present an example of such chiral

background in section 6.1.2.

Gaussianity also follows straightforwardly in most cases of GW backgrounds formed

by the emission of many uncorrelated regions. As discussed above, since the signal is

composed by a large number of sources that were independent at the moment of the

GW emission, by the central limit theorem one can expect the outcome signal given

by the superposition of all independent signals, to have a Gaussian distribution [18].

Gaussianity also applies in the case of the irreducible background generated during

inflation, again because of the quantum nature of this background: in the simplest

scenarios, the tensor metric perturbation can be quantised as a free field, and hence

with Gaussian probability distribution for the amplitudes⇤.
Note that, although the properties of statistical homogeneity and isotropy,

gaussianity, and absence of net polarisation, are satisfied to a good approximation for

most cosmological sources, there can be exceptions. For example, a certain level of large-

scale anisotropy in the universe is allowed by present CMB constraints [36]. A typical

example of GW source from the early universe, leading to a statistically anisotropic

GW background, is the excitation of a gauge field during inflation (although this has

been studied mainly for the scalar mode, see e.g. [48, 49, 50]). The GW background

generated by gauge field dynamics during inflation is also non-Gaussian, since the GW

source is quadratic in the fields [51], and it can be polarised if the interaction between

the gauge field and the inflaton is parity-breaking [52, 53] (in this case the inflaton is a

pseudo-scalar). We will discuss precisely this later in Section 6.1.2.

3.2. Characterization of a stochastic gravitational wave background

In the following we introduce di↵erent quantities that are used to characterize the power

spectrum of a stochastic GW background. The Fourier amplitudes hr(k, ⌘) of Eq. (58),

are considered to be random variables. For a statistically homogeneous and isotropic,

unpolarised and Gaussian GW background, their power spectrum can be written as

hhr(k, ⌘)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘)i =

8⇡5

k3
�(3)(k � q) �rp h

2
c(k, ⌘) , (80)

where hc is dimensionless, real and depends only on the time ⌘ and the comoving wave-

number k = |k|. The delta function in k, q, and the fact that hc does not depend on the

direction k̂, are consequences of statistical homogeneity and isotropy; the delta function

in the polarisation states r, p is a consequence of the absence of a net polarisation, and

gaussianity implies that the above expectation value contains all the relevant information

on the statistical distribution of the random variables hr(k, ⌘). We do not need to

investigate therefore higher-point correlation functions, as for a Gaussian field even-

point correlation functions can be rewritten in as powers of h2
c(k, ⌘), while odd-point

⇤In reality, there is always a small degree of deviation from gaussianity in the inflationary
perturbations, as they are created over a dynamical quasi-de Sitter background that also evolves (even
if slowly) during inflation [47]. In practice, the amount of non-gaussianity is ‘slow-roll suppressed’.
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hij(x, t) =
X

r=+,⇥

Z
d3k

(2⇡)3
hr(k, t) e

�ik·x erij(ˆk)

SGWB from the early universe: generalities

Fourier decomposition, and polarisation components +, ×

hTT
ij (z, t) =

0

@
h+ h⇥ 0

h⇥ �h+ 0

0 0 0

1

A

ij

cos [!(t� z)]

Free wave traveling 
in the z direction
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e+ij(k̂) = m̂i m̂j � n̂i n̂j

e⇥ij(k̂) = m̂i n̂j + n̂i m̂j
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The same decomposition can be applied to Πij(x,t)

• Hence

Characterisation of a SGWB

{

Statistical 
homogeneity and 

isotropy

Gaussianity: the two-point 
correlation function is 

enough to fully describe 
the SGWB

Unpolarised

Power spectrum of the GW amplitude

Related to the variance of the 
GW amplitude in real space

For freely propagating sub-Hubble modes, and taking the time-average:
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1

a2(⌘)
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hhr(k, ⌘)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘)i =

8⇡5

k3
�(3)(k� q) �rp h

2
c(k, ⌘)
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k
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c(k, ⌘)
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p(q)i]
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correlations are simply vanishing. The factor 8⇡5 in Eq. (80) has been chosen so that

Eqs. (58) and (60) give

hhij(x, ⌘)hij(x, ⌘)i = 2

Z +1

0

dk

k
h2

c(k, ⌘) , (81)

where the factor 2 in the RHS is a convention motivated by the fact that the LHS involves

contributions from two independent polarizations (we adopt here the same convention

as [24, 17], while the one adopted in [54] di↵ers by a factor 2). It appears from the

above equation that hc(k, ⌘) represents a characteristic GW amplitude per logarithmic

wave-number interval and per polarization state, at a time ⌘.

As discussed at the beginning of subsection 3.1, for free waves at sub-Hubble scales

(those detectable today), the average in the LHS of Eq. (80) can be taken both as a

volume average over su�ciently large regions compared to the GW wavelengths, and a

time average over several periods of oscillation (i.e. the average under which GWs can

be defined, following what presented in subsection 2.3). The time behaviour of the GW

Fourier amplitudes for sub-Hubble modes is given by Eq. (67). Inserting this solution

into Eq. (80), and keeping in mind that the presence of the delta function imposes k = q,

one can average out the terms that are oscillatory in time, and find

hhr(k, ⌘)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘)i =

1

a2(⌘)
[hAr(k)A

⇤
p(q)i + hBr(k)B

⇤
p(q)i] . (82)

The above equation, together with Eq. (80), shows that for free waves inside the Hubble

radius, hc(k, ⌘) / 1/a(⌘) after the oscillatory terms are averaged out.

Besides hc, a quantity of prime interest to characterize a stochastic GW

background, is the spectrum of GW energy density per logarithmic wave-number

interval, d⇢GW/dlogk. The energy density in GWs is given by the 00-component of

the energy-momentum tensor, see Eq. (48)

⇢GW =
hḣij(x, t) ḣij(x, t)i

32⇡G
=

hh0
ij(x, ⌘)h

0
ij(x, ⌘)i

32⇡Ga2(⌘)
=

Z +1

0

dk

k

d⇢GW

dlogk
, (83)

where in the second equality we have converted the derivatives with respect to the

physical time t into derivatives with respect to the conformal time ⌘, while the third

equality defines d⇢GW/dlogk. Again, we have seen from the discussion in subsection

2.3 (c.f. also what presented in [30, 24]) that, even for a deterministic GW signal,

the energy-momentum tensor of GWs cannot be localized inside a volume smaller

than the GW typical wavelength, but can only be defined by performing an average

over volume and/or time (over several wavelengths and/or frequencies for its Fourier

components). For a stochastic background generated in the early universe, invoking the

ergodic hypothesis, the average performed in Eq. (83) corresponds to the usual ensemble

average of Eq. (80).

An expression for the GW energy density power spectrum d⇢GW/dlogk valid for

free waves inside the Hubble radius, can be found from Eq. (83), inserting the time

behaviour of the GW Fourier modes given by Eq. (67). The first step is to postulate

• In terms of which can express GW energy density,  given by 

spectrum of GW energy  
density per logarithmic  
wave-number interval 

• GW energy density parameter. In terms of present day physical frequency
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that the same structure of Eq. (80) holds for the power spectrum of the conformal time

derivatives of the Fourier modes hr(k, ⌘),

hh0
r(k, ⌘)h

0
p
⇤(q, ⌘)i = 8⇡5

k3
�(3)(k � q) �rp h

0
c
2(k, ⌘) , (84)

where we have defined a new characteristic amplitude h0
c
2(k, ⌘), analogous to h2

c(k, ⌘).

One then substitutes solution (67) in the above equation. Again, because of the delta

function imposing k = q, it is straightforward to average out the terms that oscillate in

time (as we did to derive Eq. (82)). Besides, one can neglect the H2 term arising due

to the conformal time derivative of (67), with respect to the term k2, since in the case

under analysis, k � H. One then finds a simple relation among the amplitudes:

h0
c
2(k, ⌘) ' k2 h2

c(k, ⌘) . (85)

With this identity, one can evaluate Eq. (83) with the help of Eqs. (58), (60) and (84),

to find
d⇢GW

dlogk
=

k2 h2
c(k, ⌘)

16⇡Ga2(⌘)
. (86)

Furthermore, we have seen before that hc(k, ⌘) / 1/a(⌘) for sub-Hubble modes. Thus, as

expected for massless degrees of freedom, the GW energy density is diluted as radiation

with the expansion of the universe, ⇢GW / a�4.

In order to make connection with observations, it is necessary to evaluate the

GW background today in terms of the present-day physical frequency f = k/(2⇡ a0),

corresponding to the comoving wave-number k redshifted to today (we remind that a

subscript “0” indicates a quantity evaluated at the present time). The characteristic

GW amplitude per logarithmic frequency interval today, is then given by

hc(f) = hc(k, ⌘0) , (87)

which corresponds to the definition given in Ref. [17]. A stochastic background is often

characterized also by its spectral density

Sh(f) =
h2

c(f)

2f
, (88)

which has dimension Hz�1. This quantity is directly comparable to the noise in a

detector, parametrised by Sn(f). We will use the spectral density in section 4.4, when

discussing the sensitivity of interferometric experiments to stochastic backgrounds.

The spectrum of GW energy density per logarithmic frequency interval, can be

conveniently normalized as

⌦GW(f) =
1

⇢c

d⇢GW

dlogf
, (89)

where ⇢c = 3H2/(8⇡G) is the critical energy density at time t. The quantity traditionally

considered by cosmologists is h2 ⌦(0)
GW, because it is independent of the observational

uncertainty on the value of H0. Eqs. (86 - 88) with f = k/(2⇡ a0) give (note the factor

two di↵erence with respect to e.g. [54])

⌦(0)
GW(f) =

4⇡2

3H2
0

f 3 Sh(f) . (90)

critical energy density of universe.

⇢c = 3H2
0/8⇡G
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⌦gw(t0, f) =
f

⇢c

d⇢gw
df

(t0, f)
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k2 � a00
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◆
Hr(k, ⌘) = 0
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– Sub Hubble modes,
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k2 � H2 hr(~k, ⌘) =
Ar(~k)

a(⌘)
eik⌘ +

Br(~k)

a(⌘)
e�ik⌘

– Super-Hubble modes, relevant for inflationary tensor  
perturbations 
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Z ⌘ d⌘0

a2(⌘)

plane waves with  
redshifting amplitude.
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a ⇠ ⌘q have

Spectrum of GW energy density per logarithmic wave-number 
interval for free waves
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that the same structure of Eq. (80) holds for the power spectrum of the conformal time

derivatives of the Fourier modes hr(k, ⌘),

hh0
r(k, ⌘)h

0
p
⇤(q, ⌘)i = 8⇡5

k3
�(3)(k � q) �rp h

0
c
2(k, ⌘) , (84)

where we have defined a new characteristic amplitude h0
c
2(k, ⌘), analogous to h2

c(k, ⌘).

One then substitutes solution (67) in the above equation. Again, because of the delta

function imposing k = q, it is straightforward to average out the terms that oscillate in

time (as we did to derive Eq. (82)). Besides, one can neglect the H2 term arising due

to the conformal time derivative of (67), with respect to the term k2, since in the case

under analysis, k � H. One then finds a simple relation among the amplitudes:

h0
c
2(k, ⌘) ' k2 h2

c(k, ⌘) . (85)

With this identity, one can evaluate Eq. (83) with the help of Eqs. (58), (60) and (84),

to find
d⇢GW

dlogk
=

k2 h2
c(k, ⌘)

16⇡Ga2(⌘)
. (86)

Furthermore, we have seen before that hc(k, ⌘) / 1/a(⌘) for sub-Hubble modes. Thus, as

expected for massless degrees of freedom, the GW energy density is diluted as radiation

with the expansion of the universe, ⇢GW / a�4.

In order to make connection with observations, it is necessary to evaluate the

GW background today in terms of the present-day physical frequency f = k/(2⇡ a0),

corresponding to the comoving wave-number k redshifted to today (we remind that a

subscript “0” indicates a quantity evaluated at the present time). The characteristic

GW amplitude per logarithmic frequency interval today, is then given by

hc(f) = hc(k, ⌘0) , (87)

which corresponds to the definition given in Ref. [17]. A stochastic background is often

characterized also by its spectral density

Sh(f) =
h2

c(f)

2f
, (88)

which has dimension Hz�1. This quantity is directly comparable to the noise in a

detector, parametrised by Sn(f). We will use the spectral density in section 4.4, when

discussing the sensitivity of interferometric experiments to stochastic backgrounds.

The spectrum of GW energy density per logarithmic frequency interval, can be

conveniently normalized as

⌦GW(f) =
1

⇢c

d⇢GW

dlogf
, (89)

where ⇢c = 3H2/(8⇡G) is the critical energy density at time t. The quantity traditionally

considered by cosmologists is h2 ⌦(0)
GW, because it is independent of the observational

uncertainty on the value of H0. Eqs. (86 - 88) with f = k/(2⇡ a0) give (note the factor

two di↵erence with respect to e.g. [54])

⌦(0)
GW(f) =

4⇡2

3H2
0

f 3 Sh(f) . (90)

=>

modes frozen
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h00
r (k, ⌘) + 2H h0

r(k, ⌘) + k2hr(k, ⌘) = 16⇡Ga2⇧r(k, ⌘)
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correlations are simply vanishing. The factor 8⇡5 in Eq. (80) has been chosen so that

Eqs. (58) and (60) give

hhij(x, ⌘)hij(x, ⌘)i = 2

Z +1

0

dk

k
h2

c(k, ⌘) , (81)

where the factor 2 in the RHS is a convention motivated by the fact that the LHS involves

contributions from two independent polarizations (we adopt here the same convention

as [24, 17], while the one adopted in [54] di↵ers by a factor 2). It appears from the

above equation that hc(k, ⌘) represents a characteristic GW amplitude per logarithmic

wave-number interval and per polarization state, at a time ⌘.

As discussed at the beginning of subsection 3.1, for free waves at sub-Hubble scales

(those detectable today), the average in the LHS of Eq. (80) can be taken both as a

volume average over su�ciently large regions compared to the GW wavelengths, and a

time average over several periods of oscillation (i.e. the average under which GWs can

be defined, following what presented in subsection 2.3). The time behaviour of the GW

Fourier amplitudes for sub-Hubble modes is given by Eq. (67). Inserting this solution

into Eq. (80), and keeping in mind that the presence of the delta function imposes k = q,

one can average out the terms that are oscillatory in time, and find

hhr(k, ⌘)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘)i =

1

a2(⌘)
[hAr(k)A

⇤
p(q)i + hBr(k)B

⇤
p(q)i] . (82)

The above equation, together with Eq. (80), shows that for free waves inside the Hubble

radius, hc(k, ⌘) / 1/a(⌘) after the oscillatory terms are averaged out.

Besides hc, a quantity of prime interest to characterize a stochastic GW

background, is the spectrum of GW energy density per logarithmic wave-number

interval, d⇢GW/dlogk. The energy density in GWs is given by the 00-component of

the energy-momentum tensor, see Eq. (48)

⇢GW =
hḣij(x, t) ḣij(x, t)i

32⇡G
=

hh0
ij(x, ⌘)h

0
ij(x, ⌘)i

32⇡Ga2(⌘)
=

Z +1

0

dk

k

d⇢GW

dlogk
, (83)

where in the second equality we have converted the derivatives with respect to the

physical time t into derivatives with respect to the conformal time ⌘, while the third

equality defines d⇢GW/dlogk. Again, we have seen from the discussion in subsection

2.3 (c.f. also what presented in [30, 24]) that, even for a deterministic GW signal,

the energy-momentum tensor of GWs cannot be localized inside a volume smaller

than the GW typical wavelength, but can only be defined by performing an average

over volume and/or time (over several wavelengths and/or frequencies for its Fourier

components). For a stochastic background generated in the early universe, invoking the

ergodic hypothesis, the average performed in Eq. (83) corresponds to the usual ensemble

average of Eq. (80).

An expression for the GW energy density power spectrum d⇢GW/dlogk valid for

free waves inside the Hubble radius, can be found from Eq. (83), inserting the time

behaviour of the GW Fourier modes given by Eq. (67). The first step is to postulate
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k2 � H2 hr(~k, ⌘) =
Ar(~k)

a(⌘)
eik⌘ +

Br(~k)

a(⌘)
e�ik⌘
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expectation values. If this is not the case, the GW background can be chiral and must

arise from some parity-violating source. We will present an example of such chiral

background in section 6.1.2.

Gaussianity also follows straightforwardly in most cases of GW backgrounds formed

by the emission of many uncorrelated regions. As discussed above, since the signal is

composed by a large number of sources that were independent at the moment of the

GW emission, by the central limit theorem one can expect the outcome signal given

by the superposition of all independent signals, to have a Gaussian distribution [18].

Gaussianity also applies in the case of the irreducible background generated during

inflation, again because of the quantum nature of this background: in the simplest

scenarios, the tensor metric perturbation can be quantised as a free field, and hence

with Gaussian probability distribution for the amplitudes⇤.
Note that, although the properties of statistical homogeneity and isotropy,

gaussianity, and absence of net polarisation, are satisfied to a good approximation for

most cosmological sources, there can be exceptions. For example, a certain level of large-

scale anisotropy in the universe is allowed by present CMB constraints [36]. A typical

example of GW source from the early universe, leading to a statistically anisotropic

GW background, is the excitation of a gauge field during inflation (although this has

been studied mainly for the scalar mode, see e.g. [48, 49, 50]). The GW background

generated by gauge field dynamics during inflation is also non-Gaussian, since the GW

source is quadratic in the fields [51], and it can be polarised if the interaction between

the gauge field and the inflaton is parity-breaking [52, 53] (in this case the inflaton is a

pseudo-scalar). We will discuss precisely this later in Section 6.1.2.

3.2. Characterization of a stochastic gravitational wave background

In the following we introduce di↵erent quantities that are used to characterize the power

spectrum of a stochastic GW background. The Fourier amplitudes hr(k, ⌘) of Eq. (58),

are considered to be random variables. For a statistically homogeneous and isotropic,

unpolarised and Gaussian GW background, their power spectrum can be written as

hhr(k, ⌘)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘)i =

8⇡5

k3
�(3)(k � q) �rp h

2
c(k, ⌘) , (80)

where hc is dimensionless, real and depends only on the time ⌘ and the comoving wave-

number k = |k|. The delta function in k, q, and the fact that hc does not depend on the

direction k̂, are consequences of statistical homogeneity and isotropy; the delta function

in the polarisation states r, p is a consequence of the absence of a net polarisation, and

gaussianity implies that the above expectation value contains all the relevant information

on the statistical distribution of the random variables hr(k, ⌘). We do not need to

investigate therefore higher-point correlation functions, as for a Gaussian field even-

point correlation functions can be rewritten in as powers of h2
c(k, ⌘), while odd-point

⇤In reality, there is always a small degree of deviation from gaussianity in the inflationary
perturbations, as they are created over a dynamical quasi-de Sitter background that also evolves (even
if slowly) during inflation [47]. In practice, the amount of non-gaussianity is ‘slow-roll suppressed’.

• For sub-Hubble modes (no source)

(GW energy density diluted like radiation  
for freely propagating subHubble modes;  
contributes to RHS of Friedmann equation)
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• For the energy density in GWs, need the correlator
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correlations are simply vanishing. The factor 8⇡5 in Eq. (80) has been chosen so that

Eqs. (58) and (60) give

hhij(x, ⌘)hij(x, ⌘)i = 2

Z +1

0

dk

k
h2

c(k, ⌘) , (81)

where the factor 2 in the RHS is a convention motivated by the fact that the LHS involves

contributions from two independent polarizations (we adopt here the same convention

as [24, 17], while the one adopted in [54] di↵ers by a factor 2). It appears from the

above equation that hc(k, ⌘) represents a characteristic GW amplitude per logarithmic

wave-number interval and per polarization state, at a time ⌘.

As discussed at the beginning of subsection 3.1, for free waves at sub-Hubble scales

(those detectable today), the average in the LHS of Eq. (80) can be taken both as a

volume average over su�ciently large regions compared to the GW wavelengths, and a

time average over several periods of oscillation (i.e. the average under which GWs can

be defined, following what presented in subsection 2.3). The time behaviour of the GW

Fourier amplitudes for sub-Hubble modes is given by Eq. (67). Inserting this solution

into Eq. (80), and keeping in mind that the presence of the delta function imposes k = q,

one can average out the terms that are oscillatory in time, and find

hhr(k, ⌘)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘)i =

1

a2(⌘)
[hAr(k)A

⇤
p(q)i + hBr(k)B

⇤
p(q)i] . (82)

The above equation, together with Eq. (80), shows that for free waves inside the Hubble

radius, hc(k, ⌘) / 1/a(⌘) after the oscillatory terms are averaged out.

Besides hc, a quantity of prime interest to characterize a stochastic GW

background, is the spectrum of GW energy density per logarithmic wave-number

interval, d⇢GW/dlogk. The energy density in GWs is given by the 00-component of

the energy-momentum tensor, see Eq. (48)

⇢GW =
hḣij(x, t) ḣij(x, t)i

32⇡G
=

hh0
ij(x, ⌘)h

0
ij(x, ⌘)i

32⇡Ga2(⌘)
=

Z +1

0

dk

k

d⇢GW

dlogk
, (83)

where in the second equality we have converted the derivatives with respect to the

physical time t into derivatives with respect to the conformal time ⌘, while the third

equality defines d⇢GW/dlogk. Again, we have seen from the discussion in subsection

2.3 (c.f. also what presented in [30, 24]) that, even for a deterministic GW signal,

the energy-momentum tensor of GWs cannot be localized inside a volume smaller

than the GW typical wavelength, but can only be defined by performing an average

over volume and/or time (over several wavelengths and/or frequencies for its Fourier

components). For a stochastic background generated in the early universe, invoking the

ergodic hypothesis, the average performed in Eq. (83) corresponds to the usual ensemble

average of Eq. (80).

An expression for the GW energy density power spectrum d⇢GW/dlogk valid for

free waves inside the Hubble radius, can be found from Eq. (83), inserting the time

behaviour of the GW Fourier modes given by Eq. (67). The first step is to postulate
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GW energy density scales like radiation for 

freely propagating sub-Hubble modes  
(free massless particles)
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For freely propagating sub-Hubble modes, and taking the time-average:
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Power spectrum of the GW energy density
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⇢GW / 1

a(⌘)4
GW energy density scales like radiation for 

freely propagating sub-Hubble modes  
(free massless particles)
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d⇢GW

d log k

For freely propagating sub-Hubble modes, and taking the time-average:

Exercise: 
demonstrate 

this 
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• Finally, spectrum



Characteristic frequency for causal sources?

• Depends on:
– production mechanism (model-dependent)
– kinematical (depending on the redshift from the production era)

• GWs produced with frequency      at             have characteristic frequency today off? t = t?

fc = f?

✓
a?
a0

◆
= 2⇥ 10�5

✓
f?
H?

◆✓
T?

1TeV

◆
(assuming standard thermal history  

and radiation era)

temperature (energy density) of the 
universe at the source time

• But expect 
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• Then 
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production mechanism 
(model-dependent)



T⇤ ' 1TeV fc ' mHz

LISA band
e.g., for electroweak scales
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Can GWs probe the very high energy regime?

~GUT scales; inflationary scale T? ⇠ 1016GeV =) fc ⇠ 2GHz

~ Planck scales (q-gravity?) T? ⇠ 1018GeV =) fc ⇠ 100GHz

• seem totally inaccessible to ground based interferometers and LISA

⌦(f > fc) ! 0

the spectrum for lower frequencies is not fixed by these arguments:  
– if for e.g. it is flat when           and with a sufficiently high amplitude, then it could be seen at 
lower frequencies

• As our examples will show, in many cases the spectrum is (nearly) flat over a large range of 
frequencies

• BUT, whilst it’s true that 

f < fc
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Upper Limits on the Isotropic Gravitational-Wave Background from Advanced
LIGO’s and Advanced Virgo’s Third Observing Run

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration, The Virgo Collaboration, and The KAGRA Collaboration⇤

(Dated: January 29, 2021)

We report results of a search for an isotropic gravitational-wave background (GWB) using data
from Advanced LIGO’s and Advanced Virgo’s third observing run (O3) combined with upper limits
from the earlier O1 and O2 runs. Unlike in previous observing runs in the advanced detector
era, we include Virgo in the search for the GWB. The results of the search are consistent with
uncorrelated noise, and therefore we place upper limits on the strength of the GWB. We find that
the dimensionless energy density ⌦GW  5.8 ⇥ 10�9 at the 95% credible level for a flat (frequency-
independent) GWB, using a prior which is uniform in the log of the strength of the GWB, with 99%
of the sensitivity coming from the band 20-76.6 Hz; ⌦GW(f)  3.4 ⇥ 10�9 at 25 Hz for a power-law
GWB with a spectral index of 2/3 (consistent with expectations for compact binary coalescences),
in the band 20-90.6 Hz; and ⌦GW(f)  3.9 ⇥ 10�10 at 25 Hz for a spectral index of 3, in the band
20-291.6 Hz. These upper limits improve over our previous results by a factor of 6.0 for a flat GWB,
8.8 for a spectral index of 2/3, and 13.1 for a spectral index of 3. We also search for a GWB arising
from scalar and vector modes, which are predicted by alternative theories of gravity; we do not
find evidence of these, and place upper limits on the strength of GWBs with these polarizations.
We demonstrate that there is no evidence of correlated noise of magnetic origin by performing a
Bayesian analysis that allows for the presence of both a GWB and an e↵ective magnetic background
arising from geophysical Schumann resonances. We compare our upper limits to a fiducial model
for the GWB from the merger of compact binaries, updating the model to use the most recent data-
driven population inference from the systems detected during O3a. Finally, we combine our results
with observations of individual mergers and show that, at design sensitivity, this joint approach may
yield stronger constraints on the merger rate of binary black holes at z & 2 than can be achieved
with individually resolved mergers alone.

I. INTRODUCTION

The gravitational-wave background (hereafter referred
to as the GWB or the background) is a superposition of
gravitational-wave (GW) sources that is best character-
ized statistically [1]. There are many possible astrophys-
ical and cosmological contributions to the background,
including distant compact binary coalescences (CBCs)
that cannot be resolved individually [2–6], core collapse
supernovae [7–11], rotating neutron stars [12–19], stellar
core collapses [20, 21], cosmic strings [22–26], primordial
black holes [27–29], superradiance of axion clouds around
black holes [30–33], phase transitions in the early uni-
verse [34–37], and GWs produced during inflation [38–40]
or in a preheating phase at the end of inflation [41, 42].
While some sources of the GWB, such as slow roll infla-
tion, have a fundamentally stochastic character, others
like the background from CBCs are a superposition of
deterministic sources.

The LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collab-
oration have previously placed upper limits on isotropic
[43] and anisotropic [44] GWBs using data from the first
two observing runs, in the frequency range 20-1726 Hz.
The searches were performed by calculating the cross cor-
relation between pairs of detectors. An extension of this
method has been applied to searching for a background
of non-tensor modes [43, 45, 46]; see [47, 48] for recent

⇤
Full author list given at the end of the article.

reviews. Cross-correlation methods have also been ap-
plied to publicly released LIGO data [49] by other groups,
who have obtained similar upper limits [50–52]. A new
method that does not rely on the cross-correlation tech-
nique and targets the background from CBCs was pro-
posed in [53].

In this work we apply the cross-correlation based
method used in previous analyses to Advanced LIGO’s
[54] and Advanced Virgo’s [55] first three observing runs
(O1, O2, and O3). We do not find evidence for the GWB,
and therefore place an upper limit on the strength. Un-
like in previous observing runs, in this work we present
the headline results using a log uniform prior [56]. We
find two advantages to using a log uniform prior. First, a
log uniform prior gives equal weight to di↵erent orders of
magnitude of the strength of the GWBs, which is appro-
priate given our current state of knowledge. Second, a log
uniform prior is agnostic as to which power we raise the
strain data. It is not clear whether one should put a uni-
form prior on the strain amplitude, or the strength of the
GWB, which scales like the square of the strain. On the
other hand, the log uniform prior does not depend on the
exponent of the strain data. For completeness, we also
present results with a uniform prior on the strength of the
GWB in Section IV. Results with any other prior can be
obtained by reweighing the posterior samples available at
[57].

There are several new features in our analysis of the
O3 data. First, we incorporate Virgo, by cross correlating
the three independent baselines in the LIGO-Virgo net-
work and combining them in an optimal way [58]. Sec-
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• fluctuations in CMB temperature (constrained by Planck data)  GWs stretch and compress space, in 
which the decoupled CMB photons travel �T

T
= �

Z f

i
ḣijn

injd�

Cosmic microwave background

• fluctuations in CMB polarisation  
(constrained by LiteBird and other experiments)

• temperature : limit by Planck

• polarisation: BB spectrum measured by BICEP2 and Planck                                         
generated at photon decoupling time, from Thomson scattering of 
electrons by a quadrupole temperature anisotropy in the photons

�T

T
= �

Z t0

tdec

ḣij n
injdt

polarisation patterns

generated by 
primordial scalar 

and tensor 
perturbations

generated only by 
primordial tensor 

perturbations or by 
foregrounds 

Cosmic microwave background

frequency range of detection: 10-18 Hz < f <  10-16 HZ

B-modeE-mode Sourced by primordial tensor  
perturbations  
at last scattering  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with a non-negligible amplitude on scales around the Hubble scale at the epoch of
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where � is an a�ne parameter along the photon geodesic with tangent vector n, h0
jl(x, ⌘)

is the time derivative of the tensor metric perturbation and i and f denote the initial

(e.g. photon decoupling) and final (e.g. today) times. Note that the above temperature
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with the PPTA results remains in the upper part of our
range. The cosmic string predictions are well within the
estimated reaches of the SKA [14], LISA [15, 16], Tian-
Qin [17, 18], AEDGE [19], AION-1km [20], ET [21, 22]
and CE [23] experiments, but beyond the present and
estimated future sensitivities of the LIGO [24–27] exper-
iment.

GW spectrum from cosmic strings: Cosmic
strings are one-dimensional stable objects described by
their characteristic tension µ. They are a common pre-
diction of many extensions of the Standard Model [28, 29]
featuring a U(1) symmetry-breaking phase transition in
the early universe [30]. They can also arise in super-
string theory as cosmologically-stretched fundamental
strings [31, 32]. We focus mostly on the former case, for
which the inter-commutation probability p (the probabil-
ity that strings reconnect in a di↵erent way after cross-
ing) takes the value p = 1, and comment on this choice
towards the end of the following Section.

We use a simple method of computation of the GW
spectrum from a cosmic string network following [33, 34]
(for an overview, see [35]). We utilise the Velocity-
dependent One-Scale (VOS) model [36–38], assuming
that the length of a loop produced by the network ` at
time ti evolves as

` = ↵`ti � �Gµ(t� ti) , (1)

where Gµ is the string tension and ↵` the initial loop
size. Following the guidance from recent numerical sim-
ulations [39, 40], we focus on the largest loops produced
by the network, fixing ↵` = 0.1, as these dominate the
GW emission. String loops emit at normal oscillation
mode frequencies, allowing us to express the frequency
measured today from mode k with emission time t̃ as

f =
a(t̃)

a(t0)

2k

↵`ti � �Gµ(t̃� ti)
, (2)

where t0 is the current time. The GW abundance can be
computed as a sum over individual emission modes

⌦CS
GW (f) =

1X

k=1

k�(k)⌦(k)
GW (f) , (3)

where the total emission rate � is found in simulations
to have the value � ' 50 [39–43], and we assume that
this is dominated by emission from cusps with �(k) =
�k�

4
3 /(

P1
m=1 m

� 4
3 ) [34]. We truncate the sum in Eq. (3)

at 103 modes, beyond which we approximate it with an
integral that guarantees good accuracy also for the high-
frequency part of the spectrum [44–46]. The contribution
of each emission mode in Eq. (3) has the form (see [34]

for details)

⌦(k)
GW (f) =

16⇡

3H2
0
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✓
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a(t0)

◆5 ✓
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a(t̃)

◆3

⇥(ti � tF ) .

In evaluating the scale factor a(t), we use the number of
degrees of freedom predicted by the Standard Model as
given by microMEGAS [47]. The lower integration limit
tF corresponds to the network formation time, which can
be assumed to be an arbitrarily small number for our
purposes, as it only controls the high frequency cut-o↵
of the spectrum, whereas we are mostly interested in the
low-frequency peak. [48] We calculate the Ceff factor
controlling the loop number density in Eq. (4) using the
velocity-dependent one-scale (VOS) [36–38, 49, 50] model
as in [33, 34] which gives Ceff = 5.4 and 0.39 during ra-
diation and matter domination, respectively. These val-
ues agree quite well with the values predicted by recent
numerical simulations [39, 40, 51–53]. Finally the addi-
tional factor 0.1 comes from the same simulations, which
find that only this fraction of energy goes into large loops
that produce GWs e�ciently, whereas the rest goes into
the kinetic energy of small loops that is then lost to red-
shifting.
Connection with experimental results: The most

recent experimental results from 12.5 yr of NANOGrav
data [12] are expressed in terms of a generic power-law
signal with characteristic strain given by

hc(f) = A

✓
f

fyr

◆↵

, (5)

where fyr = 1yr�1. The abundance of gravitational
waves has the standard form, which can also be recast
as a power-law:
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3H2
0

f2hc(f)
2 = ⌦yr

✓
f

fyr
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= ⌦yr

✓
f
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◆5��

,

(6)
where

⌦yr =
2⇡2

3H2
0

A2f2
yr . (7)

The experimental analysis was cast in terms of the power
law found in the timing-residual cross-power spectral
density � = 3 � 2↵ = 5 � �, and we adopt this nota-
tion.
In order to make connection with the experimental

results, we approximate the cosmic string spectra with
power laws in the range of frequencies where the possible
signal was observed. The simple power-law approxima-
tion used by NANOGrav [12] was fitted to 5 bins covering
roughly f 2 (2.5⇥ 10�9, 1.2⇥ 10�8) Hz, with the higher-
frequency bins still seemingly dominated by noise in the
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range. The cosmic string predictions are well within the
estimated reaches of the SKA [14], LISA [15, 16], Tian-
Qin [17, 18], AEDGE [19], AION-1km [20], ET [21, 22]
and CE [23] experiments, but beyond the present and
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diction of many extensions of the Standard Model [28, 29]
featuring a U(1) symmetry-breaking phase transition in
the early universe [30]. They can also arise in super-
string theory as cosmologically-stretched fundamental
strings [31, 32]. We focus mostly on the former case, for
which the inter-commutation probability p (the probabil-
ity that strings reconnect in a di↵erent way after cross-
ing) takes the value p = 1, and comment on this choice
towards the end of the following Section.

We use a simple method of computation of the GW
spectrum from a cosmic string network following [33, 34]
(for an overview, see [35]). We utilise the Velocity-
dependent One-Scale (VOS) model [36–38], assuming
that the length of a loop produced by the network ` at
time ti evolves as

` = ↵`ti � �Gµ(t� ti) , (1)

where Gµ is the string tension and ↵` the initial loop
size. Following the guidance from recent numerical sim-
ulations [39, 40], we focus on the largest loops produced
by the network, fixing ↵` = 0.1, as these dominate the
GW emission. String loops emit at normal oscillation
mode frequencies, allowing us to express the frequency
measured today from mode k with emission time t̃ as
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at 103 modes, beyond which we approximate it with an
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of each emission mode in Eq. (3) has the form (see [34]
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In evaluating the scale factor a(t), we use the number of
degrees of freedom predicted by the Standard Model as
given by microMEGAS [47]. The lower integration limit
tF corresponds to the network formation time, which can
be assumed to be an arbitrarily small number for our
purposes, as it only controls the high frequency cut-o↵
of the spectrum, whereas we are mostly interested in the
low-frequency peak. [48] We calculate the Ceff factor
controlling the loop number density in Eq. (4) using the
velocity-dependent one-scale (VOS) [36–38, 49, 50] model
as in [33, 34] which gives Ceff = 5.4 and 0.39 during ra-
diation and matter domination, respectively. These val-
ues agree quite well with the values predicted by recent
numerical simulations [39, 40, 51–53]. Finally the addi-
tional factor 0.1 comes from the same simulations, which
find that only this fraction of energy goes into large loops
that produce GWs e�ciently, whereas the rest goes into
the kinetic energy of small loops that is then lost to red-
shifting.
Connection with experimental results: The most

recent experimental results from 12.5 yr of NANOGrav
data [12] are expressed in terms of a generic power-law
signal with characteristic strain given by
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The experimental analysis was cast in terms of the power
law found in the timing-residual cross-power spectral
density � = 3 � 2↵ = 5 � �, and we adopt this nota-
tion.
In order to make connection with the experimental

results, we approximate the cosmic string spectra with
power laws in the range of frequencies where the possible
signal was observed. The simple power-law approxima-
tion used by NANOGrav [12] was fitted to 5 bins covering
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which the inter-commutation probability p (the probabil-
ity that strings reconnect in a di↵erent way after cross-
ing) takes the value p = 1, and comment on this choice
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We use a simple method of computation of the GW
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dependent One-Scale (VOS) model [36–38], assuming
that the length of a loop produced by the network ` at
time ti evolves as
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where Gµ is the string tension and ↵` the initial loop
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ulations [39, 40], we focus on the largest loops produced
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tion used by NANOGrav [12] was fitted to 5 bins covering
roughly f 2 (2.5⇥ 10�9, 1.2⇥ 10�8) Hz, with the higher-
frequency bins still seemingly dominated by noise in the

2

with the PPTA results remains in the upper part of our
range. The cosmic string predictions are well within the
estimated reaches of the SKA [14], LISA [15, 16], Tian-
Qin [17, 18], AEDGE [19], AION-1km [20], ET [21, 22]
and CE [23] experiments, but beyond the present and
estimated future sensitivities of the LIGO [24–27] exper-
iment.

GW spectrum from cosmic strings: Cosmic
strings are one-dimensional stable objects described by
their characteristic tension µ. They are a common pre-
diction of many extensions of the Standard Model [28, 29]
featuring a U(1) symmetry-breaking phase transition in
the early universe [30]. They can also arise in super-
string theory as cosmologically-stretched fundamental
strings [31, 32]. We focus mostly on the former case, for
which the inter-commutation probability p (the probabil-
ity that strings reconnect in a di↵erent way after cross-
ing) takes the value p = 1, and comment on this choice
towards the end of the following Section.

We use a simple method of computation of the GW
spectrum from a cosmic string network following [33, 34]
(for an overview, see [35]). We utilise the Velocity-
dependent One-Scale (VOS) model [36–38], assuming
that the length of a loop produced by the network ` at
time ti evolves as

` = ↵`ti � �Gµ(t� ti) , (1)

where Gµ is the string tension and ↵` the initial loop
size. Following the guidance from recent numerical sim-
ulations [39, 40], we focus on the largest loops produced
by the network, fixing ↵` = 0.1, as these dominate the
GW emission. String loops emit at normal oscillation
mode frequencies, allowing us to express the frequency
measured today from mode k with emission time t̃ as

f =
a(t̃)

a(t0)

2k

↵`ti � �Gµ(t̃� ti)
, (2)

where t0 is the current time. The GW abundance can be
computed as a sum over individual emission modes

⌦CS
GW (f) =

1X

k=1

k�(k)⌦(k)
GW (f) , (3)

where the total emission rate � is found in simulations
to have the value � ' 50 [39–43], and we assume that
this is dominated by emission from cusps with �(k) =
�k�

4
3 /(

P1
m=1 m

� 4
3 ) [34]. We truncate the sum in Eq. (3)

at 103 modes, beyond which we approximate it with an
integral that guarantees good accuracy also for the high-
frequency part of the spectrum [44–46]. The contribution
of each emission mode in Eq. (3) has the form (see [34]

for details)

⌦(k)
GW (f) =

16⇡

3H2
0

(0.1) (Gµ)2

↵`(↵` + �Gµ)

1

f
(4)

⇥
Z t0

tF

dt̃
Ceff (ti)

t4i

✓
a(t̃)

a(t0)

◆5 ✓
a(ti)

a(t̃)

◆3

⇥(ti � tF ) .

In evaluating the scale factor a(t), we use the number of
degrees of freedom predicted by the Standard Model as
given by microMEGAS [47]. The lower integration limit
tF corresponds to the network formation time, which can
be assumed to be an arbitrarily small number for our
purposes, as it only controls the high frequency cut-o↵
of the spectrum, whereas we are mostly interested in the
low-frequency peak. [48] We calculate the Ceff factor
controlling the loop number density in Eq. (4) using the
velocity-dependent one-scale (VOS) [36–38, 49, 50] model
as in [33, 34] which gives Ceff = 5.4 and 0.39 during ra-
diation and matter domination, respectively. These val-
ues agree quite well with the values predicted by recent
numerical simulations [39, 40, 51–53]. Finally the addi-
tional factor 0.1 comes from the same simulations, which
find that only this fraction of energy goes into large loops
that produce GWs e�ciently, whereas the rest goes into
the kinetic energy of small loops that is then lost to red-
shifting.
Connection with experimental results: The most

recent experimental results from 12.5 yr of NANOGrav
data [12] are expressed in terms of a generic power-law
signal with characteristic strain given by

hc(f) = A

✓
f

fyr

◆↵

, (5)

where fyr = 1yr�1. The abundance of gravitational
waves has the standard form, which can also be recast
as a power-law:

⌦(f) =
2⇡2

3H2
0

f2hc(f)
2 = ⌦yr

✓
f

fyr

◆�

= ⌦yr

✓
f

fyr

◆5��

,

(6)
where
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0
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The experimental analysis was cast in terms of the power
law found in the timing-residual cross-power spectral
density � = 3 � 2↵ = 5 � �, and we adopt this nota-
tion.
In order to make connection with the experimental

results, we approximate the cosmic string spectra with
power laws in the range of frequencies where the possible
signal was observed. The simple power-law approxima-
tion used by NANOGrav [12] was fitted to 5 bins covering
roughly f 2 (2.5⇥ 10�9, 1.2⇥ 10�8) Hz, with the higher-
frequency bins still seemingly dominated by noise in the
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FIG. 1. Cosmic string spectra (solid blue curves) together with
our fitted power laws for Gµ = 4 ⇥ 10�11.The green dashed
lines show the results of numerically fitting the curves, while
the orange lines result from the simple logarithmic derivative
in Eq. (8). The thin grey lines indicate the frequency range
of interest that was used in the NANOGrav linear fit.

data. To estimate the prospective cosmic string signal for
any given value of Gµ, we fit numerically a power law,
see Eq. (6), to the calculation of the spectrum described
above in the range of interest. We show an example of
this fit for Gµ = 4 ⇥ 10�11 in Fig. 1. However, as also
as we also see in the plot, we find that a very good ap-
proximation is obtained by simply taking a logarithmic
derivative of our cosmic string spectrum to find the slope

� = 5� d log⌦CS
GW (f)

d log f

����
f=f⇤

,

A =

s
3H2

0

2⇡2

⌦CS
GW (f⇤)(fyr/f⇤)5��

f2
yr

(8)

at the reference frequency f⇤ ⇡ 5.6⇥ 10�9 Hz.
We show in Fig 2 the resulting values of � and A for a

range of Gµ values of interest overlaid on the NANOGrav
fit to their 12.5 yr data [12]. We find that values of
the string tension Gµ 2 (4 ⇥ 10�11, 10�10) give results
within the 68% CL range of the NANOgrav fit, while
Gµ 2 (2⇥ 10�11, 3⇥ 10�10) make predictions within the
95% range. Interestingly, the cosmic string interpretation
o↵ers a slightly better fit than SMBH mergers, which pre-
dict � = 13/3 (shown as the vertical gray line in Fig. 2)
yielding a fit that is at best within the 95% CL range but
outside the 68% range.

The new NANOGrav 12.5 yr [12] results are in some
tension with previous bounds from PPTA [10] and a
previous NANOGrav analysis of their 11 yr data [11],
though compatible with EPTA data [9]. Fig. 3 shows
a comparison of the older constraints with the cosmic
string spectra that provide 68% and 95% CL fits to
the NANOGrav 12.5 yr data. The apparent tension is
also visible in Fig. 2, which shows previous PPTA and
NANOGrav upper limits on the amplitude of a � = 13/3

Log10G

-11.0

-10.5

-10.0

-9.5

-9.0

FIG. 2. The curve shows the slope � and amplitude A of a
power law signal approximating the calculated cosmic string
spectra, see Eqs. (6) and (8), with Gµ values indicated by the
indicated rainbow colours in the indicated frequency range.
The solid and dashed black lines indicate the 68% and 95%
ranges of (�, A) fitted to their 12.5 yr data by the NANOGrav
collaboration [12]. The grey vertical line at � = 13/3 repre-
sents the slope expected for SMBH mergers [13], while the
points on it mark the upper limits on the amplitude from
previously-reported pulsar timing data for that spectrum.

FIG. 3. Cosmic string spectra calculated for f 2 5⇥10�10, 6⇥
10�8) with Gµ 2 (4 ⇥ 10�11, 10�10) (between the solid black
lines) and Gµ 2 (2 ⇥ 10�11, 3 ⇥ 10�10) (between the dashed
black lines) that fit the NANOGrav 12.5 yr data within the
68% and 95% confidence levels, respectively. We also show
previously reported bounds from PPTA [10], EPTA [9] and
NANOGrav 11 yr data [11].

SMBH merger spectrum (vertical grey line) from the ear-
lier pulsar timing data releases cited above. According
to the NANOGrav collaboration [12], their new analy-
sis uses improved priors for the intrinsic pulsar red noise
(see [54] for a recent discussion). Applying these new
priors to older data would ease the previous constraints
and tend to reduce the tension.
Fig. 4 shows the spectra that fit the new NANOGrav

[NanoGrav 2009.04496]

figure from [2009.06555]



GW contribute to the energy density in the universe, and hence enter into the Friedmann equation• GW contribute to the energy density in the universe and change its 
background evolution

What is/will be known about the SGWB

• The abundances of elements produced at Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 
(BBN) depend on the relative abundance of neutrons and protons, 
which depends on the Hubble scale at T ∼ MeV  

• The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) monopole and anisotropy 
spectrum depend on the Hubble scale at decoupling T ∼ 0.3 eV, on the 
matter-radiation equality… 

• Bounds on the integrated GW energy density at/previous to the BBN 
and CMB epochs
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CAREFUL! Plot wrong…

• If have large energy density in GWs at big bang nucleosynthesis                                 ,  
then larger H which 

– Feeds into a larger freeze out temperature, and higher ratio of neutrons to protons, 
– finally into over production of Helium 4

Hence bound on integrated GWs energy density generated before BBN

(T ⇠ Mev, t ⇠ 1sec)

• Similarly, cosmic microwave background monopole and anisotropy spectrum depend on the Hubble 
scale at decoupling T ∼ 0.3 eV
 
Hence bound on integrated GWs energy density generated before photon decouplingWhat is/will be known about the SGWB
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SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

First, solution of the GW propagation equation,  
keeping the GW source as general as possible
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Possible sources of tensor anisotropic stress in the early universe: 

• Scalar field gradients 

• Bulk fluid motion 

• Gauge fields  

• Second order scalar perturbations, Πij from a combination of  

• … 
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• Tensor anisotropic stress sourcing the GWs can be decomposed in two polarisation states 
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when a GW source was operating. The precise value of xk can only be determined

within a specific GW generation process; however, since xk � 1, one can still find,

through these equations, the lowest possible frequency emitted by a process operating

at a given time in the universe parametrised by Tp. Therefore, it is possible to associate

to a given GW detection experiment, operating in a given frequency range, the epochs

in the early universe during which a source should have been active to produce GWs

detectable by that experiment. This is shown in Fig. 1 for several GW detectors

(for details, see section 4.4): 1Hz . f . 103 Hz for ground-based interferometers,

10�5 Hz . f . 0.1Hz for LISA, 3 ⇥ 10�9 Hz . f . 10�6 Hz for Pulsar Timing

Arrays, and 3.4 ⇥ 10�19 Hz . f . 7 ⇥ 10�18 Hz for the CMB. In this last case, the

observable frequency window corresponds respectively to the Horizon today and at the

epoch of photon decoupling, c.f. section 4.2: H0/(2⇡)  f  Hdec (a0/adec)/(2⇡), with

Tdec ' 0.26 eV. Note that Eq. (101) does not hold in the case of the CMB, which extends

beyond the radiation era, while Eq. (99) is generically valid. Fig. 1 illustrates how GW

experiments have the potential to probe well separated energy scales and cosmological

epochs that are not directly accessible by any other mean, since the universe was opaque

to photons at that time. Other cosmological probes like e.g. Large Scale Structures, the

CMB and Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) can probe temperatures Tp . 1 MeV (or

the inflationary epoch for what concerns CMB anisotropies and polarisation), while GW

experiments have in principle access to a wide range of energy scales beyond 1 MeV.

3.4. Gravitational wave spectrum by a generic stochastic source

In section 2.4 we have presented the free solutions for the GW Fourier modes hr(k, ⌘)

at sub- and super-horizon scales. Here we derive the amplitude of the Fourier modes

and the energy density power spectrum Eq. (86) in the presence of a generic stochastic

source of GW acting during the radiation or matter dominated eras⇤.
The tensor anisotropic stress sourcing the GWs can be decomposed, analogously

to hij, in two polarisation states (here and in the following we omit the superscript TT

for brevity):

⇧ij(x, t) =
X

r=+,⇥

Z

d3k

(2⇡)3
⇧r(k, t) e

�ik·x er
ij(k̂) . (102)

For the reasons put forward in section 3.1, it is enough to describe the source

stochastically. Though there are exceptions (as we will see in the following of this

review), here we assume that the properties of statistical homogeneity and isotropy,

gaussianity and the absence of a preferred polarisation, apply for the GW source as

well, as assumed for the GW spectrum (c.f. section 3.1). The power spectrum of the

Fourier components of the tensor anisotropic stress can therefore be written as

h⇧r(k, ⌘)⇧
⇤
p(q, ⇣)i =

(2⇡)3

4
�(3)(k � q) �rp ⇧(k, ⌘, ⇣) . (103)

⇤The solution for a source that acts continuously through the radiation-matter transition requires
numerical integration and goes beyond the illustrative purposes of this sub-section.

which, again is simplified in terms of
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Hr(k, ⌘) = a(⌘)hr(k, ⌘)

• Describe the source stochastically, assuming it is also statistically  
homogeneous+isotropic, non-polarised, gaussian. 

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

For most processes in the early universe, the source 
must be treated as a stochastic variable

Anisotropic stress 
power spectrum 
at unequal time 

Suppose the source operates in a time interval ηfin - ηin in the radiation 
dominated era

Matching at ηfin with the homogeneous solution to find the GW signal today

<latexit sha1_base64="Konc3ZensRoC4h6hGWT3Rt/FAAk=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ > ⌘fin) = Arad

r (k) cos(k⌘) +Brad
r (k) sin(k⌘)

<latexit sha1_base64="vmItRvCyF4QL5h914q9Xn8bV3Yw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="fqYCgEWrW+9ckq4fA7AjJ0E2Y/g=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ < ⌘fin) =

16⇡G

k

Z ⌘

⌘in

d⌧ a(⌧)3 sin[k(⌘ � ⌧)]⇧r(k, ⌧)

<latexit sha1_base64="cs/tlADctPX0hYRS1itz24J0Dl0=">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</latexit>

h⇧r(k, ⌧)⇧
⇤
p(q, ⇣)i =

(2⇡)3

4

�(3)(k� q)

k3
�rp ⇧(k, ⌧, ⇣)

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

For most processes in the early universe, the source 
must be treated as a stochastic variable

Anisotropic stress 
power spectrum 
at unequal time 

Suppose the source operates in a time interval ηfin - ηin in the radiation 
dominated era

Matching at ηfin with the homogeneous solution to find the GW signal today

<latexit sha1_base64="Konc3ZensRoC4h6hGWT3Rt/FAAk=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ > ⌘fin) = Arad

r (k) cos(k⌘) +Brad
r (k) sin(k⌘)

<latexit sha1_base64="vmItRvCyF4QL5h914q9Xn8bV3Yw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="fqYCgEWrW+9ckq4fA7AjJ0E2Y/g=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ < ⌘fin) =

16⇡G

k

Z ⌘

⌘in

d⌧ a(⌧)3 sin[k(⌘ � ⌧)]⇧r(k, ⌧)

<latexit sha1_base64="cs/tlADctPX0hYRS1itz24J0Dl0=">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</latexit>

h⇧r(k, ⌧)⇧
⇤
p(q, ⇣)i =

(2⇡)3

4

�(3)(k� q)

k3
�rp ⇧(k, ⌧, ⇣)

• Suppose the source acts for a finite time                  in the radiation dominated era. Can solve using Green function:

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

For most processes in the early universe, the source 
must be treated as a stochastic variable

Anisotropic stress 
power spectrum 
at unequal time 

Suppose the source operates in a time interval ηfin - ηin in the radiation 
dominated era

Matching at ηfin with the homogeneous solution to find the GW signal today

<latexit sha1_base64="Konc3ZensRoC4h6hGWT3Rt/FAAk=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ > ⌘fin) = Arad

r (k) cos(k⌘) +Brad
r (k) sin(k⌘)

<latexit sha1_base64="vmItRvCyF4QL5h914q9Xn8bV3Yw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="fqYCgEWrW+9ckq4fA7AjJ0E2Y/g=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ < ⌘fin) =
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<latexit sha1_base64="cs/tlADctPX0hYRS1itz24J0Dl0=">AAACoXicbVFbaxQxGM2Mt3a9rfpYkOAizEpdZtqKvgil+qAPyipuW9jsDplsZhsmk4lJRtiG/C9/h2/+GzMXtbZ+EDic8518t0xypk0c/wzCa9dv3Ly1tT24fefuvfvDBw+PdVUrQmek4pU6zbCmnAk6M8xweioVxWXG6UlWvGn0k29UaVaJL2Yj6aLEa8FyRrDxVDr8jjgWa04hmrJURajE5izLbeF2ITK4HkO020pWuuWzP/LXRj6nBntddf7XEOUKExvtIcnGy31nD5w3DzoWrSg3eGmj/bG7UAQ+h3+/HDtbeF9bsU1PrYLS9R1ERdfR78LpcBRP4jbgVZD0YAT6mKbDH2hVkbqkwhCOtZ4nsTQLi5VhhFM3QLWmEpMCr+ncQ4FLqhe23bCDTz2zgnml/BMGtuxFh8Wl1psy85nNPPqy1pD/0+a1yV8tLBOyNlSQrlBec2gq2JwLrpiixPCNB5go5nuF5Az7lRp/1IFfQnJ55KvgeG+SvJjEnw5Gh0f9OrbADngCIpCAl+AQvANTMAMkeBy8DT4EH8NR+D6chp+71DDoPY/APxHOfwHOiMqC</latexit>
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Unequal time correlator

• Match onto the free solution 

<latexit sha1_base64="+PwF7kZU6BHNLdsrY6IHbgohvBE=">AAACEXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSL0VJIi6rHgxWMF+wFNCJvtpl262YTdiVJC/4IX/4oXD4p49ebNf+O2DaitDwYe780wMy9MBdfgOF/Wyura+sZmaau8vbO7t28fHLZ1kinKWjQRieqGRDPBJWsBB8G6qWIkDgXrhKOrqd+5Y0rzRN7COGV+TAaSR5wSMFJgVz0GJMg9FWMuJ9hTfDAEolRyj3+cyFiBXXFqzgx4mbgFqaACzcD+9PoJzWImgQqidc91UvBzooBTwSZlL9MsJXREBqxnqCQx034++2iCT43Sx1GiTEnAM/X3RE5ircdxaDpjAkO96E3F/7xeBtGln3OZZsAknS+KMoEhwdN4cJ8rRkGMDSFUcXMrpkOiCAUTYtmE4C6+vEza9Zp7XnNuziqNehFHCR2jE1RFLrpADXSNmqiFKHpAT+gFvVqP1rP1Zr3PW1esYuYI/YH18Q0HrZ25</latexit>

⌘in ! ⌘fin

<latexit sha1_base64="ozMMQyMAi5pOgF0TtlV/QSkCPXw=">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</latexit>

h00
r (k, ⌘) + 2H h0

r(k, ⌘) + k2hr(k, ⌘) = 16⇡Ga2⇧r(k, ⌘)• Back to our perturbation equation

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

GW amplitude power spectrum today for modes kη0 ≫ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="O8q2KyjXSHCC6ph4AHkH8uFwTgQ=">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</latexit>

hhr(k, ⌘0)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘0)i =

1

a20
[hAr(k)A

⇤
p(q)i+ hBr(k)B

⇤
p(q)i]

<latexit sha1_base64="5Aff795YIIA/gYeiUXxXiMZ/KDw=">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</latexit>

d⇢GW

dlogk
(k, ⌘0) =

4

⇡

G

a40

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⌧ a3(⌧)

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⇣ a3(⇣) cos[k(⌘ � ⇣)]⇧(k, ⌧, ⇣)

<latexit sha1_base64="pvVhvdYDvvBBKKnF1kF6iIKt+8I=">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</latexit>

�⌘ = ⌘fin � ⌘in ⌧ H�1
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="hRY7rc2kd2KwrdNMmmgThia2vNw=">AAAB+XicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAYhQgi7cU3iLejFYwTzgGwIs5NJMmT2wUxvICz5Ey8eFPHqn3jzb5xNIqhoQUNR1U13lxcJrsCyPozM2vrG5lZ2O7ezu7d/YB4etVQYS8qaNBSh7HhEMcED1gQOgnUiyYjvCdb2Jjep354yqXgY3MMsYj2fjAI+5JSAlvqm6TZ4YVJ0gcRFlwE575t5q3RVq5SdCrZKllW1y3ZKylXnwsG2VlLk0QqNvvnuDkIa+ywAKohSXduKoJcQCZwKNs+5sWIRoRMyYl1NA+Iz1UsWl8/xmVYGeBhKXQHghfp9IiG+UjPf050+gbH67aXiX143hmGtl/AgioEFdLloGAsMIU5jwAMuGQUx04RQyfWtmI6JJBR0WDkdwten+H/SKpfsy5J15+Tr16s4sugEnaICslEV1dEtaqAmomiKHtATejYS49F4MV6XrRljNXOMfsB4+wSJxJL2</latexit>

⇧(k, ⌧, ⌘) constant over
<latexit sha1_base64="IXhGZUmUlvul0EuMHWv+t22Qjqo=">AAAB8XicdVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV1EwBtRDx4xkUcEQmaHBibMzm5mek0I4S+8eNAYr/6NN//GWcBEjVbSSaWqO91dfiSFQdf9cJaWV1bX1lMb6c2t7Z3dzN5+3YSx5lDjoQx102cGpFBQQ4ESmpEGFvgSGv7oMvEb96CNCNUtjiPoBGygRF9whla6a1+BRNYGZN1M1s2dl4v5QpG6OdcteXkvIflS4bRAPaskyJIFqt3Me7sX8jgAhVwyY1qeG2FnwjQKLmGabscGIsZHbAAtSxULwHQms4un9NgqPdoPtS2FdKZ+n5iwwJhx4NvOgOHQ/PYS8S+vFWO/3JkIFcUIis8X9WNJMaTJ+7QnNHCUY0sY18LeSvmQacbRhpS2IXx9Sv8n9XzOO8u5N4Vs5WIRR4ockiNyQjxSIhVyTaqkRjhR5IE8kWfHOI/Oi/M6b11yFjMH5Aect0/IoJEA</latexit>

�⌘

<latexit sha1_base64="bgOYGv0Wzp0LORGbDl8nxPSde1o=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBZBPIQkjW29Fb14rGDaQhvLZrtpl242YXcjlNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27aCir6YODx3gwz84KEUaks68MorKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g7aMU4GJh2MWi26AJGGUE09RxUg3EQRFASOdYHKV+517IiSN+a2aJsSP0IjTkGKktOShwdlddVCuWOZFo+a4NWiZllW3HTsnTt2tutDWSo4KWKI1KL/3hzFOI8IVZkjKnm0lys+QUBQzMiv1U0kShCdoRHqachQR6WfzY2fwRCtDGMZCF1dwrn6fyFAk5TQKdGeE1Fj+9nLxL6+XqrDhZ5QnqSIcLxaFKYMqhvnncEgFwYpNNUFYUH0rxGMkEFY6n5IO4etT+D9pO6Z9blo3bqV5uYyjCI7AMTgFNqiDJrgGLeABDCh4AE/g2eDGo/FivC5aC8Zy5hD8gPH2CWdCjm0=</latexit>

a3⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="bgOYGv0Wzp0LORGbDl8nxPSde1o=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBZBPIQkjW29Fb14rGDaQhvLZrtpl242YXcjlNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27aCir6YODx3gwz84KEUaks68MorKyurW8UN0tb2zu7e+X9g7aMU4GJh2MWi26AJGGUE09RxUg3EQRFASOdYHKV+517IiSN+a2aJsSP0IjTkGKktOShwdlddVCuWOZFo+a4NWiZllW3HTsnTt2tutDWSo4KWKI1KL/3hzFOI8IVZkjKnm0lys+QUBQzMiv1U0kShCdoRHqachQR6WfzY2fwRCtDGMZCF1dwrn6fyFAk5TQKdGeE1Fj+9nLxL6+XqrDhZ5QnqSIcLxaFKYMqhvnncEgFwYpNNUFYUH0rxGMkEFY6n5IO4etT+D9pO6Z9blo3bqV5uYyjCI7AMTgFNqiDJrgGLeABDCh4AE/g2eDGo/FivC5aC8Zy5hD8gPH2CWdCjm0=</latexit>

a3⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="N6HqCvS94CnKeud7Pco9lao2GTc=">AAAB73icdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuQhJjW3dFNy4r2Ae0oUymk3bozCSdmQgl9CfcuFDErb/jzr9x0lZQ0QMXDufcy733hAmjSjvOh7Wyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4OWypOJSZNHLNYdkKkCKOCNDXVjHQSSRAPGWmH4+vcb98TqWgs7vQ0IQFHQ0EjipE2UqenKCcT6PZLZce+rFU8vwId23GqrufmxKv65z50jZKjDJZo9EvvvUGMU06Exgwp1XWdRAcZkppiRmbFXqpIgvAYDUnXUIE4UUE2v3cGT40ygFEsTQkN5+r3iQxxpaY8NJ0c6ZH67eXiX1431VEtyKhIUk0EXiyKUgZ1DPPn4YBKgjWbGoKwpOZWiEdIIqxNREUTwten8H/S8mz3wnZu/XL9ahlHARyDE3AGXFAFdXADGqAJMGDgATyBZ2tiPVov1uuidcVazhyBH7DePgHcw4/c</latexit>' 1

<latexit sha1_base64="rg8gnBNyIANWex11MYO8ZMpdiq4=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVV7dLNYBFchSTWtu6KblxWsA9oQphMJ+3QySTMTIQQ6q+4caGIWz/EnX/jpK2gogcuHM65l3vvCRJGpbKsD2NldW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3brxwc9mScCky6OGaxGARIEkY56SqqGBkkgqAoYKQfTK8Kv39HhKQxv1VZQrwIjTkNKUZKS36lOnWJQn7uighSPnMZg7ZfqVnmRavh1BvQMi2raTt2QZxm/awOba0UqIElOn7l3R3FOI0IV5ghKYe2lSgvR0JRzMis7KaSJAhP0ZgMNeUoItLL58fP4IlWRjCMhS6u4Fz9PpGjSMosCnRnhNRE/vYK8S9vmKqw5eWUJ6kiHC8WhSmDKoZFEnBEBcGKZZogLKi+FeIJEggrnVdZh/D1Kfyf9BzTPjetm3qtfbmMowSOwDE4BTZogja4Bh3QBRhk4AE8gWfj3ng0XozXReuKsZypgh8w3j4BmiOUvg==</latexit>

k⌘in ⌧ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="FoKyqu3nsWJrR9d62HYl+Pd3s+0=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSLUzZCpY1t3RTcuK9gHtEPJpJk2NpMZkoxQhv6DGxeKuPV/3Pk3ZtoKKnrgwuGce7n3Hj/mTGmEPqzcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aKsokYS2SMQj2fWxopwJ2tJMc9qNJcWhz2nHn1xlfueeSsUicaunMfVCPBIsYARrI7X7TVaenA6KJWRf1KsVtwqRjVDNqTgZqdTcMxc6RslQAks0B8X3/jAiSUiFJhwr1XNQrL0US80Ip7NCP1E0xmSCR7RnqMAhVV46v3YGT4wyhEEkTQkN5+r3iRSHSk1D33SGWI/Vby8T//J6iQ7qXspEnGgqyGJRkHCoI5i9DodMUqL51BBMJDO3QjLGEhNtAiqYEL4+hf+TdsV2zm1045Yal8s48uAIHIMycEANNMA1aIIWIOAOPIAn8GxF1qP1Yr0uWnPWcuYQ/ID19gkQRI7N</latexit>

⇧(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="W68hiEm+ADmwJo8piQZBSNoJj+Y=">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</latexit>

d⇢GW

dlogk
=

k2 h2
c(k, ⌘0)

16⇡Ga20

(freely propagating sub-
Hubble modes)

GW energy density power spectrum today for modes kη0 ≫ 1

SUPPOSE:

Aim: solve this equation and find

Specifying the source: SGWB from a causal source  
(radiation era) 



GW amplitude power spectrum today for modes 
<latexit sha1_base64="JSLT1UP9MnTftgj2I43Phr02gWI=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKaI4BLx4jmAdk1zA7md0MmX0w06uEJf/hxYMiXv0Xb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1093lp1JotO1vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486OskU422WyET1fKq5FDFvo0DJe6niNPIl7/rjm5nffeRKiyS+x0nKvYiGsQgEo2ikhzFxOdKBTdwwJM6gWrPr9hxklTgFqUGB1qD65Q4TlkU8Riap1n3HTtHLqULBJJ9W3EzzlLIxDXnf0JhGXHv5/OopOTPKkASJMhUjmau/J3IaaT2JfNMZURzpZW8m/uf1MwwaXi7iNEMes8WiIJMEEzKLgAyF4gzlxBDKlDC3EjaiijI0QVVMCM7yy6ukc1F3rur23WWt2SjiKMMJnMI5OHANTbiFFrSBgYJneIU368l6sd6tj0VrySpmjuEPrM8fry6RTA==</latexit>

k⌘0 � 1

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

GW amplitude power spectrum today for modes kη0 ≫ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="O8q2KyjXSHCC6ph4AHkH8uFwTgQ=">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</latexit>

hhr(k, ⌘0)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘0)i =

1

a20
[hAr(k)A

⇤
p(q)i+ hBr(k)B

⇤
p(q)i]

<latexit sha1_base64="W68hiEm+ADmwJo8piQZBSNoJj+Y=">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</latexit>

d⇢GW

dlogk
=

k2 h2
c(k, ⌘0)

16⇡Ga20

(freely propagating sub-
Hubble modes)

<latexit sha1_base64="5Aff795YIIA/gYeiUXxXiMZ/KDw=">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</latexit>

d⇢GW

dlogk
(k, ⌘0) =

4

⇡

G

a40

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⌧ a3(⌧)

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⇣ a3(⇣) cos[k(⌘ � ⇣)]⇧(k, ⌧, ⇣)

GW energy density power spectrum today for modes kη0 ≫ 1

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

For most processes in the early universe, the source 
must be treated as a stochastic variable

Anisotropic stress 
power spectrum 
at unequal time 

Suppose the source operates in a time interval ηfin - ηin in the radiation 
dominated era

Matching at ηfin with the homogeneous solution to find the GW signal today

<latexit sha1_base64="Konc3ZensRoC4h6hGWT3Rt/FAAk=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ > ⌘fin) = Arad

r (k) cos(k⌘) +Brad
r (k) sin(k⌘)

<latexit sha1_base64="vmItRvCyF4QL5h914q9Xn8bV3Yw=">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</latexit>

Arad
r

(k) =
16⇡G

k

Z
⌘fin

⌘in

d⌧ a(⌧)3 sin(�k⌧)⇧
r

(k, ⌧),

Brad
r

(k) =
16⇡G

k

Z
xfin

xin

d⌧ a(⌧)3 cos(k⌧)⇧
r

(k, ⌧)

<latexit sha1_base64="fqYCgEWrW+9ckq4fA7AjJ0E2Y/g=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ < ⌘fin) =

16⇡G

k

Z ⌘

⌘in

d⌧ a(⌧)3 sin[k(⌘ � ⌧)]⇧r(k, ⌧)

<latexit sha1_base64="cs/tlADctPX0hYRS1itz24J0Dl0=">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</latexit>

h⇧r(k, ⌧)⇧
⇤
p(q, ⇣)i =

(2⇡)3

4

�(3)(k� q)

k3
�rp ⇧(k, ⌧, ⇣)

GW energy density power spectrum today for modes                    for a source in the radiation era 
<latexit sha1_base64="JSLT1UP9MnTftgj2I43Phr02gWI=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKaI4BLx4jmAdk1zA7md0MmX0w06uEJf/hxYMiXv0Xb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1093lp1JotO1vq7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD486OskU422WyET1fKq5FDFvo0DJe6niNPIl7/rjm5nffeRKiyS+x0nKvYiGsQgEo2ikhzFxOdKBTdwwJM6gWrPr9hxklTgFqUGB1qD65Q4TlkU8Riap1n3HTtHLqULBJJ9W3EzzlLIxDXnf0JhGXHv5/OopOTPKkASJMhUjmau/J3IaaT2JfNMZURzpZW8m/uf1MwwaXi7iNEMes8WiIJMEEzKLgAyF4gzlxBDKlDC3EjaiijI0QVVMCM7yy6ukc1F3rur23WWt2SjiKMMJnMI5OHANTbiFFrSBgYJneIU368l6sd6tj0VrySpmjuEPrM8fry6RTA==</latexit>

k⌘0 � 1

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

GW amplitude power spectrum today for modes kη0 ≫ 1
<latexit sha1_base64="O8q2KyjXSHCC6ph4AHkH8uFwTgQ=">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</latexit>

hhr(k, ⌘0)h
⇤
p(q, ⌘0)i =

1

a20
[hAr(k)A

⇤
p(q)i+ hBr(k)B

⇤
p(q)i]

<latexit sha1_base64="W68hiEm+ADmwJo8piQZBSNoJj+Y=">AAACQ3icbVDPSxtBGJ31R7WpbaMee/kwCBZC2A1WvQiBHvSoYIyYSZbZyWwy7MzOMjMrhGX/Ny/+A976D3jxoJReBWeTHFrtg4HHe+/jm+9FmeDG+v4vb2l5ZfXD2vrH2qeNz1++1je3Lo3KNWVdqoTSVxExTPCUdS23gl1lmhEZCdaLkp+V37th2nCVXthpxgaSjFMec0qsk8L6NY41ocUIsJ6osMBawkmvLCtBEjvRshBqXEJSwjHMo8mwjZuTkA7be0kTMLMk9L+XRXAAOONwArgJZNgO/TKsN/yWPwO8J8GCNNACZ2H9Ho8UzSVLLRXEmH7gZ3ZQEG05Fays4dywjNCEjFnf0ZRIZgbFrIMSdp0yglhp91ILM/XviYJIY6YycsnqMPPWq8T/ef3cxkeDgqdZbllK54viXIBVUBUKI64ZtWLqCKGau78CnRDXlHW111wJwduT35PLdiv40fLP9xudzqKOdfQN7aA9FKBD1EGn6Ax1EUW36AE9oWfvznv0fnt/5tElbzGzjf6B9/IKAuuu+g==</latexit>

d⇢GW

dlogk
=

k2 h2
c(k, ⌘0)

16⇡Ga20

(freely propagating sub-
Hubble modes)

<latexit sha1_base64="5Aff795YIIA/gYeiUXxXiMZ/KDw=">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</latexit>

d⇢GW

dlogk
(k, ⌘0) =

4

⇡

G

a40

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⌧ a3(⌧)

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⇣ a3(⇣) cos[k(⌘ � ⇣)]⇧(k, ⌧, ⇣)

GW energy density power spectrum today for modes kη0 ≫ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="TNoUSwqL3H089Rl2VadD6DCC81A=">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</latexit>

d⇢GW

d log k
(k, ⌘0) =

4

⇡

G

a40

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⌧a3(⌧)

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⇠a3(⇠) cos[k(⌧ � ⇠)]⇧(k, ⌧, ⇠)

Unequal time correlation function determines  
the GW spectrum

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

For most processes in the early universe, the source 
must be treated as a stochastic variable

Anisotropic stress 
power spectrum 
at unequal time 

Suppose the source operates in a time interval ηfin - ηin in the radiation 
dominated era

Matching at ηfin with the homogeneous solution to find the GW signal today

<latexit sha1_base64="Konc3ZensRoC4h6hGWT3Rt/FAAk=">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</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ > ⌘fin) = Arad

r (k) cos(k⌘) +Brad
r (k) sin(k⌘)

<latexit sha1_base64="vmItRvCyF4QL5h914q9Xn8bV3Yw=">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</latexit>

Arad
r

(k) =
16⇡G

k

Z
⌘fin

⌘in

d⌧ a(⌧)3 sin(�k⌧)⇧
r

(k, ⌧),

Brad
r

(k) =
16⇡G

k

Z
xfin

xin

d⌧ a(⌧)3 cos(k⌧)⇧
r

(k, ⌧)

<latexit sha1_base64="fqYCgEWrW+9ckq4fA7AjJ0E2Y/g=">AAACgHicbVFdi9QwFE3r1zp+jfroS3AQujA7trqrIgqLPriPIzi7C5NOuU3T3TBpWpJbYSj9Hf4v3/wxgkl3EHfXCwkn55zLvbk3b5S0GMe/gvDGzVu37+zcHd27/+Dho/HjJ8e2bg0XC16r2pzmYIWSWixQohKnjRFQ5Uqc5OvPXj/5LoyVtf6Gm0akFZxpWUoO6Khs/OMoM6uOmYoaKPqIVYDnedmt+ykTCB/8lQ1yKXW/+5GVBniXvGGNpF96Z2NSozP8tTlXv/JPWjCElk0pRB7srl6zKbNSL9eRl/cGMnU6m8vMXCrslWw8iWfxEPQ6SLZgQrYxz8Y/WVHzthIauQJrl0ncYNqBQcmV6EestaIBvoYzsXRQQyVs2g0D7OkLxxS0rI07GunA/pvRQWXtpsqd0/dpr2qe/J+2bLF8l3ZSNy0KzS8Kla2iWFO/DVpIIziqjQPAjXS9Un4ObsbodjZyQ0iufvk6OH41Sw5m8df9yeGn7Th2yDPynEQkIW/JITkic7IgnPwOJsE02AvDMApfhsmFNQy2OU/JpQjf/wH5ycHv</latexit>

Hrad
r (k, ⌘ < ⌘fin) =

16⇡G

k

Z ⌘

⌘in

d⌧ a(⌧)3 sin[k(⌘ � ⌧)]⇧r(k, ⌧)

<latexit sha1_base64="cs/tlADctPX0hYRS1itz24J0Dl0=">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</latexit>

h⇧r(k, ⌧)⇧
⇤
p(q, ⇣)i =

(2⇡)3

4

�(3)(k� q)

k3
�rp ⇧(k, ⌧, ⇣)



A simple example

<latexit sha1_base64="TNoUSwqL3H089Rl2VadD6DCC81A=">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</latexit>

d⇢GW

d log k
(k, ⌘0) =

4

⇡

G

a40

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⌧a3(⌧)

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⇠a3(⇠) cos[k(⌧ � ⇠)]⇧(k, ⌧, ⇠)

<latexit sha1_base64="ym4PpsqNxaBKEwsdY1l9M0tqW9o=">AAACJHicdVDLSgMxFM3Ud32NunQTLIIULDMiKohQ0EWXClYLnTpk0js2NJMZkoxQhvkYN/6KGxc+cOHGbzGdVvB54CaHc+4lNydIOFPacd6s0sTk1PTM7Fx5fmFxadleWb1QcSopNGnMY9kKiALOBDQ10xxaiQQSBRwug/7x0L+8AalYLM71IIFORK4FCxkl2ki+feidANcEe2COo+LyM09GOGQix9sjoYo9znGWeZRw3Mhzv3qVbbu5b1fcmlMAO7/Ip1VBY5z69rPXjWkagdCUE6XarpPoTkakZpRDXvZSBQmhfXINbUMFiUB1suKTOd40SheHsTQlNC7UrxMZiZQaRIHpjIjuqZ/eUPzLa6c6POhkTCSpBkFHD4UpxzrGw8Rwl0mgmg8MIVQysyumPSIJ1SbX8tcQ/icXOzV3r+ac7VbqB+M4ZtE62kBbyEX7qI4a6BQ1EUW36B49oifrznqwXqzXUWvJGs+soW+w3j8A356jFA==</latexit>

�⌘ = ⌘fin � ⌘⇤ ⌧ H�1
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="WGTTAaTLqYaHDZ5fWGgd+VRHV7g=">AAACAHicdVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbCwWQxCtAh7mpjYCTaWCiYGciHMbTbJ4t4Hu3NKONL4V2wsFLH1Z9j5b9wzEVT0wcDjvRlm5vmxkgYZe3empmdm5+YXFnNLyyura/n1jYaJEs1FnUcq0k0fjFAyFHWUqEQz1gICX4kr//o0869uhDYyCi9xGIt2AP1Q9iQHtFInvwVFDyHZo56W/QGC1tEthc5+J19gJVapsUqZslL5sFo+yAhjVjmmriUZCmSC807+zetGPAlEiFyBMS2XxdhOQaPkSoxyXmJEDPwa+qJlaQiBMO3084ER3bVKl/YibStE+ql+n0ghMGYY+LYzAByY314m/uW1EuzV2qkM4wRFyMeLeomiGNEsDdqVWnBUQ0uAa2lvpXwAGjjazHI2hK9P6f+kcVByj0rsolw4qU3iWCDbZIcUiUuq5ISckXNSJ5yMyD15JE/OnfPgPDsv49YpZzKzSX7Aef0A7IOV9w==</latexit>

a(⌧) ! a⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="Cu6/YM6qOg62Ubpb9awD6lEIZng=">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</latexit>

⇧(k, ⌧, ⇠) ⇠ constant over �⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="Gg7LpU7dhaitkwrdSM5xzthon6E=">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</latexit>

⇧(k, ⌧, ⇠) ! ⇧(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="r5Bdqqar21uWIOg2MqCy+FZrlos=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1gEVyUR0S4LblxWsK3QhDCZTtqhM5MwcyOUUPBX3LhQxK3f4c6/cfoQ6uvAhcM593LvPXEmuAHP+3BKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jru71zZprilr0VSk+jYmhgmuWAs4CHabaUZkLFgnHl5O/M4d04an6gZGGQsl6SuecErASpF7MAwYkKgItCy4Go9xIAT2I7fq17wpsPeLfFlVNEczct+DXkpzyRRQQYzp+l4GYUE0cCrYuBLkhmWEDkmfdS1VRDITFtPzx/jYKj2cpNqWAjxVFycKIo0Zydh2SgID89ObiH953RySemjfynJgis4WJbnAkOJJFrjHNaMgRpYQqrm9FdMB0YSCTayyGML/pH1a889r3vVZtVGfx1FGh+gInSAfXaAGukJN1EIUFegBPaFn5955dF6c11lryZnP7KNvcN4+AQ1klYA=</latexit>

k⌘in ⌧ 1



GW energy density parameter today for modes 

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

GW energy density parameter today for modes 1/η0 ≪ k ≪ 1/ηin

<latexit sha1_base64="4C3nezg8WgLT0YLKEUFPaZ0A0wM=">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</latexit>

h2⌦GW(k, ⌘0) =
3
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Exercise: derive the GW 
energy density power 
spectrum, and this 
approximated result

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

GW energy density parameter today for modes 1/η0 ≪ k ≪ 1/ηin

<latexit sha1_base64="4C3nezg8WgLT0YLKEUFPaZ0A0wM=">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</latexit>

h2⌦GW(k, ⌘0) =
3
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rad
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Exercise: derive the GW 
energy density power 
spectrum, and this 
approximated result

<latexit sha1_base64="TNoUSwqL3H089Rl2VadD6DCC81A=">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</latexit>

d⇢GW

d log k
(k, ⌘0) =

4

⇡

G

a40

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⌧a3(⌧)

Z ⌘fin

⌘in

d⇠a3(⇠) cos[k(⌧ � ⇠)]⇧(k, ⌧, ⇠)

<latexit sha1_base64="WGTTAaTLqYaHDZ5fWGgd+VRHV7g=">AAACAHicdVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbCwWQxCtAh7mpjYCTaWCiYGciHMbTbJ4t4Hu3NKONL4V2wsFLH1Z9j5b9wzEVT0wcDjvRlm5vmxkgYZe3empmdm5+YXFnNLyyura/n1jYaJEs1FnUcq0k0fjFAyFHWUqEQz1gICX4kr//o0869uhDYyCi9xGIt2AP1Q9iQHtFInvwVFDyHZo56W/QGC1tEthc5+J19gJVapsUqZslL5sFo+yAhjVjmmriUZCmSC807+zetGPAlEiFyBMS2XxdhOQaPkSoxyXmJEDPwa+qJlaQiBMO3084ER3bVKl/YibStE+ql+n0ghMGYY+LYzAByY314m/uW1EuzV2qkM4wRFyMeLeomiGNEsDdqVWnBUQ0uAa2lvpXwAGjjazHI2hK9P6f+kcVByj0rsolw4qU3iWCDbZIcUiUuq5ISckXNSJ5yMyD15JE/OnfPgPDsv49YpZzKzSX7Aef0A7IOV9w==</latexit>

a(⌧) ! a⇤

SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

GW energy density parameter today for modes 1/η0 ≪ k ≪ 1/ηin

<latexit sha1_base64="4C3nezg8WgLT0YLKEUFPaZ0A0wM=">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</latexit>

h2⌦GW(k, ⌘0) =
3
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{

<latexit sha1_base64="m+GP9IaAJkXCB4notWcv+rCfNbg=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsBTqpiSi6EYoutBlBPuAJoTJZNIOnUzCzEQoIV/gxl9x40IRt67d+TdO2yy09cDAuefcy517gpRRqSzr21haXlldW69sVDe3tnd2zb39jkwygUkbJywRvQBJwignbUUVI71UEBQHjHSD0fXE7z4QIWnC79U4JV6MBpxGFCOlJd+suw5tjI4vXTFM/FwXhasoCwl0dCVieNMttO2bNatpTQEXiV2SGijh+OaXGyY4iwlXmCEp+7aVKi9HQlHMSFF1M0lShEdoQPqachQT6eXTcwpY10oIo0ToxxWcqr8nchRLOY4D3RkjNZTz3kT8z+tnKrrwcsrTTBGOZ4uijEGVwEk2MKSCYMXGmiAsqP4rxEMkEFY6waoOwZ4/eZF0Tpr2WdO6O621rso4KuAQHIEGsME5aIFb4IA2wOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exa10yypkD8AfG5w+R75sq</latexit>

⇧(k) = ⇢⇧P̃GW(k)

From the time integrals

<latexit sha1_base64="Gg7LpU7dhaitkwrdSM5xzthon6E=">AAACDHicdVBLS0JBGJ3b0+xltWwzJIGCyGjXtJ3QpqVBPsArMnccdXDug5nvViL+gDb9lTYtimjbD2jXv2muGlTUgYHDOefjm++4oRQaCPmwlpZXVtfWExvJza3tnd3U3n5DB5FivM4CGaiWSzWXwud1ECB5K1Sceq7kTXd0HvvNa660CPwrGIe849GBL/qCUTBSN5V2aiIzyjlAo5xzK7IYO0oMhkCVCm7wzMyaFMmTUoWUbEzy9knZLsaEEKOc4YIhMdJogVo39e70AhZ53AcmqdbtAgmhM6EKBJN8mnQizUPKRnTA24b61OO6M5kdM8XHRunhfqDM8wHP1O8TE+ppPfZck/QoDPVvLxb/8toR9CudifDDCLjP5ov6kcQQ4LgZ3BOKM5BjQyhTwvwVsyFVlIHpL2lK+LoU/08axXzhNE8u7XS1sqgjgQ7REcqgAiqjKrpANVRHDN2hB/SEnq1769F6sV7n0SVrMXOAfsB6+wTDnJoq</latexit>

⇧(k, ⌧, ⇠) ! ⇧(k)

with



SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

GW energy density parameter today for modes 1/η0 ≪ k ≪ 1/ηin

<latexit sha1_base64="4C3nezg8WgLT0YLKEUFPaZ0A0wM=">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</latexit>

h2⌦GW(k, ⌘0) =
3
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{
<latexit sha1_base64="bui9MEbyqZg4851u0QHMAy7LQgo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1iEurAk4mtZdOPOCvYBbSyT6aQdOnkwMxFqCP6KGxeKuPU/3Pk3TtostHpg4HDOvdwzx404k8qyvozC3PzC4lJxubSyura+YW5uNWUYC0IbJOShaLtYUs4C2lBMcdqOBMW+y2nLHV1mfuueCsnC4FaNI+r4eBAwjxGstNQzd7o+VkOCeXKdVmzrLjk8TQ96ZtmqWhOgv8TOSRly1HvmZ7cfktingSIcS9mxrUg5CRaKEU7TUjeWNMJkhAe0o2mAfSqdZJI+Rfta6SMvFPoFCk3UnxsJ9qUc+66ezLLKWS8T//M6sfLOnYQFUaxoQKaHvJgjFaKsCtRnghLFx5pgIpjOisgQC0yULqykS7Bnv/yXNI+q9knVujku1y7yOoqwC3tQARvOoAZXUIcGEHiAJ3iBV+PReDbejPfpaMHId7bhF4yPbygKlF8=</latexit>

O(10�6)

{

<latexit sha1_base64="3QBk2HbigVQjpFUfSH/Sg9Qz4Hk=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlJliEurBkRNFl0Y07K9gHtLFMppN26GQSZiZCCQF/xY0LRdz6He78GydtF1o9MHA4517umePHnCntul9WYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3LK3d5oqSiShDRLxSLZ9rChngjY005y2Y0lx6HPa8kdXud96oFKxSNzpcUy9EA8ECxjB2kg9e68bYj0kmKc3WQW59+kxQtlRzy67VXcC5y9BM1KGGeo9+7Pbj0gSUqEJx0p1kBtrL8VSM8JpVuomisaYjPCAdgwVOKTKSyfxM+fQKH0niKR5QjsT9edGikOlxqFvJvOwat7Lxf+8TqKDCy9lIk40FWR6KEi4oyMn78LpM0mJ5mNDMJHMZHXIEEtMtGmsZEpA81/+S5onVXRWdW9Py7XLWR1F2IcDqACCc6jBNdShAQRSeIIXeLUerWfrzXqfjhas2c4u/IL18Q2WeJSV</latexit>

O(10�11)

Value that would 
guarantee a 

detection in a 
not so far future

{

Factor depending 
slightly on the 

generation epoch 
through the 
number of 

relativistic d.o.f.

<latexit sha1_base64="/G8cQoPXBdv4TS1iCWLtFYAcO2o=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1iEurAkYtFl0Y07K9gHtLFMppN26OTBzESoIfgrblwo4tb/cOffOGmz0OqBgcM593LPHDfiTCrL+jIKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlrm905JhLAhtkpCHouNiSTkLaFMxxWknEhT7Lqdtd3yZ+e17KiQLg1s1iajj42HAPEaw0lLf3Ov5WI0I5sl1WrGtu+S4lh71zbJVtaZAf4mdkzLkaPTNz94gJLFPA0U4lrJrW5FyEiwUI5ympV4saYTJGA9pV9MA+1Q6yTR9ig61MkBeKPQLFJqqPzcS7Es58V09mWWV814m/ud1Y+WdOwkLoljRgMwOeTFHKkRZFWjABCWKTzTBRDCdFZERFpgoXVhJl2DPf/kvaZ1U7VrVujkt1y/yOoqwDwdQARvOoA5X0IAmEHiAJ3iBV+PReDbejPfZaMHId3bhF4yPbyaElF4=</latexit>

O(10�5)

Only slow, very 
anisotropic processes 

have the chance to 
generate detectable 

SGWB signals!

C.Caprini 



SGWB from a generic stochastic source 
in the radiation era

GW energy density parameter today for modes 1/η0 ≪ k ≪ 1/ηin

<latexit sha1_base64="4C3nezg8WgLT0YLKEUFPaZ0A0wM=">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</latexit>

h2⌦GW(k, ⌘0) =
3
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<latexit sha1_base64="cs/tlADctPX0hYRS1itz24J0Dl0=">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</latexit>

h⇧r(k, ⌧)⇧
⇤
p(q, ⇣)i =

(2⇡)3

4

�(3)(k� q)

k3
�rp ⇧(k, ⌧, ⇣)

Independent on k for 
large enough scales 

(uncorrelated)

<latexit sha1_base64="INJDhmIK3B6GS6CKZSmM06AbAsg=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBGkYElE0WXBTZcV7AOaGCbTm3bo5OHMRAih/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3cu89fsKZVJb1baysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v75sFhR8apoNCmMY9FzycSOIugrZji0EsEkNDn0PXHN1O/+whCsji6U1kCbkiGEQsYJUpLnllxgHOv5nB4wE2vdp+f2RPPrFp1awa8TOyCVFGBlmd+OYOYpiFEinIiZd+2EuXmRChGOUzKTiohIXRMhtDXNCIhSDefHT/BJ1oZ4CAWuiKFZ+rviZyEUmahrztDokZy0ZuK/3n9VAXXbs6iJFUQ0fmiIOVYxXiaBB4wAVTxTBNCBdO3YjoiglCl8yrrEOzFl5dJ57xuX9at24tqo1HEUUJH6BidIhtdoQZqohZqI4oy9Ixe0ZvxZLwY78bHvHXFKGYq6A+Mzx8wP5PQ</latexit>
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characteristic size of 
the shear stresses

slope 
depending on 

the source 
details
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.

W ϵ, contracting [∂µT µν ]
fluid

with Uν yields

Ė + ∂i(EV i) + p[Ẇ + ∂i(WV i)]−
∂V

∂φ
W (φ̇+ V i∂iφ)

= ηW 2(φ̇+ V i∂iφ)
2. (5)

The equations of motion for the fluid momentum density
Zi = W (ϵ+ p)Ui read

Żi+∂j(ZiV
j)+∂ip+

∂V

∂φ
∂iφ = −ηW (φ̇+V j∂jφ)∂iφ. (6)

The principal observable of interest to us is the power
spectrum of gravitational radiation resulting from bub-
ble collisions. One approach is to project Tij at every
timestep and then making use of the Green’s function to
compute the final power spectrum [34, 35]; this is quite
costly in computer time. Instead, we use the procedure
detailed in Ref. [36]. We evolve the equation of motion
for an auxiliary tensor uij ,

üij −∇2uij = 16πG(τφij + τ fij), (7)

where τφij = ∂iφ∂jφ and τ fij = W 2(ϵ+ p)ViVj . The phys-
ical metric perturbations are recovered in momentum
space by hij(k) = λij,lm(k̂)ulm(t,k), where λij,lm(k̂) is
the projector onto transverse, traceless symmetric rank 2
tensors. We are most interested in the metric perturba-
tions sourced by the fluid, as the fluid shear stresses gen-
erally dominate over those of the scalar field, although it
will be instructive to also consider both sources together.
Having obtained the metric perturbations, the power

spectrum per logarithmic frequency interval is

dρGW(k)

d ln k
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We simulate the system on a cubic lattice of N3 = 10243

points, neglecting cosmic expansion which is slow com-
pared with the transition rate. The fluid is imple-
mented as a three dimensional relativistic fluid [37], with
donor cell advection. The scalar and tensor fields are

evolved using a leapfrog algorithm with a minimal sten-
cil for the spatial Laplacian. Principally we used lat-
tice spacing δx = 1T−1

c and time step δt = 0.1T−1
c ,

where Tc is the critical temperature for the phase tran-
sition. We have checked the lattice spacing dependence
by carrying out single bubble self-collision simulations for
L3 = 2563 T−3

c at δx = 0.5T−1
c , for which the value of

ρGW at t = 2000T−1
c increased by 10%, while the final

total fluid kinetic energy increased by 7%. Simulating
with δt = 0.2T−1

c resulted in changes of 0.3% and 0.2%
to ρGW and the kinetic energy respectively.

Starting from a system completely in the symmet-
ric phase, we model the phase transition by nucleat-
ing new bubbles according to the rate per unit volume
P = P0 exp(β(t − t0)). From this distribution we gener-
ate a set of nucleation times and locations (in a suitable
untouched region of the box) at each of which we insert a
static bubble with a gaussian profile for the scalar field.
The bubble expands and quickly approaches an invariant
scaling profile [23].

We first studied a system with g = 34.25, γ = 1/18,
α =

√
10/72, T0 = Tc/

√
2 and λ = 10/648; this allows

comparison with previous (1 + 1) and spherical studies
of a coupled field-fluid system where the same parameter
choices were used [23]. The transition in this case is rela-
tively weak: in terms of αT , the ratio between the latent
heat and the total thermal energy, we have αTN

= 0.012
at the nucleation temperature TN = 0.86Tc. We also
performed simulations with γ = 2/18 and λ = 5/648, for
which αTN

= 0.10 at the nucleation temperature TN =
0.8Tc, which we refer to as an intermediate strength tran-
sition. We note that αTN

∼ 10−2 is generic for a first
order electroweak transition, while αTN

∼ 10−1 would
imply some tuning [38].

For the nucleation process, we took β = 0.0125Tc,
P0 = 0.01 and t0 = tend = 2000T−1

c . The simulation vol-
ume allowed the nucleation of 100-300 bubbles, so that
the mean spacing between bubbles was of order 100T−1

c .
The wall velocity is captured correctly, but the fluid ve-
locity did not quite reach the scaling profile before col-
liding. Typically, the peak velocity prior to collision is
20-30% below the scaling value for the deflagrations.

For the weak transition we chose η = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6. The first gives a detonation with wall speed vw ≃
0.71, and the others weak deflagrations with vw ≃ 0.44,
0.24, and 0.15 respectively. The shock profiles are found
in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [23]; slices of the total energy
density for one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1.
The intermediate transition was simulated at η = 0.4,
for which the wall speed is vw ≃ 0.44, very close to the
weak transition with η = 0.2.

Fig. 2 (top) shows the time evolution of two quantities
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FIG. 1: Slices of fluid energy density E/T 4
c at t = 400 T−1

c ,
t = 800 T−1

c and t = 1200 T−1
c respectively, for the η = 0.2

simulation. The slices correspond roughly to the end of the
nucleation phase, the end of the initial coalescence phase and
the end of the simulation.
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Possible GW sources in the early universe



• collisions of bubble walls 

• sound waves and turbulence in the fluid

• primordial magnetic fields (MHD turbulence)

• potential barrier separates 
true and false vacua

quantum tunneling across the barrier : nucleation 
of bubbles of true vacuum

source:         tensor 
anisotropic stress

First order phase transitions

• universe expands and temperature decreases : Phase transitions;  if 1st lead to GW 

⇧ij

Electroweak phase transition
This is the process by which the Higgs 'turned on'

In the minimal Standard Model it is gentle (crossover)

It is possible (and theoretically attractive) in extensions that

it would experience a first order phase transition

  

Source: Morrissey and Ramsey-Musolf
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What the metric sees at a thermal phase transition

Bubbles nucleate and expand, shocks form, then:

1. : Bubbles + shocks collide - 'envelope phase'

2. : Sound waves set up - 'acoustic phase'

3. : [MHD] turbulence - 'turbulent phase'

 

Sources add together to give observed GW power:

18



Relevant parameters:

�

H⇤
↵ =

⇢vac
⇢⇤rad

T⇤

strength
of the PT

inverse duration
of the PT with respect to 

Hubble time

temperature
of the PT

✏⇤(   )

vw

bubble
wall speed

Putting it all together

• three sources

Putting it all together -  1512.06239

Three sources,  , , 
Know their dependence on , , ,   
Espinosa, Konstandin, No, Servant
Know these for any given model, predict the signal...

(example, , , , )

35

• know their dependence on the 4 parameters [Espinosa, Konstantin,No, Servant, Caprini…]

• predict the signal.

Putting it all together -  1512.06239

Three sources,  , , 
Know their dependence on , , ,   
Espinosa, Konstandin, No, Servant
Know these for any given model, predict the signal...

(example, , , , )
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MHD turbulence

Example of signal

sound waves

total

[Caprini et al, arXiv:1512.06239]
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Three sources,  , , 
Know their dependence on , , ,   
Espinosa, Konstandin, No, Servant
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EW phase transition?

• Phase diagram for the Standard Model was found in the 1990’s

EW PT in the SM
Work in the 1990s found this phase diagram for the SM:

At , SM is a crossover 
Kajantie et al.; Gurtler et al.; Csikor et al.; ...

7

• With a Higgs mass at 125GeV, 
  the EW PT is a crossover, and NOT first order!

[Kajantie et al, Gurtler et al, Csikor et al]

• So why bother?????!

• No significant departure from thermal equilibrium;
=>no significant GW production or baryogenesis.

• EW PT can be first order in many extensions
of the SM.

- singlet extensions of MSSM (Huber et al 2015)
- direct coupling of Higgs sector with scalars (Kozackuz et al 2013)
- SM plus dimension six operator (Grojean et al 2004)



GW background from cosmic strings 
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  – line-like topological defects, formed in a symmetry breaking phase transition  

[Kibble ’76]

G� H

    provided the vacuum manifold contains non-contractible loops

Cosmic strings: some basics

 – A lot of input/interplay with other branches of physics:
        • difficult to see cosmic strings in the sky

    • “easier” to see strings in the lab (vortex loops in He4, He3, superconductors, strings in NLC...)

 – Generically formed at the end of hybrid-like inflation [Jeannerot et al 03]

 –  if formed, should still exist today, they cannot disappear!

 – Numerous potentially observable signatures:
Gravitational wave emission; 
CMB anisotropies & B-modes; 
lensing,....
particle emission 
electromagnetic radiation

or in brane inflation [Jones et al, 
Sarangi and Tye]

 [Planck paper XXV]Gµ  few ⇥ 10�7

(cosmic super-strings) 
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  – Typical example:  strings in the Abelian Higgs model

• Degenerate vacuum/ground state with 

3

Strings or Vortices

Example: scalar field        with   V = !(" *" #$2)2
!

U(1)  invariance                 is spontaneously broken by

      choice of phase 
 ! "!e

i#

 !"# = $e
i%

Degenerate vacuum/ground state with

String/vortex is a linear defect

around which

changes by

     (n = winding number)

!

  2n!

! = 0

! = "/2

! = "

! = 3"/2

 ! = 0

in core

Examples:

  • cosmic strings

  • vortices in He-II

  • flux tubes in superconductors

• U(1) invariance                   broken by choice of phase. 
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U(1)  invariance                 is spontaneously broken by

      choice of phase 
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String/vortex is a linear defect

around which

changes by
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!

  2n!

! = 0

! = "/2

! = "

! = 3"/2

 ! = 0

in core

Examples:

  • cosmic strings

  • vortices in He-II

  • flux tubes in superconductors

( winding number)

infinite, or 
closed loops

G = U(1) M = S1 �1(M) = Z

3

Strings or Vortices

Example: scalar field        with   V = !(" *" #$2)2
!

U(1)  invariance                 is spontaneously broken by

      choice of phase 
 ! "!e

i#

 !"# = $e
i%

Degenerate vacuum/ground state with

String/vortex is a linear defect

around which

changes by

     (n = winding number)

!

  2n!

! = 0

! = "/2

! = "

! = 3"/2

 ! = 0

in core

Examples:

  • cosmic strings

  • vortices in He-II

  • flux tubes in superconductors

• String/vortex is a linear defect around which      changes by  

• Energy/unit length of string:  µn
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S = �µ

�
d2⇤

⇥
�det(�ab)

GUT:
r �M�1

� 10�32cm
Gµ � G�2 � GM2

� 10�7

• Scales: 

– Approx. dynamics of relativistic string: action = area of world-sheet

• Prototypical model of infinitely thin strings: Nambu-Goto strings

• only one free parameter 

• intercommutation:

Gµ

n(⇥, t)

• Network of strings will contain (horizon-size
and smaller) loops, and infinite strings.

• cusps: points at which the string itself instantaneously goes at the speed of light: 

• kinks (discontinuity in tangent vector of string)

• network reaches an attractor, self-similar, 
scaling solution. Exists for all times



FIGURES FROM THE PUBLICATION 
For more information on how these figures were 
generated and their meaning, see the publication at 
arxiv.org/abs/1310.2384 

GLOSSARY 

READ MORE 
 
 
Publication describing the analysis:  http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.2384 
 

Cosmic strings in Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_string 
 

Cambridge cosmology group: cosmic strings and other defects  
 

http://www.damtp.cam.ac.uk/research/gr/public/cs_home.html 
 

The Higgs theory in Wikipedia:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Higgs_mechanism 
 

Imaging vortices:  http://www.aps.org/units/dfd/pressroom/papers/gaff09.cfm 
 

More about Advanced LIGO:  https://www.advancedligo.mit.edu/ 
 

More about Advanced Virgo:  https://wwwcascina.virgo.infn.it/advirgo/ 

Predicted gravitational waveform produced by a cosmic string cusp. 

In spite of all our efforts, no evidence of a cosmic 
string signal has been found in LIGO/Virgo data. As 
often in experimental physics, a null result does not 
mean we didn't learn anything. Knowing our search 
sensitivity, we can use the fact we did not detect 
anything to constrain the properties of cosmic 
strings. The constraints we obtained are the most 
stringent to date for some regions of the cosmic 
string parameter space. This new result places 
limits on physical models of cosmic strings and 
could be used to generate more accurate 
simulations of a string network. 
 
 

This plot shows the detection efficiency as a function of the cusp 
signal amplitude. It tells you the fraction of cosmic string cusp events 
of a given amplitude that our search should be able to find. 

In 2011 the LIGO and Virgo detectors stopped 
taking data and major detector upgrades are 
currently being installed. The advanced detectors 
should resume observation in 2015/16 with greater 
sensitivity than before. This offers a great 
opportunity for cosmic string searches since 
potential signals with much lower amplitudes should 
become visible. Advanced LIGO and Advanced 
Virgo should be able to provide a decisive input 
whether cosmic strings do or do not exist. 

Visit our website at  
http://www.ligo.org/ 

This plot presents existing constraints on cosmic string parameters: 
the string tension Gµ, the loop size parameter ε and the probability p 
that two string segments interact when they meet. Our analysis is 
able to reject the regions filled in red. For comparison, other 
constraints derived from searches of a GW background from cosmic 
strings (pulsar / CMB / LIGO stochastic) are given fixing p at 1e-3. 

Field theories: Frameworks used to describe subatomic particles in particle physics. 
 

Phase transition: Thermodynamical transformation of a system from one state to 
another. An example of a phase transition is when water cools and becomes ice. 
 

Cosmic microwave background (CMB): Soon after the Big Bang, when the first 
atoms formed, the Universe became transparent. The electromagnetic radiation 
that escaped at that time appears as a faint background in the microwave region of 
the radio spectrum. The temperature fluctuations of this background contain the 
imprint of the Universe content as it was at this time. 
 

String theory: Framework in which elementary particles are described by tiny linear 
objects evolving in a multi-dimensional space. String theory is a candidate for a 
theory of everything since it naturally unifies all fundamental forces. 
 

Gravitational waveform: A curve describing how the disturbance caused by a 
gravitational wave varies with time. 
 

Detector sensitivity: Ability to detect a signal. Detectors with lower noise are able to 
detect weaker signals, and therefore have higher (or greater) sensitivity. 
 

Match-filtering: When the gravitational waveform of the signal is known it can be 
used as a template to optimally filter the data and extract the expected signal. 
 

Multivariate analysis: Analysis technique where multiple parameters are used 
simultaneously to statistically enhance an effect of interest. This multi-dimensional 
approach differs from standard analyses where parameters are used one at a time 

[Damour+Vilenkin 2001]

• Cosmic string loops produce 2 types of GW signals 

1) sharp, non-gaussian bursts of gravitational waves from kinks and cusps. Their  
characteristic form is directly searched for by LIGO and Virgo.   
[use match-filtering techniques]  



• Cosmic string loops produce 2 types of GW signals 

1) sharp, non-gaussian bursts of gravitational waves from kinks and cusps. Their  
characteristic form is directly searched for by LIGO and Virgo.   
[use match-filtering techniques]  

2) A stochastic GW background ranging over many decades in frequency

Constraining cosmic string models using gravitational-wave data 13

draw a scenario about such an observation. First, fixing the string tension Gµ at 10�8,

we see that the experimental observation time is compatible with the GW rate predicted

by model 3 while it is less likely with models 1 and 2. Second, the detected signal would

be most likely attributed to a cusp propagating on a string loop produced in the radiation

era. However, the signal must be emitted at a low redhift, in the matter era, to provide

a wave amplitude su�ciently high to be detected with confidence. Finally, in Fig.2, we

see that the chance of detection is increased for higher values of Gµ.

4.2. Stochastic gravitational-wave background

A stochastic background of gravitational waves is expected to arise from the

superposition of unresolved GW signals from cosmic string cusps and kinks. The GW

spectrum is measured using the energy density:

⌦
GW

(f) =
f

⇢
c

d⇢
GW

df
, (38)

where d⇢
GW

is the energy density of GWs in the frequency range f to f + df and ⇢
c

is the critical energy density of the Universe. This spectrum can be probed using data

from di↵erent types of experiments. Pulsar timing experiments are able to test the

spectrum at nano-Hertz frequencies while LIGO and Virgo detectors are sensitive in the

10 Hz-1000 Hz band.

In order to determine the stochastic GW spectrum resulting from the incoherent

superposition of cosmic string bursts, we follow the method outlined in [36]. The GW

energy density is given by:

⌦M

GW

(f) =
4⇡2

3H2

0

f 3

Z
z

max

z

min

dz

Z
h

⇤

h

min

(z)

dh h2

d2RM

dzdh
(h, z, f), (39)

where the predicted rate is the sum of the cusp and kink contribution and is given by

Eq. 31. To compute the integrals in Eq. 39 we adopt the numerical method descibed in

Sec. 3.3. As observed in [31], the spectrum must be computed after removing powerful

and rare bursts which can be individually resolved. Consequently, the h integration is

performed up to a maximum strain amplitude h⇤ determined by solving the equation
Z

h

max

(z

min

)

h

⇤
dh

Z
z

max

z

min

dz
d2RM

dzdh
(h, z, f) = f. (40)

In Fig. 3, the spectrum for cusp and kinks signals is plotted for the three models under

consideration and taking Gµ = 10�8. In the bottom plot of Fig. 3, the maximum value

for the strain amplitude to consider in the integration, h⇤, is plotted as a function of

the frequency. It shows that, at LIGO-Virgo frequencies, the spectrum originates from

GWs with strain amplitudes below ⇠ 10�28. In Fig. 4, the contribution of the di↵erent

loops to the GW spectrum is plotted for models 1 and 3. At LIGO-Virgo frequencies

the GW energy is dominated by the contribution of loops in the radiation era while, at

pulsar timing frequencies, loops in the matter era contribute the most. For model 3, as

already noted in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 4.1, there is an important contribution from small

loops all over the spectrum which is not the case for model 1 and 2.

which can be probed by  e.g. pulsar timing at nHz frequencies, LIGO/Virgo…,  
Sum of all the GWs emitted by oscillating loops

[Damour+Vilenkin 2001]

• Crucial quantity: 

` ! `+ d`

n(`, t)d`

number density of loops with length between
at time t

[C.Ringeval]
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Figure 1. Cosmic string SGWB curves (all in red) near various relevant values of Gµ. The dashed
orange curve is the EPTA sensitivity, and the darkest red curve just below is for Gµ = 10�10. The
dash-dotted dark orange curve is the (projected) SKA sensitivity, and the dark red curve just below
is for Gµ = 10�13. The dotted black curve is the LISA PLS; the red curve whose peak passes
through it, and the light red curve just below, are for Gµ = 10�15 and 10�17 respectively. The Pn

are inferred from simulation [54], and the loop number density is from Model II.

5.1.1 The high frequency regime

As we can see from the SGWB curves shown in figure 1, the spectrum becomes flat at very
high frequencies. This can be understood analytically using a scaling number density of
loops as well as a simplified cosmological background that describes the evolution of the
Universe deep in the radiation era. The combination of these two facts allows us to find an
expression (following Method I) for the spectrum of the form

⌦plateau

gw (ln f)I =
64⇡G2µ2⌦

rad

3

 1X

n=1

Pn

!✓Z
dx nr(x)

◆
. (5.1)

This shows that indeed the SGWB is flat in this regime, but also that it only depends on
two properties of the network of strings: the averaged total power emitted by a loop, and
the total number of loops. Applying this to Model II, we find

⌦plateau

gw

(ln f)I ⇡ 8.04⌦
rad

r
Gµ

�
. (5.2)

This is a relevant result as it tells us that the value of the high-frequency plateau only
depends on Gµ and the total �. In particular, it does not depend on the exact form of
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Constraints in the LISA band. 
[1909.00819]

broad spectrum spanning many decades in frequency.

Model “A”
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Figure 2. Idem as figure 1, but with Pn / n�4/3 and using the loop number density from Model
III [128].

the loop’s power spectrum, nor on if the GW emission is dominated by cusps or kinks, but
rather depends only on the total radiation emitted by the loops.

Similarly, we can perform the same kind of computation using Method II. Starting with
eq. (4.11), and taking the cosmological background to be in the radiation era, we find 13

a good agreement for the plateau with the expression found in eq. (5.2). This is expected,
given that the plateau only depends on quantities that must be identical in both methods.
However, given the different nature of the calculations performed in both methods, this is
a good consistency check.

5.2 Radiation-to-matter transition

Numerical simulations studying the strings scaling have typically been performed in fixed
backgrounds: pure radiation domination and pure matter domination [54, 82, 101, 128].
The usual simplified approach would be to just switch between the two loop distributions
at radiation–matter equality; however, in reality we expect the network to smoothly evolve
between the two regimes. In fact, the string network evolves rather slowly and, as pointed
out in [100], does not reach scaling regime with matter background up until the current
accelerated expansion starts. This may have a significant impact on the number density of
loops in the matter era.

13Note that in order to make this comparison, one should express the result in terms of the total power
emitted �. We give in appendix A the calculation of � in terms of the parameters Nq, g1, g2.
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FIG. 1. Predictions of the gravitational-wave energy density spectra using di↵erent models for the loop distribution function
n(�, z) and varying the number of kinks per loop oscillation Nk. The string tension Gµ is fixed to 10�8. Top-left: model A,
Nk = 100. Top-right: model B, Nk = 100. Bottom-left: model C-1, Nk = 1. Bottom-right: model C-1, Nk = 100. For model
C-1, we use the following model parameters (see Supplemental Material): �rad = 0.45, �mat = 0.295, crad = 0.15, cmat = 0.019;
the subscripts refer to the radiation and matter eras, respectively. We also show the energy density spectra of the three di↵erent
components and 2-� power-law integrated (PI) curves [40] for the O3 isotropic stochastic search [27], and projections for the
HLV network at design sensitivity, and the A+ detectors [41].

using the cosmic string waveform in Eq. 1. Then, result-
ing candidates are filtered to retain only those detected in
more than one detector within a time window accounting
for the di↵erence in the gravitational-wave arrival time
between detectors. Finally, double- and triple-coincident
events are ranked using a likelihood function ⇤(x), where
x is a set of parameters used to discriminate true cosmic
string signals from noise [44]. The burst search is per-
formed separately for cusps, kinks and kink-kink collision
waveforms, integrating T

obs

= 273.5 days of data when at
least two detectors are operating simultaneously.

The left panel of Fig. 2 presents the cumulative dis-
tribution of coincident O3 burst events as a function of
the likelihood ratio ⇤ for the cusp, kink and kink-kink
collision searches. To estimate the background noise as-
sociated with each search, time shifts are applied to each
detector strain data such that no real gravitational-wave
event can be found in coincidence. For this study, we use
300 time-shifts, totaling T

bkg

= 225 years of data con-
taining only noise coincident events, the distribution of
which is represented in the left panel of Fig. 2 with a

±1� shaded band. The candidate events, obtained with
no time shift, are all compatible with the noise distribu-
tion within ±2�. The cusp, kink and kink-kink collision
waveforms are very similar, resulting in the loudest events
being the same for the three searches. The ten loudest
events were carefully scrutinized. They all originate from
a well-known category of transient noise a↵ecting all de-
tectors, that are broadband and very short-duration noise
events of unknown instrumental origin [45, 46].

From the non-detection result, we measure the LIGO–
Virgo sensitivity to cosmic string signals by perform-
ing the burst search analysis over O3 data with injec-
tions of simulated cusp, kink and kink-collision wave-
forms. The amplitudes of injected signals comfortably
cover the range where none to almost all the signals
are detected. To recover injected signals, we use the
loudest-event method described in [47], where the de-
tection threshold is set to the level of the highest-ranked
event found in the search: log

10

(⇤) ' 15.0, 15.1, and
15.1 for cusps, kinks, and kink-kink collisions, respec-
tively. The resulting e�ciencies "i(Ai) as a function of

Constraints in the LIGO band
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FIG. 3. Advanced LIGO–Virgo exclusion contours at 95% C.L. on the cosmic string parameter space, (Nk, Gµ), derived
from the stochastc search (pink), the burst search (turquoise) and both searches. Four models are considered to describe the
distribution of cosmic string loops: model A (top-left), model B (top-right), model C-1 (bottom-left) and model C-2 (bottom-
right). Note that the stochastic result combines the data of O1, O2 and O3 while the burst search only includes O3 data. We
also report limits from other experiments: pulsar timing arrays (PTA), cosmic microwave background (CMB) and Big Bang
nucleosynthesis [56].

new model, dubbed model C, that interpolates between
models A and B. For the first time, we have studied the
e↵ect of kink-kink interactions, which is relevant for large
numbers of kinks, and investigated the e↵ect of a large
number of cusps, as both e↵ects are favored by cosmic
string simulations.
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Conclusion

• SGWB provides a powerful means to probe the early universe, predictions are somewhat 
  speculative, but their potential to probe fundamental physics is exceptional!

• Cosmic strings are theoretically well motivated (“just” require correct topology at GUT  
  phase transition). GW signal spans many decades in frequency, can be accessed/constrained 
  at PTA, LISA, LIGO/Virgo. Still work to do on models…  

Amazing discoveries may be around the corner!

• EW phase transition is at the limit of tested particle physics, but any GW signal can be accessed by  
LISA. This requires models beyond the standard model of particle physics —> tests of models, 
complementary to particle colliders 

• Inflation: very much motivated in the standard cosmological scenario, but the standard slow-roll 
models lead to a SGWB which is tiny (invisible by any detector, PTA, LISA, LIGO/Virgo). Would  
need a seriously blue-tilted spectrum to be observable at these frequencies.  



Gravitational waves and cosmology

Iate-time universe

Stochastic background 
of GWs of cosmological origin

Very early universe
t & tPl

– Expansion rate
–      , Hubble constant
– 
– beyond    
       dark energy         and dark matter
– modified gravity (modified GW propagation)
– astrophysics; eg BH populations, PISN mass gap?
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w(z)

Individual sources
and populations of sources
at cosmological distances
e.g.  binary neutron stars (BNS),  
      binary black holes (BBH),
      neutron star- black-hole binary (NS-BH)…



Some motivation for modified gravity

– Understand GR better.
– GR not been tested independently on galactic and cosmological scales:  
   a bit of an extrapolation of our limited knowledge of GR to assume its true on  
   cosmological scales:  
– Late time acceleration/dark energy => interest in revising the theory of gravity.  
   Could making gravity weaker on cosmological scales explain late time acceleration?  

– Any MG theory must reduce to GR on the scales on which this has been tested, i.e. on
   solar system scales (deflection angle of light by sun, Cassini etc).   And at the same time lead 
   to significant differences from GR on large scales. “Screening”
– And it must be mathematically consistent and stable.

Some constraints on modified gravity

Lovelock’s theorem: Einstein’s equations are the only 2nd order local e of m for a metric derivable from an action in 4D.  
As a result, if modify GR, then will necessarily have one or more of:  
 
• Extra d of f.  
• Higher derivatives 
• Higher dimensional space-time  
• Non-locality.

Some conditions to have modified gravity
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Then propagate it 
in FRW space-time
to observer
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FIG. 2: Detector frame: The two orthogonal arms of the interferometer form the x and y axes in the detector frame while the z axis is defined
by the right circular convention. Angles ✓ and � denote the polar and azimuth angles of the binary in the sky measured in the detector frame.
These angles fix the location of the source in the sky, with respect to the detector. Radiation frame: The z axis of the radiation frame is defined
by the line-of-sight vector n from the detector to the source so that the x � y plane is the plane perpendicular to n (the “sky”); x axis is defined
by the x axis of the detector projected onto the sky. Angles ◆ and  denote the polar and azimuth angles of the total angular momentum vector J
of the binary in the radiation frame. These angles fix the relative orientation of the binary with respect to the detector. Source frame: The z axis
of the source frame is defined by the total angular momentum vector J of the binary and the x axis is defined by the projection of the line of
sight onto the binary plane. The angle '0 describes the angle between the separation vector and the x axis at some reference time. Note that the
radiation pattern of the binary depends on ◆ and '0 (see, e.g., Eq.(2.1)).

signal h. Note that, for a fixed SNR threshold, FF is directly
related to the “distance reach” of a search, and FF3 to the
“volume reach”.

It is evident [see, e.g., Eqs. (2.2), (2.6) and (2.7)] that the
distance/volume reach is a function of not only the intrinsic
parameters (m1,m2) of the binary, but also some of the ex-
trinsic parameters (✓, �, ◆, ,'0). For example the SNR, and
hence the distance/volume reach is the largest towards “face-
on” (◆ = 0, ⇡) binaries and the lowest for “edge-on” (◆ = ⇡/2)
binaries. It is useful to define the e↵ective volume of a search,
defined as the fraction of the volume reach by an optimal
search, averaged over the angles ✓, �, ◆, ,'0 after choosing
appropriate distributions for these angles:

Ve↵ (m1,m2) =
⇢3

subopt

⇢3
opt

, (2.9)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We can
also define the e↵ective fitting factor FFe↵ , defined as the cube
root of the e↵ective volume

FFe↵ (m1,m2) = Ve↵ (m1,m2)1/3. (2.10)

If a template family has FFe↵ � 0.965, this means that the
(average) loss of search volume due to the mismatch between
the template family and the actual signal is less than ⇠ 10%.
In this paper, we will use FFe↵ = 0.965 as a benchmark for
deciding the e↵ectualness of a template family.

If we interpret the parameter set �max that maximizes the
inner product in Eq. (2.8) as the parameters of the binary,
which can be in general di↵erent from the true parameters
�true, this will result in the following systematic bias in the
estimated parameters:

�� = |�max � �true|, (2.11)

where | | denotes the absolute value.
Similar to the FF and SNR, the systematic biases also de-

pend on the parameters �. We would like to use a single
number (similar to FFe↵) that quantifies the average bias in
estimating the parameters of the binaries that are detectable.

For this purpose we use the ⇢3
subopt weighted average of the

systematic biases and call it the e↵ective bias.

��e↵(m1,m2) =
�� . ⇢3

subopt

⇢3
subopt

, (2.12)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We use
⇢3

subopt as the weighting factor as it is proportional to the vol-
ume accessible to the search using quadrupole templates and
is therefore proportional to the number of detectable sources.

GW measurements, like any other measurement in the pres-
ence of noise, will also have an associated statistical error.
In the limit of high SNR, one reasonable way of estimating
the expected statistical error (see, e.g., [38] for caveats) is by
using the Cramer-Rao inequality: the error covariance matrix
C↵� is given by

C↵� � ��1
↵� , (2.13)

where �↵� is the Fisher information matrix:

�↵� =
D
@↵x, @�x

E
. (2.14)

Above, @↵x denotes the partial derivative of the waveform
x( f ) with respect to the parameter �↵, and the angle brackets
denote the inner products defined in Eq. (2.5). The rms error in
measuring the parameter �↵ is �↵ = C1/2

↵↵ . A template family
can be considered faithful [1] to the signal if the systematic
bias is considerably smaller than the expected statistical error.
In this paper, we will take (��e↵)↵  �↵ as the benchmark for
the faithfulness of a template family.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Numerical-relativity simulations

We use two sets of NR waveforms: For mass ratio q  8 we
use waveforms computed by the SpEC code [21–33], kindly
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Modified gravity: effect on GWs from binaries?

Modified propagation equation!

(photons unaffected)

– Assume 
• background is exactly as in Lambda CDM: modified gravity alters only the dynamics of perturbations (scalar and tensor). 
• Modified gravity affects the propagation of GWs; do not consider effect on their generation at the source (assume GR waveform).
• Consider only standard 2 TT polarisations of GWs (no extra polarisations)
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FIG. 2: Detector frame: The two orthogonal arms of the interferometer form the x and y axes in the detector frame while the z axis is defined
by the right circular convention. Angles ✓ and � denote the polar and azimuth angles of the binary in the sky measured in the detector frame.
These angles fix the location of the source in the sky, with respect to the detector. Radiation frame: The z axis of the radiation frame is defined
by the line-of-sight vector n from the detector to the source so that the x � y plane is the plane perpendicular to n (the “sky”); x axis is defined
by the x axis of the detector projected onto the sky. Angles ◆ and  denote the polar and azimuth angles of the total angular momentum vector J
of the binary in the radiation frame. These angles fix the relative orientation of the binary with respect to the detector. Source frame: The z axis
of the source frame is defined by the total angular momentum vector J of the binary and the x axis is defined by the projection of the line of
sight onto the binary plane. The angle '0 describes the angle between the separation vector and the x axis at some reference time. Note that the
radiation pattern of the binary depends on ◆ and '0 (see, e.g., Eq.(2.1)).

signal h. Note that, for a fixed SNR threshold, FF is directly
related to the “distance reach” of a search, and FF3 to the
“volume reach”.

It is evident [see, e.g., Eqs. (2.2), (2.6) and (2.7)] that the
distance/volume reach is a function of not only the intrinsic
parameters (m1,m2) of the binary, but also some of the ex-
trinsic parameters (✓, �, ◆, ,'0). For example the SNR, and
hence the distance/volume reach is the largest towards “face-
on” (◆ = 0, ⇡) binaries and the lowest for “edge-on” (◆ = ⇡/2)
binaries. It is useful to define the e↵ective volume of a search,
defined as the fraction of the volume reach by an optimal
search, averaged over the angles ✓, �, ◆, ,'0 after choosing
appropriate distributions for these angles:

Ve↵ (m1,m2) =
⇢3

subopt

⇢3
opt

, (2.9)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We can
also define the e↵ective fitting factor FFe↵ , defined as the cube
root of the e↵ective volume

FFe↵ (m1,m2) = Ve↵ (m1,m2)1/3. (2.10)

If a template family has FFe↵ � 0.965, this means that the
(average) loss of search volume due to the mismatch between
the template family and the actual signal is less than ⇠ 10%.
In this paper, we will use FFe↵ = 0.965 as a benchmark for
deciding the e↵ectualness of a template family.

If we interpret the parameter set �max that maximizes the
inner product in Eq. (2.8) as the parameters of the binary,
which can be in general di↵erent from the true parameters
�true, this will result in the following systematic bias in the
estimated parameters:

�� = |�max � �true|, (2.11)

where | | denotes the absolute value.
Similar to the FF and SNR, the systematic biases also de-

pend on the parameters �. We would like to use a single
number (similar to FFe↵) that quantifies the average bias in
estimating the parameters of the binaries that are detectable.

For this purpose we use the ⇢3
subopt weighted average of the

systematic biases and call it the e↵ective bias.

��e↵(m1,m2) =
�� . ⇢3

subopt

⇢3
subopt

, (2.12)

where the bars indicate averages over ✓, �, ◆, ,'0. We use
⇢3

subopt as the weighting factor as it is proportional to the vol-
ume accessible to the search using quadrupole templates and
is therefore proportional to the number of detectable sources.

GW measurements, like any other measurement in the pres-
ence of noise, will also have an associated statistical error.
In the limit of high SNR, one reasonable way of estimating
the expected statistical error (see, e.g., [38] for caveats) is by
using the Cramer-Rao inequality: the error covariance matrix
C↵� is given by

C↵� � ��1
↵� , (2.13)

where �↵� is the Fisher information matrix:

�↵� =
D
@↵x, @�x

E
. (2.14)

Above, @↵x denotes the partial derivative of the waveform
x( f ) with respect to the parameter �↵, and the angle brackets
denote the inner products defined in Eq. (2.5). The rms error in
measuring the parameter �↵ is �↵ = C1/2

↵↵ . A template family
can be considered faithful [1] to the signal if the systematic
bias is considerably smaller than the expected statistical error.
In this paper, we will take (��e↵)↵  �↵ as the benchmark for
the faithfulness of a template family.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Numerical-relativity simulations

We use two sets of NR waveforms: For mass ratio q  8 we
use waveforms computed by the SpEC code [21–33], kindly
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To reach the observer: 
free propagation in 
FLRW space-time 

Local radiation zone
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rphys = a(temis)r
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a(t) ⇠ constant

We model a GW-EM source emitting in FLRW 
Universe

4

The idea: the model
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Modified propagation equation! (photons unaffected)

Modified gravity: effect on GWs from binaries?



– Modified GW propagation effects:  
 
1) A modified dispersion relation,

  => GWs have a frequency dependent speed, different from speed of light

[GW train travels at slightly different velocities, as a function of the frequency of the wave, leads to GW dephasing which accumulates 
over cosmological distances travelled from source to detector. If not detected -> constraints]

2) Modified friction term, namely relative to GR, GW energy dissipates differently with the 
expansion of the universe.

E2 = p2c2 +m2
gc

4 +A↵p
↵c↵
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[Therefore effects amplitude of wave, => will enter into the luminosity distance which will be modified. Expect a degeneracy with H0.]
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Our starting point is a modified dispersion relation of
the form [21]
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where, for GWs emitted at r
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and propagating radially
to the observer,

pµ = (E/c, h̄k/a2, 0, 0) (6)

with k the (constant) comoving wave number, and |p| =
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which depends on the physical momentum p
ph

= k/a.
When the coe�cients B
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vanish, the dispersion relation
Eq. (5) reduces to the standard one of a massless particle
in general relativity ! ⌘ E/h̄ = ck/a. For B

0

6= 0,
Eq. (7) is the dispersion relation for the massive graviton
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0

= m2

g

c4 (in [eV]2). Di↵erent theories give di↵erent
predictions for the (generally ⌘-dependent) B
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, see [21]
for some examples. Here we aim to see what constraints
GW observations can put on the B
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without focusing on
any particular theory.

Let us rewrite Eq. (7) as
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Motivated by the very tight constraint on the speed of
of gravitational waves [26, 45], we will assume that GWs
are ultra-relativistic and that
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Then from Eq. (8) it follows that
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so that the frequency of the emitted GW fGW
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is related
to that of the observed GW fGW
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by the standard redshift
relationship, namely
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Hence we can identify the the GW redshift with the usual
photon redshift z, see Eq. (4). With this approximation
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since today a = 1. This allows us to write the phase
velocity in Eq. (9) in terms of the detected GW frequency
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and we have used the approximation Eq. (10). For mas-
sive gravitons, for example, c

T

> c, but the group veloc-
ity v

g

is smaller than c.
The dispersion relation in Eq. (8) can be obtained from

the wave equation2
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where 0 = d/d⌘ and � is the radial component of the
propagating wave. The GW perturbation h (we drop the
tensor indices for the moment) is related to � through
(see e.g. [41])
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modifications to the GW friction term. We parameterize
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and we have used the approximation Eq. (10). For mas-
sive gravitons, for example, c

T

> c, but the group veloc-
ity v

g

is smaller than c.
The dispersion relation in Eq. (8) can be obtained from

the wave equation2

�00(⌘, k) + k2c2
T

(⌘, k/a)2�(⌘, k) = 0 (18)

where 0 = d/d⌘ and � is the radial component of the
propagating wave. The GW perturbation h (we drop the
tensor indices for the moment) is related to � through
(see e.g. [41])

� = ãh. (19)

Here ã is an e↵ective scale factor that encodes additional
modifications to the GW friction term. We parameterize
it as

ã0

ã
⌘ [1 + ↵
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(⌘)]
a0

a
(20)

where ↵
M

(⌘) is a deviation factor that can parameterize
several theories such as scalar-tensor theories with a run-
ning Planck mass or theories with extra-dimensions. On
subhorizon scales (that is, on scales smaller than ã00/ã
[43]), Eq. (18) can be obtained from

h00 + 2[1 + ↵
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(⌘)]
a0

a
h0 + k2c2

T

(⌘, k/a)h = 0, (21)

2 This assumes that a and B↵ varies on a cosmological time scale,
which is much larger than any time-scale associated with the
GW. Or in terms frequency (and in natural units), 1/k ⌧
r
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Our starting point is a modified dispersion relation of
the form [21]

c2g
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pµp⌫ = �B
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|cp|↵. (5)

where, for GWs emitted at r
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and propagating radially
to the observer,

pµ = (E/c, h̄k/a2, 0, 0) (6)

with k the (constant) comoving wave number, and |p| =
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pipj)1/2 = h̄k/a2. Thus the dispersion relation (5) is

E2 = c2
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, (7)

which depends on the physical momentum p
ph

= k/a.
When the coe�cients B

↵

vanish, the dispersion relation
Eq. (5) reduces to the standard one of a massless particle
in general relativity ! ⌘ E/h̄ = ck/a. For B

0

6= 0,
Eq. (7) is the dispersion relation for the massive graviton
B

0

= m2

g

c4 (in [eV]2). Di↵erent theories give di↵erent
predictions for the (generally ⌘-dependent) B

↵

, see [21]
for some examples. Here we aim to see what constraints
GW observations can put on the B

↵

without focusing on
any particular theory.

Let us rewrite Eq. (7) as
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Motivated by the very tight constraint on the speed of
of gravitational waves [26, 45], we will assume that GWs
are ultra-relativistic and that
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Then from Eq. (8) it follows that

! ' c|k|/a, (11)

so that the frequency of the emitted GW fGW

s

is related
to that of the observed GW fGW

d

by the standard redshift
relationship, namely
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Hence we can identify the the GW redshift with the usual
photon redshift z, see Eq. (4). With this approximation
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since today a = 1. This allows us to write the phase
velocity in Eq. (9) in terms of the detected GW frequency
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where we have defined
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with j = ↵ � 2. Notice that the dimensions of [↵
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given by
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and we have used the approximation Eq. (10). For mas-
sive gravitons, for example, c

T

> c, but the group veloc-
ity v

g

is smaller than c.
The dispersion relation in Eq. (8) can be obtained from

the wave equation2

�00(⌘, k) + k2c2
T

(⌘, k/a)2�(⌘, k) = 0 (18)

where 0 = d/d⌘ and � is the radial component of the
propagating wave. The GW perturbation h (we drop the
tensor indices for the moment) is related to � through
(see e.g. [41])

� = ãh. (19)

Here ã is an e↵ective scale factor that encodes additional
modifications to the GW friction term. We parameterize
it as

ã0

ã
⌘ [1 + ↵

M

(⌘)]
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a
(20)

where ↵
M

(⌘) is a deviation factor that can parameterize
several theories such as scalar-tensor theories with a run-
ning Planck mass or theories with extra-dimensions. On
subhorizon scales (that is, on scales smaller than ã00/ã
[43]), Eq. (18) can be obtained from

h00 + 2[1 + ↵
M

(⌘)]
a0

a
h0 + k2c2

T

(⌘, k/a)h = 0, (21)

2 This assumes that a and B↵ varies on a cosmological time scale,
which is much larger than any time-scale associated with the
GW. Or in terms frequency (and in natural units), 1/k ⌧
r
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⌧ H�1

0

.
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by the binary source is assumed to be given by the stan-
dard GR expression. Hence we also restrict our analysis
to the standard 2 degrees of freedom of GR1.

Our starting point is a modified dispersion relation of
the form [21]

c2gµ⌫p
µp⌫ = �B↵|cp|↵. (5)

where, for GWs emitted at r
com

and propagating radially
to the observer,

pµ = (E/c, h̄k/a2, 0, 0) (6)

with k the (constant) comoving wave number, and |p| =
(gijpipj)1/2 = h̄k/a2. Thus the dispersion relation (5) is

E2 = c2
h̄2k2

a2
+B↵

✓
c
h̄|k|
a

◆↵

, (7)

which depends on the physical momentum p
ph

= k/a.
When the coe�cients B↵ vanish, the dispersion relation
Eq. (5) reduces to the standard one of a massless particle
in general relativity ! ⌘ E/h̄ = ck/a. For B

0

6= 0,
Eq. (7) is the dispersion relation for the massive graviton
B

0

= m2

gc
4 (in [eV]2). Di↵erent theories give di↵erent

predictions for the (generally ⌘-dependent) B↵, see [21]
for some examples. Here we aim to see what constraints
GW observations can put on the B↵ without focusing on
any particular theory.

Let us rewrite Eq. (7) as

E2 ⌘ h̄2!2 = c2T (⌘, k/a)
h̄2k2

a2
(8)

where

c2T (⌘, k/a) ⌘ c2

"
1 +B↵

✓
c
h̄|k|
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#
. (9)

Motivated by the very tight constraint on the speed of
of gravitational waves [26, 57], we will assume that GWs
are ultra-relativistic and that

|B↵|
✓
c
h̄|k|
a

◆↵�2

⌧ 1. (10)

Then from Eq. (8) it follows that

! ' c|k|/a, (11)

so that the frequency of the emitted GW fGW

s is related
to that of the observed GW fGW

d by the standard redshift
relationship, namely

a(td)f
GW

d ' a(ts)f
GW

s . (12)

1 In many modified gravity models there are more than 2 propa-
gating polarisations [56], which may possibly interact with each
other. Here do not consider this case but focus on the e↵ect of a
modified propagation speed and friction term

Hence we can identify the the GW redshift with the usual
photon redshift z, see Eq. (4). With this approximation

k ⇡ 1

c
!(⌘d)a(⌘d) = 2⇡

fd
c

(13)

since today a = 1. This allows us to write the phase
velocity in Eq. (9) in terms of the detected GW frequency
fd;

c2T (⌘, fd/a) = c2

"
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✓
fd
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#
, (14)

where we have defined

↵̂j = Bj+2

(2⇡h̄)j (15)

with j = ↵ � 2. Notice that the dimensions of [↵j ] =
Hz�j . The radial propagation velocity of the waves is
given by

dr

dt
=
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pt
= c2
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dr

d⌘
(16)

where the group velocity
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and we have used the approximation Eq. (10). For ex-
ample, for massive gravitons j = �2, and cT > c, but
the group velocity vg is smaller than c.
The dispersion relation in Eq. (8) can be obtained from

the wave equation2

�00(⌘, k) + k2c2T (⌘, k/a)
2�(⌘, k) = 0 (18)

where 0 = d/d⌘ and � is the radial component of the
propagating wave. The GW perturbation h (we drop the
tensor indices for the moment) is related to � through
(see e.g. [53])

� = ãh. (19)

Here ã is an e↵ective scale factor that encodes additional
modifications to the GW friction term. We parameterize
it as

ã0

ã
⌘ [1 + ↵M (⌘)]

a0

a
(20)

where ↵M (⌘) is a deviation factor that can parameterize
several theories such as scalar-tensor theories with a run-
ning Planck mass or theories with extra-dimensions. On

2 This assumes that a and B↵ varies on a cosmological time scale,
which is much larger than any time-scale associated with the
GW. Or in terms frequency (and in natural units), 1/k ⌧
r
com

⌧ H�1
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Observable quantities

• Modified luminosity distance:

4

which is the wave equation of a GW propagating with a
modified dispersion relation in the FRLW universe. We
can solve it using the WKB approximation following [35,
37], and obtain [38]

h(⌘, k) = h
GR

(⌘
s

, k)C(⌘, ⌘
s

, k). (22)

where h
GR

(⌘
s

, k) is the solution in GR at the source at
comoving distance r

com

, and C can be interpreted as the
transfer function from the source to the detector for each
GW mode k . In terms of conformal time and detected
GW frequency f

d

(recall from Eq. (13) that k ' 2⇡f
d

/c)
it is given by

C(⌘, ⌘
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, k) =
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exp[2⇡i(f
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/a)d⌘0]

⌘ |C(⌘, ⌘
s

, f
d

)|ei (⌘,⌘s,fd). (23)

The modulus of C will contribute to the GW amplitude,
that is to a modification of the luminosity distance. Its
phase  (⌘, ⌘

s

, f
d

) leads to time delays and phase shifts,
as we now discuss.

A. Observables

1. Luminosity distance

The first estimator that we define arises from the mod-
ulus of the transfer function. In GR, the amplitude of the
GW scales as the comoving distance of the source. From
Eq. (23), in modified gravity, the GW amplitude at the
detector is is now given by

dGW(⌘
d

, f
d

) = r
com

ã(⌘
d

)

ã(⌘
s

)
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(⌘
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s

))

�
1/2

. (24)

Since the results on GW dispersion relations are very
tight |c � c

T

| < 10�15 [25, 26], and measured errors on
dGW are typically of at least a few percent, usually the
e↵ect of c

T

on the distance is negligible. This is also
consistent with the assumption in Eq. (11). The term
ã encodes the deviations in the GW friction and from
Eq. (20), using redshift instead of conformal time, we
obtain

ã(z) = a(z)exp


�
Z

z

0

↵
M

(z)

1 + z
dz

�
, (25)

where we have assumed that a(0) = ã(0) = 1. In terms of
the standard luminosity distance d

EM

(z) = r
com

/a(⌘
s

) =
r
com

(1 + z), we find that the GW luminosity distance in
modified gravity is given by

dGW(z) = d
EM

(z)exp

Z
z

0

↵
M

(z)

1 + z
dz

�
. (26)

This equation is consistent with previous works [40–43],
which have shown the potential of the modified lumi-
nosity distance to be a good marker for testing possible
deviations from GR on cosmological scales.
We now deviate from these references and use Eq. (26)

to bound the parameter ↵
M

(z) such that the GW lu-
minosity distance is a monotonically increasing function
of the redshift. This condition is physically motivated,
since if it were not satisfied one would detect an infinite
number of GWs sources at higher redshifts. In order to
avoid this unphysical case, ↵

M

must satisfy

↵
M

(z) � � (1 + z)

E(z)

Z
z

0

dz0

E(z)

��1

� 1, (27)

where

E(z) =
p
⌦

M

(1 + z)3 + ⌦
⇤

. (28)

Since the right hand side of Eq. (27) is negative it fol-
lows that any positive values of ↵

M

(corresponding to a
further GW), will satisfy this condition. Of course this
is not valid for negative values of ↵

M

(GW might ap-
pear closer.) Fig. 2 shows the allowed values for GW
friction parameter ↵

M

computed with Planck values of
⌦

M

= 0.308 [3] and ⌦
⇤

= 1 � ⌦
M

. Since at lower red-
shifts the ↵

M

contribution to the GW luminosity dis-
tance is small, this term is allowed to take very large
values. However at higher redshifts, ↵

M

must be con-
strained to smaller values in order to satisfy the condition
in Eq. (27).

FIG. 2. The shaded area of on the plot shows the allowed
value for the parameter ↵M with respect to the redshift. Any
functional form of ↵M in the shaded area, will result in a
monothonically increasing GW luminosity distance.

2. Time delay

We now compute the time delay at the detector be-
tween two monochromatic GWs which were emitted at
di↵erent times from the source at fixed comoving dis-
tance r

com

, see Fig. 1. Consider a GW emitted at ⌘A
s

and received at ⌘A
d

, with detected frequency f
d,A

. From

• GWs have an additional leakage: The GW luminosity distance will be different w.r.t. 
LCMD. 
 
 

• GWs can arrive later or earlier: GWs will arrive with a time delay w.r.t an electromagnetic 
or neutrino counterpart.  
 
 

• GWs can arrive with a frequency-dependent delay: GWs will have a different phase 
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All of these estimators depend on source redshift and H0
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All these estimators depend on the redshift of the source and H0

[         = GW reference frequency used to compute the time-delay, eg merger frequency,  
 tau = GRB-GW emission time-delay at the source]
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Eq. (17) it follows that

r
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=

Z
⌘

A
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⌘

A
s
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"
1� 1

2
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j

f j

d,A
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#
d⌘. (29)

Similarly for second GW labelled by B we have

r
com
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⌘

B
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⌘

B
s

c

"
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2
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j

f j

d,B

aj

#
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Hence the conformal time delay at the detector between
the two GWs A and B is given by3

�⌘AB

d

= �⌘AB

s

+
f j

d,A

� f j

d,B

2

Z
⌘

A
d

⌘

A
s

↵̂
j

(⌘)

✓
1

a

◆
j

d⌘. (31)

To a good approximation the two GWs are emitted and
detected on timescales which are smaller than the cos-
mological timescale, and thus

�tAB

d

= (1 + z
s

)�tAB

s

+
f j

d,A

� f j

d,B

2
T
j

(32)

where

T
j

=

Z
zs

0

dz0↵̂
j

(z)
(1 + z0)j

H
0

E(z0)
(33)

and z
s

is the fixed source redshift.
In GR ↵̂

j

= 0 = T
j

and Eq. (32) reduces to the stan-
dard time dilation due to cosmological expansion. Al-
though time delays between di↵erent GW modes are not
usually measured (see below for a discussion of the mea-
sured GW phase), we can exploit Eq. (32) to obtain an-
other observable quantity, namely the GW-photon time
delay. To do so we set the non-GR delay contribution of
B to zero, so that the time delay between the GW its
associated electromagnetic counterpart (a GRB) is

�tGW�EM

d

= (1 + z
s

)�tGW�EM

s

+
f j

R,d

2
T
j

, (34)

where f
R,d

is understood to be the GW reference fre-
quency used to compute the time delay (For instance
for GW170817, f

R,d

was the merger frequency [27]) and
�tGW�EM

s

is the prompt time delay of the GW and its
EM counterpart at the source.

3. GW phase shift

Usually at the detector we do not measure the delay
between di↵erent GW frequencies but rather the phase
of the GW  (f

d

). This is well approximated by [46–48]

 (f
d

) = 2⇡

Z
fd

fR,d

(t
d

� t
R,d

)df 0
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� ⇡/4,

(35)

3 We assume
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↵̂j(⌘)/ajd⌘ ⇡
R ⌘B

d
⌘B
s

↵̂j(⌘)/ajd⌘

where t
R,d

is the reference time at the detector at which
the GW had frequency f

R,d

. Substituting (t� t
R,d

) with
the time-delay term computed in Eq. (32), and integrat-
ing gives
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) =  
GR
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j

f j+1
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, when j 6= �1 (36)

 (f
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ln f
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, when j = �1, (37)

where
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+2⇡
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s
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s

�t
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.

(Here the primes take into account the redefinition of
the reference time and phase after the integration on the
non-GR delay term [21].) Note that Eq. (36) predicts a
constant phase shift for the non-GR model with j = 0.
This is normal since for j = 0 the GW group velocity in
Eq. (17) is frequency independent.
Usually  

GR

(f
d

) is measured in terms of Post-
Newtonian (PN) coe�cients �PN

n

,�PN

n,ln
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) =
X
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)

=
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]f (n�5)/3

d

. (38)

These may be written in the form [49]

�PN

n

=
3

128⌫
(⇡M)

n�5
3 g

n

(⌫, S
1

, S
2

), (39)

where M = m
1

+ m
2

is total mass of the binary in
seconds, ⌫ = (m

1

m
2

)/M2 is the symmetric mass ratio,
S
1

, S
2

the reduced spins and g
n

(⌫, S
1

, S
2

) are numerical
functions provided in [49] . By comparing the frequency
dependency of Eqs. (36) and (38), we therefore see that
a modified dispersion relation with power j will appear
as a GR PN parameter of order

n = 3j + 8. (40)

GW waveforms are known up to the PN orders
n=0,...,7 thus meaning we can probe dispersion re-
lations with eight di↵erent powers j given by j =
�8/3,�7/3, . . . ,�1/3 Amongst these cases is massive
gravity for which j = �2.

With current GW posteriors, there exists two method-
ologies for probing GW dispersion relations. The first
one provides posteriors for GW dispersion relations which
are not directly linked to the PN parameters [21]. This
method fixes H

0

to Planck’s cosmology [3] and use the
entire GW signal. The other one, is more agnostic and
provides posteriors on the fractional phase deviations in
the GW phase that would correspond to a given PN order
[50, 51] from the inspiral part of the merger. In this pa-
per, we start from the agnostic posterior samples on the
PN parameters in [50, 51], since we would like to analyse

2

Here, we focus on the event GW170817 at low redshift,
and thus approximate ↵M (⌘) ⇡ ↵M and ↵̂j(⌘) ⇡ ↵̂j .

Eqs. (1)-(3) can be used to define the three central
observables of our analysis, see [41]. The first, the GW

luminosity distance, depends only1 on ↵M and H
0

. In
terms of the standard luminosity distance d

EM

(z), where
z is the cosmological redshift, it is given by

d
GW

(z) = d
EM

(z) exp

Z z

0

↵M

1 + z
dz

�
. (4)

The second observable is the GW-GRB observation delay

�td = (1 + zs)⌧ +
f j
R,d

2
Tj . (5)

The first term on the right hand side is the standard red-
shift due to the expansion of the Universe, with zs the
redshift of the source, and ⌧ the GW-GRB emission time
delay at the source. The second term is due to modifi-
cations of gravity: fR,d is the GW reference frequency
for computing the GRB delay (for GW170817 it is the
merger frequency [2]), and

Tj ⌘
Z zs

0

dz0↵̂j
(1 + z0)j

H
0

p
⌦m,0(1 + z0)3 + ⌦

⇤

, (6)

we fix ⌦m,0 = 0.308, ⌦
⇤

= 1 � ⌦m,0 [17]. Note that
for low redshift event, we are insensitive to changes in
these parameters. The third observable is the fractional
GW phase shift [41], encoded in the fractional GW phase
deviations to a given Post-Newtonian term �PN:

� 
3j+8

= ⇡
Tj

�PN

3j+8

(j + 1)
, for j 6= �1 (7)

� 
3j+8

= ⇡
T�1

�PN

5,ln

, for j = �1. (8)

The PN parameters are functions of the binary masses
and spins and are given up to the 7th order in [44].

Statistical analysis— We use the statistical
method developed in [41]. We calculate the joint pos-
terior on H

0

, ↵M , ↵̂j and ⌧ , given the observations of
the GW event from LVC data x

GW

, GRB data x
GRB

and
redshift x

z

and combining the measurements provided by
these 3 datasets denoted as ~x, namely

p(H
0

,↵M , ↵̂j , ⌧ |~x) =
p(↵M )p(H

0

)p(↵̂j)p(⌧)

�(H
0

,↵M )

Z
dzdfR,d ⇥

⇥p(z|H
0

)p(fR,d)
p(d

GW

, � |x
GW

)

⇡(d
GW

, � )

p(z|x
z

)

⇡(z)

p(�td|xGRB

)

⇡(�td)

(9)

(for simplicity, we drop the PN index 3j + 8 on � ,
see Eq. (7)-(8)). Here p(d

GW

, � |x
GW

) and p(�td|xEM

)

1 Assuming tight constraints on the GW phase velocity, see [2, 41]

are the posterior distributions of the three observables2,
d
GW

, � ,�td, from the LVC GW data x
GW

and Inte-
gral/Swift data x

GRB

, while p(z|x
z

) is the redshift poste-
rior inferred from Surveys data x

z

[3]. The functions ⇡(·)
are the priors used by the independent measurements to
generate the posterior distributions. For LVC data, pos-
teriors are generated with a uniform prior on the PN
deviations and a d2

GW

prior on the GW luminosity dis-
tance. For NGC4993 and the GW-GRB time delay, we
assume that the posterior values are originally generated
with a uniform prior. For the merger frequency fR,d,
we assume a uniform prior distribution between 2200 Hz
and 3500 Hz, which are the minimum and maximum val-
ues found with di↵erent GW waveform models[45]. As
in the analysis analysis in [2], for the GW-GRB emission
delay, we use a uniform prior p(⌧) between [�10, 0]s (we
allow the GRB emitted up to 10 s after the GW at the
source). For ↵̂j we use a uniform prior in [↵̂j,min

, ↵̂j,max

],
where these two boundaries are computed from the condi-
tion |↵̂jf

j
R,d,min

| < 10�15 with fR,d,min

= 2200 Hz. This
condition is set to satisfy the model independent con-
straints on the GW speed in [2] (also computed allowing
the GRB to be emitted 10 seconds after the GW). For
the Hubble constant we use a flat in log prior between
[40, 120] kmMpc�1s�1 and for the parameter ↵M a uni-
form prior between [�10, 40]. The lower limit of the ↵M

prior has been chosen such that d
GW

is a monotonically
increasing function up to redshift z = 0.2, see [41]. The
prior p(z|H

0

) for the cosmological redshift given the Hub-
ble constant value is uniform in comoving volume, which
for low redshifts scales as / z2/H3

0

. Finally, the denomi-
nator �(H

0

,↵M ) in Eq. (9) ensure the normalization and
encodes the selection e↵ects [41, 46].

When assuming no GW dispersion relation (↵̂j = 0),
we compute p(d

GW

|x
GW

) using the “high-spin” poste-
rior for d

GW

provided by the LVC 3 [45] and gener-
ated by fixing the sky position to that of NGC4993 and
using the GW waveform generator PhenomPNRT [47].
When we consider ↵̂j 6= 0, we use the joint posterior
samples4 on the GW luminosity distance and phase shift
p(d

GW

, � |x
GW

) from [40]. These are also generated us-
ing the PhenomPNRT [48]. For computing p(�td|xGRB

)
we assume a Gaussian posterior with mean �1.74s (the
GW arrives earlier than the GRB) and standard devia-
tion 0.05s [2]. For the posterior on NGC4993 redshift, we
assume a bivariate gaussian distribution centered at the
observed redshift value of ẑ

obs

= 0.011 and peculiar mo-
tion redshift ẑ

pec

= 0.001 ·10�3 with standard deviations
of 2 · 10�4 and 5 · 10�4 respectively [3].

2 The observables are functions of ↵M , ↵̂j , H0, z , see Eqs. (4)-(5)-
(7)-(8).

3 https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800061/public
4 https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800059-v8/public

• GWs have an additional leakage: The GW luminosity distance will be different w.r.t. 
LCMD. 
 
 

• GWs can arrive later or earlier: GWs will arrive with a time delay w.r.t an electromagnetic 
or neutrino counterpart.  
 
 

• GWs can arrive with a frequency-dependent delay: GWs will have a different phase 
evolution w.r.t GR. Observable at the PN level.  

All of these estimators depend on source redshift and H0
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Here, we focus on the event GW170817 at low redshift,
and thus approximate ↵M (⌘) ⇡ ↵M and ↵̂j(⌘) ⇡ ↵̂j .

Eqs. (1)-(3) can be used to define the three central
observables of our analysis, see [41]. The first, the GW

luminosity distance, depends only1 on ↵M and H
0

. In
terms of the standard luminosity distance d

EM

(z), where
z is the cosmological redshift, it is given by

d
GW

(z) = d
EM

(z) exp

Z z

0

↵M

1 + z
dz

�
. (4)

The second observable is the GW-GRB observation delay

�td = (1 + zs)⌧ +
f j
R,d

2
Tj . (5)

The first term on the right hand side is the standard red-
shift due to the expansion of the Universe, with zs the
redshift of the source, and ⌧ the GW-GRB emission time
delay at the source. The second term is due to modifi-
cations of gravity: fR,d is the GW reference frequency
for computing the GRB delay (for GW170817 it is the
merger frequency [2]), and
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Z zs

0

dz0↵̂j
(1 + z0)j

H
0

p
⌦m,0(1 + z0)3 + ⌦

⇤

, (6)

we fix ⌦m,0 = 0.308, ⌦
⇤

= 1 � ⌦m,0 [17]. Note that
for low redshift event, we are insensitive to changes in
these parameters. The third observable is the fractional
GW phase shift [41], encoded in the fractional GW phase
deviations to a given Post-Newtonian term �PN:
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3j+8

= ⇡
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�PN

3j+8

(j + 1)
, for j 6= �1 (7)
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3j+8

= ⇡
T�1

�PN

5,ln

, for j = �1. (8)

The PN parameters are functions of the binary masses
and spins and are given up to the 7th order in [44].

Statistical analysis— We use the statistical
method developed in [41]. We calculate the joint pos-
terior on H

0

, ↵M , ↵̂j and ⌧ , given the observations of
the GW event from LVC data x

GW

, GRB data x
GRB

and
redshift x

z

and combining the measurements provided by
these 3 datasets denoted as ~x, namely

p(H
0

,↵M , ↵̂j , ⌧ |~x) =
p(↵M )p(H
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)p(↵̂j)p(⌧)
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(9)

(for simplicity, we drop the PN index 3j + 8 on � ,
see Eq. (7)-(8)). Here p(d

GW

, � |x
GW

) and p(�td|xEM

)

1 Assuming tight constraints on the GW phase velocity, see [2, 41]

are the posterior distributions of the three observables2,
d
GW

, � ,�td, from the LVC GW data x
GW

and Inte-
gral/Swift data x

GRB

, while p(z|x
z

) is the redshift poste-
rior inferred from Surveys data x

z

[3]. The functions ⇡(·)
are the priors used by the independent measurements to
generate the posterior distributions. For LVC data, pos-
teriors are generated with a uniform prior on the PN
deviations and a d2

GW

prior on the GW luminosity dis-
tance. For NGC4993 and the GW-GRB time delay, we
assume that the posterior values are originally generated
with a uniform prior. For the merger frequency fR,d,
we assume a uniform prior distribution between 2200 Hz
and 3500 Hz, which are the minimum and maximum val-
ues found with di↵erent GW waveform models[45]. As
in the analysis analysis in [2], for the GW-GRB emission
delay, we use a uniform prior p(⌧) between [�10, 0]s (we
allow the GRB emitted up to 10 s after the GW at the
source). For ↵̂j we use a uniform prior in [↵̂j,min

, ↵̂j,max

],
where these two boundaries are computed from the condi-
tion |↵̂jf

j
R,d,min

| < 10�15 with fR,d,min

= 2200 Hz. This
condition is set to satisfy the model independent con-
straints on the GW speed in [2] (also computed allowing
the GRB to be emitted 10 seconds after the GW). For
the Hubble constant we use a flat in log prior between
[40, 120] kmMpc�1s�1 and for the parameter ↵M a uni-
form prior between [�10, 40]. The lower limit of the ↵M

prior has been chosen such that d
GW

is a monotonically
increasing function up to redshift z = 0.2, see [41]. The
prior p(z|H

0

) for the cosmological redshift given the Hub-
ble constant value is uniform in comoving volume, which
for low redshifts scales as / z2/H3

0

. Finally, the denomi-
nator �(H

0

,↵M ) in Eq. (9) ensure the normalization and
encodes the selection e↵ects [41, 46].

When assuming no GW dispersion relation (↵̂j = 0),
we compute p(d

GW

|x
GW

) using the “high-spin” poste-
rior for d

GW

provided by the LVC 3 [45] and gener-
ated by fixing the sky position to that of NGC4993 and
using the GW waveform generator PhenomPNRT [47].
When we consider ↵̂j 6= 0, we use the joint posterior
samples4 on the GW luminosity distance and phase shift
p(d

GW

, � |x
GW

) from [40]. These are also generated us-
ing the PhenomPNRT [48]. For computing p(�td|xGRB

)
we assume a Gaussian posterior with mean �1.74s (the
GW arrives earlier than the GRB) and standard devia-
tion 0.05s [2]. For the posterior on NGC4993 redshift, we
assume a bivariate gaussian distribution centered at the
observed redshift value of ẑ

obs

= 0.011 and peculiar mo-
tion redshift ẑ

pec

= 0.001 ·10�3 with standard deviations
of 2 · 10�4 and 5 · 10�4 respectively [3].

2 The observables are functions of ↵M , ↵̂j , H0, z , see Eqs. (4)-(5)-
(7)-(8).

3 https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800061/public
4 https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-P1800059-v8/public
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Our starting point is a modified dispersion relation of
the form [21]

c2g
µ⌫

pµp⌫ = �B
↵

|cp|↵. (5)

where, for GWs emitted at r
com

and propagating radially
to the observer,

pµ = (E/c, h̄k/a2, 0, 0) (6)

with k the (constant) comoving wave number, and |p| =
(g

ij

pipj)1/2 = h̄k/a2. Thus the dispersion relation (5) is

E2 = c2
h̄2k2

a2
+B

↵

✓
c
h̄|k|
a

◆
↵

, (7)

which depends on the physical momentum p
ph

= k/a.
When the coe�cients B

↵

vanish, the dispersion relation
Eq. (5) reduces to the standard one of a massless particle
in general relativity ! ⌘ E/h̄ = ck/a. For B

0

6= 0,
Eq. (7) is the dispersion relation for the massive graviton
B

0

= m2

g

c4 (in [eV]2). Di↵erent theories give di↵erent
predictions for the (generally ⌘-dependent) B

↵

, see [21]
for some examples. Here we aim to see what constraints
GW observations can put on the B

↵

without focusing on
any particular theory.

Let us rewrite Eq. (7) as

E2 ⌘ h̄2!2 = c2
T

(⌘, k/a)
h̄2k2

a2
(8)

where

c2
T

(⌘, k/a) ⌘ c2

"
1 +B

↵

✓
c
h̄|k|
a

◆
↵�2

#
. (9)

Motivated by the very tight constraint on the speed of
of gravitational waves [26, 45], we will assume that GWs
are ultra-relativistic and that

|B
↵

|
✓
c
h̄|k|
a

◆
↵�2

⌧ 1. (10)

Then from Eq. (8) it follows that

! ' c|k|/a, (11)

so that the frequency of the emitted GW fGW

s

is related
to that of the observed GW fGW

d

by the standard redshift
relationship, namely

a(t
d

)fGW

d

' a(t
s

)fGW

s

. (12)

Hence we can identify the the GW redshift with the usual
photon redshift z, see Eq. (4). With this approximation

k ⇡ 1

c
!(⌘

d

)a(⌘
d

) = 2⇡
f
d

c
(13)

since today a = 1. This allows us to write the phase
velocity in Eq. (9) in terms of the detected GW frequency
f
d

;

c2
T

(⌘, f
d

/a) = c2

"
1 + ↵̂

j

✓
f
d

a

◆
j

#
, (14)

where we have defined

↵̂
j

= B
j+2

(2⇡h̄)j (15)

with j = ↵ � 2. Notice that the dimensions of [↵
j

] =
Hz�j . The radial propagation velocity of the waves is
given by

dr

dt
=

pr

pt
= c2

k

a

1

a!
=

v
g

a
=

1

a

dr

d⌘
(16)

where the group velocity

v
g

' c

"
1� ↵̂

j

2

✓
f
d

a

◆
j

#
, (17)

and we have used the approximation Eq. (10). For mas-
sive gravitons, for example, c

T

> c, but the group veloc-
ity v

g

is smaller than c.
The dispersion relation in Eq. (8) can be obtained from

the wave equation2

�00(⌘, k) + k2c2
T

(⌘, k/a)2�(⌘, k) = 0 (18)

where 0 = d/d⌘ and � is the radial component of the
propagating wave. The GW perturbation h (we drop the
tensor indices for the moment) is related to � through
(see e.g. [41])

� = ãh. (19)

Here ã is an e↵ective scale factor that encodes additional
modifications to the GW friction term. We parameterize
it as

ã0

ã
⌘ [1 + ↵

M

(⌘)]
a0

a
(20)

where ↵
M

(⌘) is a deviation factor that can parameterize
several theories such as scalar-tensor theories with a run-
ning Planck mass or theories with extra-dimensions. On
subhorizon scales (that is, on scales smaller than ã00/ã
[43]), Eq. (18) can be obtained from

h00 + 2[1 + ↵
M

(⌘)]
a0

a
h0 + k2c2

T

(⌘, k/a)h = 0, (21)

2 This assumes that a and B↵ varies on a cosmological time scale,
which is much larger than any time-scale associated with the
GW. Or in terms frequency (and in natural units), 1/k ⌧
r
com

⌧ H�1

0

.
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0th order - GW170817 and GRB170817A

• Theoretical framework: No 
cosmology, constant and frequency 
independent speed.  

• How: It makes use of the GW-EM time 
delay to estimate the fractional 
difference between the speed of light 
and GW. Considered uncertainty of 10 s 
in the prompt time.  

• Highlight on the results: Tightest 
constrain on the GW speed.

h(r, ⌘) =
1

dGW
L (⌘)

h(⌘s, r � c

Z ⌘

⌘s

(1 + ↵T )
1/2d⌘)
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FIG. 12. Posterior distributions for H
0

,↵M and m2

g. Black dashed line: H
0

only (namely GR). Green solid line: (H
0

,↵M ).
Scenario I (H

0

, ↵̂j): blue dotted line. Scenario II (H
0

,↵M , ↵̂j): purple dash-dot line. Red patches: cosmological mo-
tivated constraints on H

0

,↵M [77] (fixing m2

g = 0). Yellow line: Upper bound on m2

g from GW170817 in [26] (fixing
H

0

= 69.3 kmMpc�1s�1.)

even if we add a GW dispersion relation and can be con-
verted into constraints on those theories which modify
the GW luminosity distance as in Eq. (26). For instance,
for models with extra dimensions with the parametri-

sation h / d��
EM

with � = (D � 2)/2 [26, 32, 79],
we find the number of the spacetime dimensions to be
3.94 < D < 4.37. For scalar-tensor theories with run-
ning Planck mass and no GW dispersion, d

GW

/d
EM

=

Results with GW170817 (massive gravity)

– Only Hubble constant [check of method]

– Hubble constant + GW friction
– Hubble constant + GW dispersion
– Hubble constant + GW friction + GW dispersion

Results in good agreement  
with GR (m_g = 0 and friction=0)  
within 1 sigma in all cases. 
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TABLE I. Median and 1� confidence intervals for H
0

, ↵̂j (3rd, 4th and 5th columns) for Scenarios I-II. For H
0

and ↵M in
Scenario II we report the 95% CL lower and upper bounds (due to their degeneracy described in the text). First and Second
column: vg scaling and correspondent PN for the GW dispersion relations. Correlations between variables are reported in the
6th, 7th, 8th columns.

vg PN H
0

[ kmMpc�1s�1] ↵̂j [eV
�jc2j ] ↵M CH0�↵̂j CH0�↵M C↵̂j�↵M

I-II I-II I II I II II I II II II

f
�8/3
d 0 75+15

�9

> 63 �8.5+6.7
�6.6 · 10�52 �9.9+7.6

�8.9 · 10�52 < 54 0.11 �0.07 0.64 �0.31

f
�7/3
d 1 75+14

�8

> 64 6.7+9.1
�7.4 · 10�49 7.8+10.8

�8.4 · 10�49 < 50 0.09 0.15 0.72 0.15
f�2

d 2 75+15

�8

> 64 1.8+2.5
�1.9 · 10�44 2.0+3.0

�2.2 · 10�44 < 48 0.03 0.08 0.73 0.08

f
�5/3
d 3 75+14

�8

> 64 3.6+7.2
�6.7 · 10�40 4.7+7.9

�7.2 · 10�40 < 48 0.05 0.11 0.71 0.12

f
�4/3
d 4 76+14

�9

> 66 �1.9+1.5
�2.0 · 10�35 �2.1+1.8

�2.5 · 10�35 < 48 �0.17 �0.11 0.68 �0.08
f�1

d 5l 77+15

�9

> 66 �3.2+2.5
�2.9 · 10�31 �3.8+2.9

�3.5 · 10�31 < 48 �0.10 �0.19 0.70 �0.18

f
�2/3
d 6 76+15

�9

> 67 3.7+11.9
�4.8 · 10�28 4.4+13.4

�6.0 · 10�28 < 48 0.10 0.08 0.66 0.03

f
�1/3
d 7 76+15

�9

> 65 �2.5+1.8
�2.8 · 10�22 �2.8+2.0

�3.1 · 10�22 < 48 �0.18 �0.19 0.67 �0.11

FIG. 10. Joint and marginalized probability density function
for H

0

and ↵M assuming ↵̂j = 0 (no friction term).

than the cosmological expansion for the GW, also in this
case, we obtain �ts = �1.72+0.05

�0.05s.
We now apply our analysis to two Scenarios which are

considered in this paper for the first time. In Scenario I

we consider several GW dispersion relations jointly with
H

0

but fixing ↵M = 0, while in Scenario II we infer all
the parameters (and allow also ↵M to vary).

1. Scenario I: H
0

� ↵̂j

For Scenario I, we find that the results on theH
0

deter-
mination are mostly independent of the GW dispersion
relation, see Tab. I. This means that H

0

is mostly con-
strained through the GW luminosity distance and not the

GW-GRB observation delay or GW phase. Note that we
considered both positive and negative values of ↵̂j in the
posterior distributions, and thus include both sub- and
super-luminal GW propagation. Indeed, here we take a
purely phenomenological approach in order to fully ex-
ploit the information encoded in data. It is important to
observe that these combined observations also allow us
to put constraints on the GW- GRB emission delay for
several GW dispersion relations considered in this paper
(see Fig. 11).

FIG. 11. Posterior distributions for �tMG

d (GW-GRB obser-
vation delay) and vg/c�1, both evaluated at fR,d. Red/green:
scenario I. Blue/orange: scenario II.

As it can be seen, the contribution to the observation
delay due to modification of gravity (�tMG

d = f j
R,dTj/2

in Eq. (34)) is always negligible if compared to the cur-
rent uncertainty on the observed time delay (0.05 s). As
a consequence, for all the GW frequency dependent dis-

red/green: without friction term
orange/blue: with friction term

j=-8/3, -7/3,….-1/3

time delay due to modified
gravity negligible (relative
to current uncertainty
on observed time delay, ~0.05s) 
for all dispersion relations 
studied => tight constraint on  
alpha_j and hence on  
modified speed

speed GWs at the merger
Constrained to a 
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The direct detection of gravitational waves by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration has opened a new
window with which to measure cosmological parameters such as the Hubble constant H

0

, and also
probe general relativity on large scales. In this paper we present a new phenomenological approach,
together with its inferencial implementation, for measuring deviations from general relativity (GR)
on cosmological scales concurrently with a determination of H

0

. We consider gravitational waves
(GWs) propagating in an expanding homogeneous and isotropic background, but with a modified
friction term and dispersion relation relative to that of GR. We find that a single binary neutron star
GW detection will poorly constrain the GW friction term. However, a joint analysis including the
GW phase and GW-GRB detection delay could improve constraints on some GW dispersion relations
provided the delay is measured with millisecond precision. We also show that, for massive gravity,
by combining 100 binary neutron stars detections with observed electromagnetic counterparts and
hosting galaxy identification, we will be able to constrain the Hubble constant, the GW damping
term and the GW dispersion relation with 2%, 15% and 2 % accuracy, respectively. We emphasise
that these three parameters should be measured together in order avoid biases. Finally we apply
the method to GW170817, and demonstrate that for all the GW dispersions relations we consider,
including massive gravity, the GW must be emitted ⇠ 1.74s before the Gamma-ray burst (GRB).
Furthermore, at the GW merger peak frequency, we show that the fractional di↵erence between the
GW group velocity and c is <⇠ 10�17.

I. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental building block of the Standard Cos-
mological model (⇤CDM) is Einstein’s theory of general
relativity (GR). When supplemented with the assump-
tion that on large scales the Universe is homogeneous
and isotropic (the Cosmological principle), together with
the introduction of dark energy — in the form of a cos-
mological constant ⇤ — and dark matter, it is an excel-
lent description of our observable universe, including its
accelerated expansion today [1]. However, many theoret-
ical questions remain open, most fundamental of which
is perhaps the nature of dark energy and dark matter
[2]. On the observational side, it is well known that the
measurements of the Hubble constant through the Cos-
mic Microwave Background (CMB) [3] and in the local
Universe with Standard Candles [4, 5] show a significant
statistical discrepancy [6]. One of the possible solutions
to these open problems is to consider that GR is modified
on cosmological scales. There exists numerous models of
modified gravity models which break di↵erent GR as-
sumptions [7], and in general in these models both scalar
and tensor perturbations evolve di↵erently from those of
GR [8–10]. In this paper we focus on the tensor pertur-
bations, namely Gravitational Waves (GWs).

Modifying gravity on cosmological scales generally re-
sults in a GW dispersion relation, i.e. GWs do not prop-
agate at the speed of light; and also to a di↵erent GW
friction term relative to that of GR. The parameters en-
coding these deviations are often denoted by ↵M (for the
friction term) and ↵T (for the dispersion relation) [11].
For instance ↵M might arise from a running Planck mass,
while a non-zero ↵T can occur in the case of a massive

graviton [7]. GWs o↵ers a unique opportunity to probe
these parameters on cosmological scales. In fact, from a
GW detection is possible to infer directly the luminos-
ity distance of the source [12–16] without the use of a
cosmological ladder, thus giving the possibility to inde-
pendently measure H

0

with GWs[17, 18] even if an elec-
tromagnetic counterpart is not observed [19]. Moreover,
the GW phase can be studied to probe for the presence of
possible GW dispersion relations [20–26]. Finally, GWs
can be also detected together with a gamma-ray burst
(GRB), and any delay with respect to the GW can be
used for probing ↵T [27].

GWs have been used to measure H
0

using the
GW170817 hosting galaxy identification [28] whereas for
binary black holes, galaxy surveys have been employed
[29, 30]. This type of study is indeed very promising
for measuring independently H

0

, in fact with hundreds
of GWs detection we will be able to measure H

0

with
2% accuracy [31]. Recently, GWs have been used also
to constrain ↵M and ↵T (or their equivalent quantities)
independently of each other, often without considering
the cross-correlations with the Hubble constant H

0

(in
the case of ↵T ) and never (to the best of our knowledge)
considering all of them at the same time. In [9, 11, 32, 33]
for instance, the authors present a methodology to mea-
sure jointly ↵M and H

0

from the GW luminosity dis-
tance assuming that the redshift of the source is perfectly
known from the identification of the host galaxy, while in
[34, 35] the authors make use of the luminosity distance
of high redsfhit events to measure ↵T . In [9, 26, 32] a
more complete statistical analysis is presented using the
binary neutron star merger (BNS) GW170817 [36] for
cosntraining the number of spacetime dimensions and a
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